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First 'licial District Court - Kootenai County:'·/-"·· 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2016-0004603 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Jennifer Eastman vs. Farmers Insurance Company 
User: LEU 









































New Case Filed - Other Claims Rich Christensen 
Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Rich Christensen 
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F and 
H(1) Paid by: Crary, Robert B. (attorney for 
Eastman, Jennifer) Receipt number: 0025487 
Dated: 6/22/2016 Amount $221.00 (E-payment) 
For: Eastman, Jennifer (plaintiff) 
Complaint Filed Rich Christensen 
Summons Issued Rich Christensen 
Amended Complaint Filed {amended, exh. A Rich Christensen 
inadvertantly left off original filing) 
Summons Issued (amended, Original summons Rich Christensen 
was served again with the complete complaint) 
Notice Of Appearance- T Fouser obo Farmers Rich Christensen 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Rich Christensen 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Fouser, 
Trudy Hanson (attorney for Farmers Insurance 
Company) Receipt number: 0028722 Dated: 
7/15/2016 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: 
Farmers Insurance Company (defendant) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Rich Christensen 
08/18/2016 03:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Affidavit Of Service-6/23/16-MD Registered Agent Rich Christensen 
obo FIC 
Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial Rich Christensen 
Email Sent Date: 08/17/201611:54 am To: 
rcrary@ccdlaw.com; tfouser@g-g.com; 
bchristensen@g-g.com; llindeman@g-g.com and 
acrary@ccdlaw.com File Attached: Scheduling 
form - Civil. pdf 
Email Sent Date: 08/17/201611:58 am To: 
tfouser@g-g.com; bchristensen@g-g.com and 
llindeman@g-g.com No Files Attached. 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Rich Christensen 
Judgment 10/26/2016 03:00 PM) set by PA and 
DA 
Response to Status Conference Notice- Aaron Rich Christensen 
Crary 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 08/18/2016 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
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ROA Report 
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Jennifer Eastman vs. Farmers Insurance Company 
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Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Rich Christensen 
Judgment 11/01/2016 03:00 PM) set by PA and 
DA 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 10/26/2016 03:00 PM: Hearing 
Vacated set by PA 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Rich Christensen 
03/06/2017 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 
02/13/2017 03:00 PM) 
Notice of Pretrial Conference/Trial 
Notice Of Hearing RE: Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Mark E. Stevens in Support of 





Memorandum In Support of Defendant's Motion Rich Christensen 
for Summary Judgment 
Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment Rich Christensen 
Defendant's Statement of Undisputed Facts in 
Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
New File Created******** #2 ******** 
Memorandum In Support Of Cross Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Opposition to 
Defendant's Summary Judgment 





Affidavit of Aaron A Crary in Support of Motion for Rich Christensen 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing RE: Plaintiff's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
Reply in Support of Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 






Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary in Support of Plaintiffs Rich Christensen 
Reply to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
11/1/2016 DCHH STECKMAN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 11/01/2016 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 
11/14/2016 JenQfeYMktman vs !tSQ~surance cJ?i~t~9dant'~&Rlrteu!.\Me's§!SS Disclosure Rich Christen§iap378 
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Firsf"~·-,~icial District Court - Kootenai County,/""M'*\ 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2016-0004603 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Jennifer Eastman vs. Farmers Insurance Company 
User: LEU 






























BOOTH Memorandum Decision and Order on the Parties' Rich Christensen 
Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment 
BOOTH Email Sent Date: 12/07/2016 10:28 am To: 
rcrary@ccdlaw.com; thanley@ccdlaw.com; 
tfouser@g-g.com; bchristensen@g-g.com and 
llindeman@g-g.com File Attached: 
20161207101231353.pdf 
KOZMA Motion for Reconsideration Rich Christensen 
KOZMA Memorandum In Support Of Motion for Rich Christensen 
Reconsideration 
BOOTH Scheduling Order on Plaintiffs Motion to Rich Christensen 
Reconsider 
KOZMA Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion Rich Christensen 
for Reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order on the Parties' Cross Motions 
for Summary Judgment 
BOOTH Memorandum and Decision on Plaintiffs Motion Rich Christensen 
for Reconsideration 
CLEVELAND Civil Disposition entered for: Farmers Insurance Rich Christensen 












Plaintiff. Filing date: 2/3/2017 
Final Judgement 
Case status changed: Closed 
Notice Vacating Hearing 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference 
scheduled on 02/13/2017 03:00 PM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled 






Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Rich Christensen 
Supreme Court Paid by: Crary, Robert B. 
(attorney for Eastman, Jennifer) Receipt number: 
0004579 Dated: 2/13/2017 Amount: $129.00 
(E-payment) For: Eastman, Jennifer (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 4581 Dated Rich Christensen 
2/13/2017 for 100.00) 
Case status changed: Closed pending clerk 
action 
Notice Of Appeal 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
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CRARY (ISB#S693) 
9417 Avenue 
Spokane, VifA 99206 
Tele: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
17) 
P.S. 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE Of IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 















d'li ;,,i j 
'Fi-.:f: 51>t;1. 'l ~. 1111 
COMES NOW, the Pla1ntiff, and petitions the Court for declaration adjudging the 
rights ao.d responsibilities between the Plaintiff and the Defendant as foHows: 
I. 
Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to Rule 57 of the ldaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and the provisions of the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, I.C. § 10-1201 
et. seq. There exists an actual and justiciable controversy as to the rights, status and other 
legal relations of a.n.d between the parties as hereinafter aHcged. 
COMPLAJNT FOR DECLARATORY ,nJDGMENT -1 
11 of 378 
That at aU times material herein, Plain.tiff was and. is a. reside.nt of Post Falls, 
Upon information and belief, Plaintiff alleges that at an times material herein, the 
Defendant was a resident of the State of Idaho. 
IV. 
That for the per.iod of January 27, 2014 through July 27, 2014, Defendant issued a 
policy of insurance to Plaintiff 1ermifer Eastman. A true and correct copy of said policy is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. Under the policy, Plaintiff purchased $500,000 in 
underinsured motorist coverage (UtM). 
v. 
That on March 18~ 2014, Plaintiff was traveling in a Van pool transportation. in 
Washington State when the vehicle was struck by an.other vehicle, causing her injury. 
VI. 
Plaintiff received $50,000 from the driver of the colliding vehicle, representing the 
fu.U amount of liability coverage available to Pi.ainti:ff. Plaintiff also received $48,846.00 
from the Van's UIM. coverage, which represented the full amount available to her from 
the Van, considering injuries to other parties. Plaintiffs damages exceed the amounts 
recovered. 
VII. 
COM Pt.AIN'T FOR DEC.LARA TORY JUDG.MENT - l 
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Plaintiff has sought coverage for her damages from Defendant pursuant to her 
UIM, but Defendant deni.ed this claim alleging that Plaintiff is not entitl.ed to :recover 
UIM benefits because the Van that she was a passenger in carried UIM under another 
policy. 
VIII. 
Defendant denies any obligation under said insurance policy to Plaintiff for UIM 
benefits. 
Plaintiff asserts that public policy and language in the insurance contract mandate 
UIM coverage in this case. 
X. 
Under the provisions of J..C. § 10-1201 et. seq. and Rule 57 ofthe Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, the Court has the power to declare the rights, status and other legal 
relations of and between tbe parties under these circumstances; that a controversy exists 
between the Plaintiff and the Defendant~ and Plaintiff believes that said policy of 
insurance applies and extends any coverage or benefits to her. Therefore, it is necessary 
that the policy issued by Defendant herein be construed and detennined and a declaration 
of the rights, status and other legal relations of the parties thc..-reun.der be determined. 
XI. 
Plaintiff has been required to retain the services of kgal counsel in order to bring 
COMl'LAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT~ 3 
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this action for declaratory judgment, and is entitled to recover her reasonable attorney 
fees and costs of suit incurred thereby, pursuant to the applicable provisions of Idaho law, 
inc1uding but not limited to Idaho Code §§10-1210, 12-120 and 41~1839. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that the Court determine, find and declare: 
l. That the Plaintiff is covered. for UIM under the applicable pol.i.cy of 
insurance (Exhibit A); 
2. That Plaintiff be awarded her reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in 
the prosecution of this declaratory judgment action; 
3. That Plaintiff be awarded such other relief as the Court deems just and 
proper under the circumstances. 
DATED this )...J_ day of June, 2016. 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARA 1'0RY ,roDGM ENT - 4 
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9417 
Spokane, 
Tele: (.509) 926-4900 
Fax! (S09) 924--7771 
A.ttorneyJ for Plaintiff 
CHUANGP.S. 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR fHE CO UNIT OF 





FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 















d""I( ~~ j 
'F~: 9c1, tf ~.111 l 
COl\1ES NOW, the Plaintiff, and petitions the Court for declaration adjudging the 
rights and responsibilities between the Plaind:ff and the :Oe&ndant as follows: 
I. 
Plaintiff bringi this action pursuant to Rule 57 <.if the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and th.e provision! of the Unifonn Declaruo:ry Judp:ient Act, J.C.§ 10·.1201 
seq. exists an actual and justiciable controversy as to the rights, status and other 
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That at all 





That for the period January 27, 2014 through July 27, 2014, Defendant issued a 
policy of to Eastman. true and correct copy of said policy is 
attached as Under policy, Plaintiff purchased $500,000 in 
underinsured motorist coverage (UIM). 
on March 18, 14, was traveling a Van transportation in 
Washington State was struck by another vehicle, causing her injury. 
VI. 
$50,000 driver the colliding vehicle, representing the 
full amount of liability coverage available to Plaintiff. Plaintiff also received $48,846.00 
from the Van's UIM coverage, which represented the full amount available to her from 
Van, 
recovered. 
injuries to other 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT - 2 
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Plaintiffs damages exceed the amounts 




because the Van that she was a passenger in carried 
to recover 
under another 
said insurance policy to Plaintiff UIM 
IX. 
public policy language in the insurance contract mandate 
UIM coverage case. 
X. 
•~HJU~ of § 10- l l et. seq. Rule the Idaho Rules 
Civil Court has power to declare the rights, status and other 
relations and between the parties under these circumstances; that a controversy exists 
between the and the Defendant, and Plaintiff believes said policy of 
it is nec:essar insurance and extends any or benefits to 
that the issued by Defendant herein be construed and determined and a declaration 
of the rights, status other legal relations the parties thereunder determined. 
required to retain the services legal counsel in order to bring 
FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT - 3 
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this action for judgment, and is entitled to recover reasonable attorney 
fees and costs of suit incurred thereby, pursuant to the applicable provisions of Idaho law, 
including but not limited to Idaho Code §§10-1210, 12-120 and 41 839. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that the Court determine, find and declare: 
1. That the Plaintiff is covered for UIM under the applicable policy of 
insurance (Exhibit 
2. Plaintiff be awarded her reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in 
the prosecution of this declaratory judgment action; 
3. That Plaintiff be awarded such other relief as the Court deems just and 
circumstances. 
this~ day of June, 2016. 
,. uu,-. DOMANICO, & CHUANG, P.S. 
COMPLAINT FOR DEC LARA TORY JUDGMENT - 4 
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vusmess relationship with you, we collect information about you that is necessary to 
and services. We treat this information as and recognize the 
us. 
You trust us with an of your finaocia! lifo. \Ve arc proud of our nnu,,,-.,, ~md procedures and 
encourage you to revie,v them carefully. 
TI1is notice from the member companies of the Farmers Insurance Group of Companies'" listed on the back of this 
notice*' describes our practices regarding information about our customers and fo1mer customers that obtain 
financial services from us for or household state law is more 
protective we will protect information accordance with state law 
consistent 
\Ve collect and maintain information about to yca: with the product or service you request and 
to your account. 
\"Ve collect certain information ('nonpublic personal information'') about ycr. and the members of your household 
("you11) the following sources: 
• Information we receive from you on applications or other frnms, such as your social security number, assets, 
income and information; 
• 
• a consun1er or msurance organization, such as motor 
an<l claims and 
Ill long-term care or disability product, information we receive from medical professionals 
care to you and insurance suppmt organizations regarding your 
At our customers are our most valued assets. Protecting your privacy is important to us. \Y/e restrict access 
to personal infonnation about you to those individuals, such as our employees and as,rcnts, ,vlw provide you ,vith our 
products ,UJd service::;. \Ve those individuals to whom we permit access to your customer infonnation to 
protect it and keep it confidential. \Ve maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply with 
applicable regu!at01y standards to guard your nonpublic personal infonnation, 
\'{/e do not disclose any nonpublic 
described in tbis 
infom1ation about you, as our customer or fom1er customer, except as 
\'Fe may disclose the personal. information we collect about you, as described above, to companies that 
perform marketing service::; on our behalf or to other finwcial institutions with ,vhich we have joint marketing 
agreements and to other third parties, all as permitted la,v. 
1Vfa.ny employers, benefit or sponsors restrict the information that can be shared about their employees or 
members by companies that provide them with products or services. If you have a relationship with Farmers or one 
of its as a result of pmduct_s or services provided through an employer, benefit plan or plan sponsor, we will 
abide the privacr restrictions in1posed by that orga.nizarion. 
\v'e are permitted to disclose health information (1) to process your transaction with us, for instance, to 
determine eligibility for coverage, to process claims or to prevent fraud; (2) with your written authori7,ation, and (3) 
othenvise as permitted by law. 
The Farmers family encompasses various affiliates that offer a '\Pariety of financial products and services in addition to 
i.nsur,mce. Sharing information enables our affiliates to offer you a more complete range of products and services. 
25-7660 8·12 
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to our which 
compames. 
law to :shan:: our affiliates infonnation about our transactions and experiences with you. 
\VC may share with our affiliates consumer report information, such as information from credit reports 
and certain that we have received from you and from parties, such as consumer 
If it is your decision not to and to aHo,..v sharing of your information with our affiliates, you do not need to 
request an Opt-Out Form or respond to us in any way. 
have submitted a to on each of your policies, no further is required. 
tbat ,ve not share consumer report infom1ation with our aftiliate;;, except as otherwise by law, 
f<"armers policy numbers arc Jisted. 
printed on the fom1. \1/e vvi!l 
toll free, 1-800-327-6377, (please have all of your policy numbers 
form will be mailed to your attention. Please verify that all of 
add the numbers on the form and mail to the return address 
a reasonab!e time after we receive the form. 
\Y,/c reserve the to change our practices in the future, which m,·1y include sharing nonpublic personal 
infmmation about yoc. with nonaffiliated third parries. Before we do that, we will you with a revtsed privacy 




such as the one located at fa1mers.com, contain additional information particular to 
notices if you tr;msmit personal infom1ation to Farmers over the 
w·c are providing this notice to the named policyholder residing at the mailing address to which we send your policy 
information. If there is more than one policyholder on a policy, only named policyholder on that policy will 
receive notice, any policyholder may request a copy of th.is notice. You may receive more than one copy 
of this nutice if you more thm1 one policy with Farmers. You also may receive notices from affiliates, other than 
those listed below. Please read those notices carefully to determine your rights with respect to those affiliates' privacy 
practices. 
This notice is required by 
our website at fain1ers.com. 
la\v. If yoll would like additional info1.rnation about these federal la,vs, please visit 
Fire Insurance Exchange_, Truck Insurance Exchange, Insurance Company, Farmers 
Insurance (:\ Kansas Corp.); Fam1ers Insurance Company of Arizona, Farmers Insurm1ce Company of ldaho, 
Farmers Insurance Company of Oregon, Fanners Insurance Company of \Vas!ti:1gton, Fam1ers Insurance of Columbus, Inc.; 
Pam1ers >,;"ew fosurm1ce Company, Fa1'mers I11c.; Farmers Reinsurance Company, Farme1·s Services insurance 
Abrcncy, Fam1ers Services CQrporation, Fam1crs Texas County "\lutual Insurance Company, Farmers Underwriters Association, 
Fa1mers Value Added, Inc.; Fa1mers .Fimmcial Solutions, LLC member FIN.RA & SIPC~\ FFS Holding, LLC; Farmers 
Services, LLC; '.f.l 1l.:S Services, I ,eschi J ,ifi:'. Assurance Comp,my, rrG Holding Company, rIG Leasing Co,, Inc.; 
Fire Unde1:writers Association, llHnois Parmers Insur,mce Company, fvfid-Centmy Insurance Company of Texas, 
Prematic Corporation (California), Prematic Service Corporation (Nevada), Texas fiarmers Insurance 
Farrners Kew \Vorld insurance Company, '! 'ruck Umlenvriters Association, Civic Property and 
Exact Property and Casualty Company and I\eighborhood Spirit Property and Casualty Company. 
"'lhe abov-e is a list of the affiliates on whose behalf this 
Group ofC0mpll.!,tes. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
notice is being provided. It is not a comprehensive list of .all affiliates oi the Farmers Insurance 
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FARMERS INSURANCE (O!,![lANY Of IDAHO, POCATEU.0, IDAHO ,anauthorizedTcfahoinsurcr, 
in compliance with Section 49-1231, IdtdJo Code, certifies that it has issued a policy of motor vehicle liability 
insurance in an amount not less than that required by Section 49-117,IJal,o Code, for the described motot 
RAV4 4D 4Wll 
Agentmime:KELLY M KIMBERLHG 
Offl(EISSUING1t!ISCARD: 23175 NW Bc1111c t t St. 
25-6420 B-l2 Keep this i11 your vehicle at 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
Registered 01'/00f: 
JTEHD20V550070756 JENNIFER EASTMAN 
Phone no: {208) 687-5525 
llillsboro, OR 97124 ( I 
times. Re11d reverse side carefully. KEEP WITH VIHICU A642031 I 
Docket No. 44889 22 of 378 
Servkes hy Farmers le11tn is 24 hours 
aulo dai.tn loss report,.nrnmgc roadside assistance, towing, oree<;n coorduui:e auto glass 
Please c,0n1act us 
For 1 
Para. 1 
WHAT TO DO N CASE OF A.. 'f ACClOENT: 
h,mdk your 
your reque,L 
L Be ,rw:irc of your personal safety and th.at of others at the scene. C:hedr for iniurics and caH 911, if needed. 
2. Wm:n other d~rs lo preve11L further da.ml!ge. 'l um on your t1ashcrs and set flares, if ,wailabk. Signal with l:1tshlig!tt at night. 
3. Notify the police. Many times a passing driver or bystnudcr will do this for you. 
4. G:1tl,0r tlic facts. Get nu.mes of witnesses, 11lorig with other pertinent i,1foi::mi:ttion like driver's hccnsc •nd phone numbers, 
i:tecident scene and vehicle photos, insurance information and vehicle dcscttptions. 
5. Be careful what you s,y · investigation miy later show you were not responsible for the accident. 
6. Report g,:cident authorities. Each stale own for such ,epor!s. :<:now and comply with your 
sti:tte's law. 
7. CONTACT HELl'POlN'!' CLAIM SERVICES lMM..!::DlA:1'1::LY! CALL US 24-HO URS A DAY AT 
(1-100) HELl'POINT (8()0-435-7764 )· FOR ASS1S'l'ANCE PARA ESP A.i."'lOL, I.LAME AL (877} RECLAMO. 
Visit www.hpn.com lo lc.i,;n more about your drum self-service opriom. lt's <1uick, convc,1icnt a.ad 
actual C4vcragc language. 
open! See po Hey for 
A64203J2 
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1, M KIMBERLING 
PO BOX 1252 
RATRDROM ID 83858 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
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Farmers Insurance Group of Companie/ 
4680 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 9001 O 
Dear Customer, 
The member Companies and Exchanges of the Farmers Insurance Group of 
Companies take this opportunity to say "Thank You" for your recent business. 
Your needs for insurance protection are very important to us. We are committed to 
providing you with the best customer service at the lowest cost possible. 
If you haven't already done so, please take a moment to review your policy to 
assure you understand the coverages. This is a very important document that 
you'll want to keep in a safe place. 
If you have any questions regarding your policy or if you would like information 
about other coverages, feel free to contact us. 
Again, thank you for choosing us for your insurance protection. We look foiward to 
serving you. 
Sincerely, 
KELLY M KIMBERLING 
(208) 687-5525 
http://www.farmersinsuranoe.com 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 25 of 378 
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insurance i11 an amount not less than that 
Yeliiue 
2005 TOYOTA RAV4 40 4WD 
name: KELLY U KI Ml.lERLI I\G 
OFFICEISSUING IBISCARD: 2317 5 NW B cnnct t S t. 
25-6420 JO-JO In at 






, an authori;,,ed Idaho 
certifies that it has issued a of motor vehicle liability 
Section the described motor 
li.egi5leroo 01'111ef: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
Phone no; (208) 687-5525 
OR 97124 
A.6420211 
Docket No. 44889 27 of 378 
to case 
1. and check for uww·i.<~s Call an ........ ,. .. ..," .... '·• 
2. Warn other drivers to 
3. the 
4. Gath.er the facts. Be sure to get the names of as well as other nl"r'ttt11•n 
(i.e. driver's license insurance information and description of the other 
5. Be careful what you say. Don't admit responsibility. Investigation may show you were uot responsible. 
6. to proper authorities. Each state has its own for such Know the law for 
your state and 
7. CONTACT IMMEDIATELY! FOR 24-HOUR CLAIMS CALL 
US TOLL FREE AT 1-800-HELPPOINT FOR ASSISTANCE.PARA 
LI.AME AL 1-877-RECLAMO (1-877-732-5266). 
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· UNDERWRITTEN 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY DECLARATIONS 
NEW BUSINESS 
'lhe Effective date is from 'I'IME APPLIED FOR. * * * * TI1e policy may be renewed for au additional terr:u, as 
the renewal a bill for the i:enewal and the insured pays said p,c,c.u,.uJw. 
in a<lv,mce of the upon Lhe st:itements in the ve,.lar·aucms. 
lnsured's name and address: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 
bSijing office: 
23175 NW Bennett St. 
Hillsboro OR 97124 
\leh. Yeor Make 
Policy mmber: 7 5 19 515 -03 -7 8 
Polley eiinon: 0 1 
Effective dare: 01- 27 - 2 o 12 
Expirnliondate; 07-27-2012 
Expirolion!ime: 12:00 NOON, Standard Time 
Account number: D541556514 
Agent KELLY M KIMBERLING 
no: 75 67 315 Agentphone: {208) 687-5525 
1 2005 TOYOTA RAV4 4D 4WD JTEHD20V550070756 
COVERAGES PREMIUMS 
(overage Umlts/l>eductlble Vehicle 1 
Liability Each Person Eocb Ocwrrenca 
Bodily lniury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 45.80 
Properly Damage $ 100,000 $ 32. 70 
Medirnl/No-Rmlt $ 10,000 $ 17.30 
Vehicle 1 $ 500 DEDUCTIBLE $ 24.10 
Comprehensive 
Deductible 
Vehicle 1 $ 500 DEDUCTIBLE $ 84.30 
Collision 
Deductible 
foWfiliJ NOT COVERED 
Olhllr $ 49.40 
Premrum P« Vehide lll 253.60 
Toto! Fees for tliis Tra11sacti1111 $ 15.00 fees Per Vehide $ 15.00 
UNINSURED MOTORIST Each Person Each Occurrence The charge for this coverage opplie, on a per policy basis. 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 13.20 
UNDERINSUREIJ MOTORIST Each Person Each Occurrence The chorye for this coverage applies on a per policy basis. 
Bodily lniury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 3.60 
Toted Polley Premium $ 270.40 
56-5719 imornor. 6-Hl 7 s 19 sis -03-78 01-26-2012 C57!9lll 
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i 
•• l-ENDORSEMEITS ARE PART OF THE POLICY AND AMrnD THE POLICY. 




















MESSAGES / RATING INFORMATION 
ll1U AND DESCRJPllON 
SAFETY GLASS DEDUCTIBLE BUYBACK - COVERAGE F 
END AMENDING PART III· MEDICAL COVERAGE E 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF UM VEHICLE 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS, PART 1 - LIABILITY 
COVERAGE C · 1 UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART IV· DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
LOSS OF USE ENDORSEMENT 
SAFETY GLASS· WAIVER OF DEDUCTIBLE PART IV 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART 1 · LIABILITY 
SCHEDULE FOR HIGHER UNDERINSORED MOTORISTS LIMITS 
AMENDED BUSINESS USE EXCLUSION 
END ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT USE EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF INSURED PERSON 
CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
HOUSEHOLD PET COVERAGE 
AMENDING DEDUCTIBLE PROVISIONS UNDER PART V 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS; PART IV - DAMAGE 
SEE IT ALL ONLINE. GO TO FARMERS.COM OR CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT AND 
'GO PAPERLESS' WITH ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY TO YOUR E·MAIL ADDRESS. 




















PLEASE CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT FOR A FREE FARMERS FRIENDLY REVIEW TO ENSURE THAT 
YOUR FAMILY IS PROPERLY PROTECTED AND THAT YOU ARE RECEIVING ALL OF THE 
DISCOUNTS/CREDITS, COVERAGES AND PACKAGE POLICIES AVAILABLE. 
UENHOUlER OR OTHER INTEREST: 
Veh. 
I Vah. l 
POUCY AClMTY Do not pay - l nvoi ce sent H para tel y 
Previous .l:lal.m:1,:;e 
$ 27 0. 40 Premium 
$ 15. 00 Fees 
N/A Total 
56-5119 1SHDl1l0N 6-lll 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
ANY 'TOTAL" l!AlANCE OR CREDIT 
OF $11. 0 0 ORLESSWILL llE 
APPLIED TO YOUR NEXT BILllllG. 
l!AI.ANCEHlVER $11 • O 0 
ARE DUE UPON RECEIPT. 
(Crmtim,ed Next 
Docket No. 44889 
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See Endorsement or covcr.ngc D 
Collis.ion -
this and the insured cannot be 
Provisi0J1S or ,m.y other loss n,,,r0,..,,,,, 
Other 
'NC 
ure·1ru1:1m amount shown rellects the 
for one or more .miscellmeous 
covcmgcs added by endorsew.eut to the 
deduct a 
as interest m~ty appear to the 
~ ..... ~·,-- to the vehicle described in this policy shall be made on the 
,,.,,.,~,-...,.,r may appear to the and the shown 
"-"·'""'"""" vehicle. 
on hi:; behalf shall not void the coverage afforded to the 
qr error in its description ,;hall not void coverage afforded to the 
or secretion of the the policyholder or anyone 
m 111 under a contract with the lienholder. 
A may be to the 1.ienholder we would not have been to make 
In such event, we arc entitled to aU the of the lien.bolder to the extent of such 
whatever is necessary to secure such shall 
amount of its daim. 
to this at ,my as its tetms. In case of cancellation or we will 
at the address shown in the Declarations. w·e will give tl1e lienholder advance notice of not less 




56-5719 isrnmoN 6-W 
to 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
with rhe mortgagee interest only: 
shall not exceed 
the It 
(57191]4 
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a11 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 









RAV4 4D 4WD 
Usage: Usage: Usage: 
Non-Business 
ZIP Code: ZIP Code: ZIP Code: 
83854 




Additiooiil Coverages/Messages: = Additional (overages/Messages: Additional (overages/Messages: Additional Coverages/Messo:ges: 
DED. REDUCED TO $100 
FOR GLASS LOSS 
COVERAGE FOR J6279 
IS K5 
COVERAGE FOR J6485 
IS U11 
lh,~:-h~~ Busilless/ Add New Business/Add Date: New Business/Add D11te: 
01·27-2012 
56-5719 1SHDl1l0li 6-Hl (57]9113 
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Operators: Citations: 
56-5704 ismrnoN 6-09 C5704ll2 
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FARMERS :INSURANCE COMPANY OF :ID.AHO, POCATELLO, ID.AHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
Karned Insured: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 






56-5704 1 srnrno11 5.09 
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Your Personal 
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Exclusions \\:hat ,ve d(j not Covei· 5 
J ,imit:;; of ------------------------·----------·--·- 6 
Out of State 6 
Law 
n-
covcrnge C - Motorist 
(Lnduding U.\:DERinsured .!vlotorist 
i\dditional Definitions ----··-----------













Exclusions - \~:hat we du not Cover ···-----.. ·------ 9 
Limit of 9 
Other Insurance 9 
F - ·--·----- 9 




Exel us ions - '\X11at Vle du not Cover --·---------- 10 
Limits of Liability. 11 
Paym.cnt of r £)SS 11 
~fJj.n<>JlO(U •-------------·---··--·--··--------------·-- 11 
1'o Benefit to Bailee·----------------·-------·------·-·---- 11 
Other Insurance _ 11 
PART V - CONDITIONS 
l. Policy Period and -------· 11 
2. 12 
3. Ag,tinst Us ·------- 12 
4. Transfer of Your Tnterest ·---· 12 
5. Our Right tu Recover 
6. Two or l\fore lnsured 
7. 






1\NY 1\DDiT!ON.·\L PRO'VfSTONS i\Ff-<fiCT!NG YOUR POLICY i\RE i\TT:\CHII.!) :\S "ENDORSE\fli,'-..J'S." 
This is a contract you 
rr CON'l'AlNS Cr:RT.\!N 
READ YOUR POUCY CAREFULLY. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
1 
Docket No. 44889 
G-02 (5060101 
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We in retum to insure you to all the terms of this \Y/e will 
insure you for shown in the Declarations of this 
this 
resident of the smne household. "us" and "our" mean the 
in the Declarations and spouse i.f a 
named in the Declarations which provides 
uc;cu,.cu as follows: this insunmce. In certain words 
Accident or occurrence means a sudden event, or repeated exposure to the same 
resuhing in neither expected nor intended the insured person. 
of any person. 
from an accident 
means in, on, into or out of 
Private Car means a four wheel hmd motol' vehicle of the passenger or station wagon type 
licensed for use upon public highways. It includes ·any motor home ,vith no more than six wheels and not 
used for business 
or 
to or destruction 
of Columbia and -any state, 
loss use. 
or possession of the United Stcttes, or any province of 
or van This doe:,; not me;m a 
it does include a new1)' acquired 
U<:;;~l,,Lli.)<;;1.,l in the ,_,,,..,,,,H,UVH,>, 
trailer means a vehicle designed to be towed br a private passenger car and includes a fam1 wagon or farm 
implement while towed a passenger car or utility car. It does not include a trailer used as an office, 
or trailer. 
Your insured car means: 
1. TI1c vehicle described in 
2. 
a. You 
b. As of the 
Ownership shaU include the written 
six months. 
3. Any trailer: 
a. 1l1at you own, or 
b. \-X/hile attached to your insmed car. 
you own arc insured with a member 
car for a continuous of at least 
4. i\ny private passenger car, 
used as a 
normal use due to 
car or utility trailer not owned by you or a 
for any other vehicle described in this definition 
member while being 
of its from 
loss or destmction. 
In the event of an ac,cu:1ten 
circumstances of the 
notice mu~t be given to us promptly. The 
56·5060 m EOITION !D) 9-88 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
-·~··~·~····"' the names 
3 
Docket No. 44889 
must give the time, ph1cc and 
persons and 
(5060103 
37 of 378 
A any coverage of this must also: 
-1. with us and assist us in any matter conoerrunir a claim or suit. 
2. Send us papers received to any claim or suit 
as often as \Ve 
5. 
6. if a hit-and-nm motorist is involved and an uninsured 
from further loss. \'Fe ,vill pay 
b. 
its repair or 
8. Submit to examination under oath upon our~¥ ... _.,,.,, . 
....... ua;::."'" for which any insured person is liable because of to any person and 
out of maintenance or use of a passeoger car, a car, or a 
We 
In 
Insured person as used in this 
1. You or any member. 
rncans: 
person your insured car. 
3. other person or with 
\Ve may settle 
after we have paid the limit 
to 
under tbis while your insured car. a. 
b. member covered under this part while 
other than your insured car if not owned or hired 
any private passenger car, utiHty car or 




'"'"~•cu car as used in this part shall also include any other private passenger car, utility car or utility trailer 
or furnished or available the re6'Ula.r use of you or a family member. But no vehicle shall be 
as your is :mfficient reason to believe the use is with of the 
owner, and unless it is used 
an 
1. i\11 costs we incur m the settlement 
2. lnterest uugn1ertr on any amount does not exceed our 
3. a. on any suit we 
56· 5060 1 SHDITIOM (DI 9·88 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
4 




38 of 378 
b. 
c. bail bonds because of or law violation out use of 
your insured car. 
\Ve arc not ,1ny of the above 
') 
.:.,, 
from any occurrence caused 
foreseeable. 
but not other when we ask you to attend a trial or "'.,'""'·'"'· 
treatment for others at the time of the accident 
maintenance or use of a vehicle while to 
to car pook 
an insured person, or 
an intentional act of an insured person where the results are 
insured under nuclear energy 
any other person whu does not have other insurance 
fTinancial Law. In ~uch event, the insurance afforded that to the reLJuirement:; of 
the Law. 
6. out of the ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle any 
,.,u,"-"J',""' in a business other than the business described in .Exclusion 5. This exclusion does 
9. 
passenger ca.r~ or 
uc;:,\.,JCJUC:U Jll a, Qf b. above. 
an 1mmrect person. 
an insured person a residence or not 
10. out of the ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle other than 
your car, which is or famished or available for use by you or a member, 
11. a. Liability for bodily injury to an insuted person membet. 
b. Liability to any or 
12. assume in a written contract 
13. racing or ~peed contest or 
such 
contest. 
5 G-02 (5060105 
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14. 
one person m 
from this injury shall be 
injury liability limit for "each nc,rn,.,.,.,,..c,,·· 
amount in any occurrence. 
limit for "each occurrence" i.s the maximum for all damages to all property in 
J\n insured person insurance la,v or similar law 
ownership, maintenance or use of your insured car 
to provide any broader coverage required by those 
,u,uuc". No person may collect more once for the same 
Wl1en we any financial law, it will comply with the law to the extent of 
If there is other ~,.,., .. ~~· Auto Tnsurance on any other that applies to a loss covered by this part, we 
-..viii pay 
We -i.vill 
,..,,.,.,v,.·r1nn that our limits ofliabil:ity bear to the total of all applicable limits. 
for an insured person, other than you or a up to the limits of the Tdaho 
Law 
for a not own shall be excess over any other m:mrance. 
"'""'"'"" insurance other than this i.s issued to you by us or any other member company of the Farmers 
"'''"""·"''' the total amount among all such policies shall not exceed the limits provided 
ULJ',J.«C.> l. fo:nits 
sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover as damages from the owner or opcrntor 
because of bodily :mstained the The bodily injury must 
out the ownership, or use of motor vehicle. 
as to ,;vhether an insured is legally entitled to recover damages or the amount of damages 
,.i;,.c;,:;,uc.,u beltwt:en the insured person and us. lf no agreement is reached, the decision will be 
6 (5060!06 
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As used in this 
1. 
a. 
b. you.r insured car. 
c. that person is to recover because of bodHy to you, a 
insured car. 
an insured person if the person uses a vehicle having sufficient reason to 
believe that the use is with of the owner. 
2. Motor vehicle means a hnd motor or a trailer but does not mean a vehicle: 
a. on mils or 
b. \v11ich is a farm tractor, or any 
c. 
3. Uninsured motor vehide me::ins a motor vehide which is: 
a. bond or 
b. 
or for use 
accident. 
accident which 
amounts less than the limits of Uninsured Motorist shown in the Declarations. 
c . .A whose or O\vncr not been identified and \Vhich strikes: 
(1) You or any member. 
(2) A which you or a member arc oc1cu1>v11nP-. 
(3) Your insured car. 
off r0ads while 
coverage in 
d. Insured at the time of the accident but the Company denies 
4. 
a. use or any member. 
b. by any financial responsibility rnotor carrier law, or 
similar law. 
c. a or: 
This to the of any insurer or self-insurer under any or workmen's 
to the benefit of the United or any state or any pofaica1 subdivision. 
This 
coverage does not 
or 
any vehicle owned by you or a 
struck by that vehicle. 
member for im1.mmct: is not afforded under this 
2. If that person or the rc~,rcsc1antt11rc of that person makes a ""1-;-1,.,n1;•-nr without our written consent. 
3. to carry for a 
56-J060 1SHDIHON (D) 9-88 7 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
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This does not 
in any one occurrence. 
be in this limit. 
CS060l07 




2. 't'he amount of 
3. 
of the accident treats the 
curre:m:::e" is the ma.'i:imum amount for 
hvo or more in any one occurrence. 
the state of the occurrence, ,ve will pay no more these maximums of the 
insured persons, or vehicles involved in the occurrence. 
if my other collectible insurance 
Our share is the that our limits of 
bodily bonds 
to a loss covered by this 
bear to the total of all 
the 
i:1suranct: for a vehicle other than your insured cat, 
c<IJpUUL<.nL to this 
the O\vner of that has no 
5. If any msurance other than this 
of ,,,.,;u1,nuu-..c;, 
is issued to you 
total amount payable 
Llll,ecULC,f linlitS 
us or any othe1· member ~"''""'"" 
all such shall not 
If an insured person and we do not agree (1) that the person is legaHy entitled to recover damages from the owner 
or operator of an uninsured motor as to the amount of under this patt, either that or 
we may demand that the be 
are not expenses of 





in the county ,vhere the person lives. 
of the arbitrator will be 
arbitration shall be filed in a court of competent 
of the 
incmred withir1 three years from 
sustained by ,111 
person or insured persons means: 
or through being stmck 
,,,-,.rr,,-n,c><">~ on an arbitrntor cannot be 
'!'he of the 
insured 
V<t::lLUc;;1c, and 
court rules governing and 





a motor vehicle or trailer, designed for 
2. nrr11,n,r,na your insured c:ar while the car is used member or 
uuH.,ucul reason to that the use is with ""'''"'~""""""" 
56-5060 m rnmoN iDl 9.33 8 (;.02 (5060108 
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Medical services does not indude the cost 
to any person: 
1. car ,vhen used to caHy persons for a does not 
2. 
3. 
any vehicle while located for use as a residence or nr,,rri,,ce•~ 
a rnotori;,;ed ,rehide with less than four ,vheels. 
or, when strnck by, any vehicle (other than your insured car) which is owned by or 
for the use or any member. 
5. a vehicle other than the car described in the while the 1s 
V~·~~>J<'U•e••~ of an 
6. 
the number of vehicles 
,u:c1,1.e11u:. we will pay no more for medical expenses, 
coverage in the for each person 
for funeral expenses exceed $2,000 eacb person. 
or 
or 
contest or demonstration, or in 
.,.,.,,,,, .. ,. or vehicles 
than the limit of 
the 
automobile medical insurance on any other policy that 
our share. Our share is the proportion that our limit of 
to a loss covered by this 
beans to the total of all 
i\ny insurance we nr,·"'""' or non-o,vned motor vehicle or trailer be 
excess over any 
lf any ,,.,,.,rn..,a,,.,., insurance other than this is issued to you by us or any other member company of the Fanners 
u"'"""'""· the total amount ·among all s1..1ch shall not exceed the provided 
limits 
tor loss to your insured car caused means 
deductibles. deductible amount will 
explosion, ,vindstorm, hail, water, 
colliding with a bird or animal, or breakage is not 
from a collision, you may elect to have it as loss 
5&·5060 1ST EDITION !DI 9·38 9 G·02 (5060109 
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pay for loss to your insured car caused by comsion less any "f'f''"''-"'JJ." ~'-'-'U''-"'""··'· 
to each 
costs incurred because of disablement of your insured 
As in this 
1. CoUis:ion means collision insured ca:r ,vith another object or 
2. Loss means direct and accidental loss of or"''"""""" 
include any other passenger car, car, or not owned 
or furnished or for the use of you or a family member. But no vehicle shall be considered as 
your insured car unless there is reason to l.Jelieve that the use is of the owner, and 
unless it is used member. 
1. lf yrn:. have coverage, we ,,.iJl expenses you because of the total 
theft of your insured car. \Ve wiH pay but no more than $450. This coverage 48 hours 
after the has been to us ends when car 1s to use or we 
settlement for the loss. 
up to, but not more car and belonging co 
member if the loss is caused 
b. insured car; and loss occurs to 
this 
coverage does not 
1. for a 
2. revolution, nuclear reaction, radiation or 
a or 
for use v1ith <x1uipment 
by you or a family member and not described in the 
ttailer of which you acquire 
56-S060 1SHDITION {Di g.gg 10 G-02 C5060IOA 
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when used in auto business 
for loss shall not exceed the lowest of: 
or wad to 
apply if the loss 
of the furnishings or 
facilities. 
1. The actual cash value of the stolen or 
2. 'I 'he amount necessary to repair or or parts with other of like kind and quality, less 
3. trailer not ov,;ned you or a member. 
,..,,.,,...,,.,,,-tt, w·e may, at ·,my time the loss 
to or to the address m 
n,Y,nf',,.,.,.- at the or 
You or we may den1and ,._.,1,.a,,;,ru of the loss. Each will appoint and a and and 




state separately the actual cash value and the amount of loss. 
will deternune the amount which :;hall be to the 
benefit any carrier or other bailee for hire liable for loss to your insured 
If is other applicable similar irnmrance on any other to a loss covered by this we will pay 
only our Our share is the that our to the total of all applicable limits This 
coverage does not to ·,my or car if there is si.tnilar coverage on it. 
insurance \VC for a vehicle you do not own shall be excess over ,my other insurance. 
"",."''""" insurance other than this is issued to you by us or of the Fa1mers 
the total amount all :;uch ~"-"'""'"-~ not 
1. 
.,,..,, .... .,,"' .. ·""• occurrences, }U1d during the in the Declarations 
its territories or possessions, or Canada, or while the car is being shipped 
56-5060 JSTEOITION !Ol 9·88 11 G-02 (506010i 
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with the Declarations you and us to instmmct. :\lo 
or waiver may made in by endorsement or new declarations or ne\v policy issued by us. 
,,~, ............ for each te11n of this policy is determined by information in our possession at the incept.ion of that 
Any changes in this infom1ation which would affect the rating of your policy wiU aHow us to make an 
or refimd on a pro rata basis. If a premium adjustment is necessary we will make the adjustment as 
of the date the 
the policy will automatically provide the 
make other changes or to conform to 
coverage or new policy \viU to you, or mailed to 
you at your mailing address show11 in the Declarations at least 30 days before the effective date of the new policy 
period. 
Policy terms ,vhich conflict la\vs ofTdaho are to conform to such lmvs. 
3. 
\Ve may not be sued unless there is full with all the terms of this policy. \Ve may not be sued under the 
Liability Coverage until the oblig,1tion of a person we insure to pay is finally determined either by judgment ag;iinst 
that at the acti..ial or by ,vritten of that person, the claimant and us. Ko one shall have ,my 
~,~,..,~a,,u,. the of a we insure. 
4. 1rrm<:ts1>r 
Interest :in this policy, may not be assigned without our written consent. But, if the insmed named in the Declarations, 





cte,ce~tsect person within the scope 
of your insured car u:1til a 
under this policy, we are entitled to all the rights of recovery of the person to whom 
was made another. TI1at person must and deliver to us any legal papers relating to that recovery, 
do whatever else is necessary to help us those and do nothing after loss to our rights. 
\Xi'hen a person has been us under this policy and also recovers from another, the amount 
,.,,,."",,,.,,.,, from the other shall be held person in trust for us and reimbursed to us to the extent of our 
This condition does not apply if prohibi1ed state law. 
It may be necessary for us to make payment under the Uninsured Motorist Coverage due to the insolvency of another 
insurance carrier. ln such a case, our right to recover payment is limited to proceedings directly agJinst the insolvent 
in:mrer or receiver. \~'c will exetTise those rights which the person insured by the irnmlvent insurer might othenvise 
have had, ifhe or she had made the payment. 
6. or 
\1/ith respect to any or occurrence to \Vhich thi:o and any other auto policy issued to you any member 
company of the Farmers Insurance of Companies applies, the total limit of liability under all the policies shall 
not exceed the applicable limit ofliability under any one policy. 
1. IUHIIIU'lmrc·v 
\X<'e arc not relieved of ,my obligation under this policy because of the bankl'uptcy or insokency of ~my insured 
person. 
a. Cancellation, or ...... 1.,u--,,vu 
(1) You may cancel this policy by advising us in writing when at a foture date the cancellation is to be effective. 
56-'.i060 l SHDITION iD! 9-38 12 G·02 (506010( 
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or cancel or reduce or any 
shown in the 
date of such or of renewal 
0)) :K"ot less th,m 20 of cancellation for all other cases. 
If we cancel or reduce all or any of any coverage, the notice we send you will r1p,cn·ot"• that portion 
~~"~'-'"'''~OfLtlLUl .. llL~. 
Our has been .in force for 60 or is a renewal. \l/e can cancel 
or nonrene,v this than 60 only if any of the 
(;i_) You fail to pay the 
The insurance was obtained 
(c) insured person made a false or aided another person in making such 
adaim. 
or under 
,,.<.c,.L.;u1,a)'. 36 months if called for in 
(e) any necessary for ,.,..,, .. ,.,,.,cm 
(f) You violate any terms and conditions of 
(g) any resident of or any person \.vho ''"'F,u"',,_,r 
36 months prior to the no:1ce 
or nonrenewa.l of coverage. 
is or becomes to Pm tPr\~v 
the notice of 
(ab) assault arising out of the 
(ac) a motor vehicle while or under influence 
(ad) the scene of an accident without stopping to report it. 
(ac) false statements in an for a driver's license. 
(,tt) theft or unlawful of a motor vehicle. 
56·5060 m rnmon W) 1-sa 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
within the 36 months 
ordinance or 
of the motot" vehicle faws of any state. 
vu ..... ,,., .... ., or dlHetent OHem;es. 
rmJarnu11tt:o speed contest ,vhile or riding in 
to the notice of or nonrenewal been addicted to the use of 
C506010D 
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Your car ts: 
or so as to 
Part 3 above does not limit our 
as a condition to renewal. 
(5) \x?e \vill not cancel or nonrenew if: 
a use other than the on:gmai 
to add a deductible not '°"'-<Cc:\.w.,;e, 
car 
within 
F of this policy 
You agree in to exclude a person other than you by natnc from of your insured car. 
~)) Yoll also to exclude coverage to for any which be by law to you, 
which may arise out of the a motor vehicle such excluded person. 
Notice of canceHation or nonrenewal for must be or delivered to ym: \,rith the reason 
for or nonrenewaL If canceHation or nonrenewal is for any other we will send you 
reason for such or nonreneurJl with the notice or we will send you a statement of your to 
the reason. 
A written must be mailed or delivered to us not less than 10 pnor to the date of 
\'<7c will fornish you with a statement the reason or for the notice of cancellation. 
If we mail or deliver a to you, we wiH send you either the reason for nunrenewal or a statement 
to A written must made not less than ·15 
\'X/c will mail to you at the 
before the end the 
This 
1. You 
2. \·Ve show a 
b. Automatic Termination 
when due. 
we still may caned it at our if grounds for existed before the effective 
·TI1is policy \Vili terminate at the end of the policy period if you or your do not accept our 
offer to renew it. 1·our 
offer. 
to the renewal premium as we means that you have declined our 
If other m:mrance on 
cease on the effective date of the 
c. Other 
insured car, any similar insurance 
msurance. 
under for that car will 
(1) If different fur cancellation and nonrenewal or tenrnnation of policies become 
because of the of Idaho, we will with those 
(2) Proof of ..... -~ ... ._ shalt be \Ve may deliver a instead of mailing it 
(
'>\ :>) effective date and hour stated on the notice cancellation of the entire sh,1!1 become the end of 
the 
56·$060 lSHDITION (0) HS 14 C506010E 
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(4) TI1e effective date and time stated on the ,1c:i:;e for reductions of coverage or cancellation of a portion of the 
coverage, shall be the effective date of the change. The notice shall be of the policy. It is an endorsement. 
(S) 'I 'ermination or refund. If so, we ,vill send it to you. Our making or ,·,M·r,v,n~ 
of a refund is not a 
lf you rnncel, the refund in accorchmce with the custom;iry short rate table and procedure. 
If we cancel or reduce covernge, the refond will be on a pro rata basis. 
9. 
Any m11ount 
that there is no 
rcqmred by law. 
nY!Prs,a-,, E will be applied any other of I.his policy applicable to tbe loss so 
E benefits. In no event shall a coverage limit be reduced below any arnount 
If we send you an offe1· to renew· any or all of the coverages in your policy, we will send you a Rene,val Premium 
'Kotice. You may pay the premium either in foll or in two equal installments. 
If in installment:;, we will add a setTice charge when tl1e policy is renewed. 
111c first i.ncluding the service be payable on or before the renewal date. ll1c 
not later tha.n 60 days after the renev,ral date. 
Policy fees which you pay are not part of the premium, but are fully earned when coverage is effective. They are not 
refundable (except as noted in a. and b. below), but may be applied as a credit to fees w.1uired for other 
1nsurance =~--~.,., •. ~ us. 
a. this policy or at the end of the first policy penod, we shall refund all policy fees 
b. If you cancel d:iis policy during or at tlw end of the first policy period bccm1se it does not agree with the 
'l'his 
application and is not as by the agent, we shall refund all policy fees. 
shall not be effective unless cow1tcrsigned on the Declarations 
named on the Declarations 
by a authori:,;ed representative 
'l 'he Company named on the Declarations ha:,; caused this policy to be the officers shown belmv. 
!'ARMERS fNSURA"-JCE COlvfPAJ\Y or IDAHO 
'LJ RY INSURA."-JCf'/, COMP i\t~Y 
. '> ecreta~)' 
56-5060 1 $1£DITiOfl 1Dl 9-86 15 G·02 C50bOlOF 
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This coverage to the 
It is is amended as 
Under Part TV - to 'four 
0 < and is deleted and 
1. TI1e amount necessary to 
with new less an 
and 
endorsement ts of It 
to all other terms of the 
93-6275 !SHDlllOli 2-07 
ENDORSEMENT 
PART IV • DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations 
'I . 
...... 111 
made for or by the vehicle manufacturer. 1t 
c1uality (used) 
,md control::; to the 
SAFETY GLASS • WAIVER Of DEDUCTIBLE 
PART IV· DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR· (OVERAGE f 
Tilis to for 
that if a loss 
"'"'•··.urr, F - If the auto 
TI1is endorsement is of your It 
to terms of the 
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AMENDED BUSINESS USE EXCLUSION 
(Your E - Z Reader Car Policy) 1st Edition 
to the for which this is listed on the Declarations 
Exclusion 6. Under P1\RT I - LLIBlLffY is deleted ,ind replaced with the following: 
out of the ownership, maintenance or use any vehicle any 
person employed or otherwise i.n a business other than the business described in Exclusion 5. 
This exclusion does not apply to the maintenance or use of a: 
a. Private passenger car. 
b. car o,vn, as a 
c. trailer with a vehicle '"'"''"""J"'-' 
TTowcvcr, exdu:,ion doe:, to any vehicle: 
L W11ile used in 
2. Wl1ile -Hsed in any employment in an emergency occupation on a full-time, pa1i-time, or volunteer basis. 
Such occupations include, but arc not limited to, Fire J:-<ighting, /\mbutance, or Police activities. However, 
this does not to the described in the or ·,my passenger car or 
which arc n,r,-r1r1,-.rl for the use of an insured person in the 
course of his or her unless such vehicle is listed in the Declarations. 
This endorsement is of your policy. Tt and control:; to the . Tt is otherwise 
to all other terms of the 
93-6469 lSHDHlOll 5-07 J6489IOI 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITION 
Of INSURED PERSON UNDER PART I - LIABILITY 1st Edition 
This coverage this endorsement is listed on the Declarations 
It is agreed that under Part I - Liability, items 2 and 3 under 
to read as folki\vs: 
Person does not rnean:" arc amended 
2. Any person, including but not limited to a member, for bodily injury or property damage 
3. 
arising from the operation of a vehicle by that person as an employee of the United States Government 
when tbe · of the Federal 'l 'ort Claim Act apply. 
who uses a vehicle \Vithout having sufficient 
use 1s \Vith the permission of the mvner. 
·1 'his endorsement is part of your policy. Tt supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is othef\vtse 
to all terms of the policy. 
93-64?2 lSTE01110N 5-07 J6492l0l 
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SCHEDULE HIGHER 
UNDERINSURED MOTORIST UMITS 
This coverage page. 
optional limits are added to U)JDERimured 






'I 'his endorsement is It and control:; anything to the contrary. It is otherv;ise 
to all other terms 




AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 
YOUR E-Z READER CAR POLICY 
for \vhich this ern:10.t:serne11t is 
is amended as follows: 
Under PART TV - DAMAGl\ TO YOUR Exclusion number 10 is 
due to increased cost of repair or 
,vall covering, furniture or bars. 
C. 
d. n:,ethods of decals or 
TI1is endorsement is of lt 
to other terms of the 
93-6491 1STEOl1ION 5-07 




on the Declarations page. 
furnishin~ 
comra1y. It is othefwise 
J6491!0! 
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This coverage 
It 1S 
ENDORSEMENT ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT 
USE EXCLUSION TO PART H 
to the for which this enuoin;e:men is 
Exclusions under Part II policy. 
,:tµ1,u1-<trnc1 does not to 
wn<>n,·p or use of any other than your insured car 
policy), is owned by or furnished or ava.ilable 
This endorsement is of ymtr It to 
subiect to other terms of the 
93-6490 l STED!TION 5-07 J6490101 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART I - UABIUTY 
(Your Reader Car Policy) 1st Edition 
This coverage to the 
It is 
PART I 
that Your E-Z Reader 
this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
is amended as follows: 
is deleted and rer!lac:ea with the 
;\uto T nsurance on any other policy that applie:; to a loss covered by this 
our share. Our share is the proportion that our limit::; of liability bear to the total of ail 
for a vehicle you do not own shall be excess over any other collectible insurance, 
lf any 11;,,.,uc..,u,.,~. insurance other than this is to yen:. by us or any member company of the 
of \..,UHl""UlllC:t, amount payable among 
limits ofliability. 
This endorsement is It 
to 
93-6286 1 ST rnrnoN 2-01 
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shall not 
to the contraty. It is othel'wise 
J628B10l 
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to the 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING 
DEDUCTIBLE PROVISIONS UNDER PARTY 
(E • l READER CAR POLIO) 
1st Edition 
This coverage 
that contained .in Part V - Conditions, Section 8. - Termination or Reduction of 
This endorsement is of your 
to a.ll other terms of the 
93-6689 I SH Dill ON 6-08 
to a $100 deductible under F or G arc deleted and 
It 
8. does not our 
as a condition to renewal." 
Diminished Value 
Reader Car Policy) 
to add or increase a deductible 
J6689l0l 
t st Edition 
This coverage only to the vehicle(s) for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR Definitions Used In This Part 
Diminution in value means the acnial or nl'rrf',vN1 loss in market or resale value from a 
direct and loss. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR the following is added: 
To your car due to in value11 • 
Tt su1r,erse,1esand controls to the contrary. ft is otherwise 
93-6774 1SHOl1l0N 2-09 J6774l01 




that rn1der Part I1 -
L The words 
from the title 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEflNmON 
Of UNINSURED MOTOR VEHIClE 
for 
2. Item 3b of "Additional Definitions Used In TI1is Part Only" is 
3. 1-Your .E-L:. Reader 
4. TI1e words 
are ~,~,.~ ·~~· 
nus endorsement is of your It 
to aH other terms of the 
Policy 
Farmers® 
ill has or will be induded as 
to the 
statement. statement may be enclosed or it m.ay be mailed to you "L,•"u.'"'·'-·' 
the an1om,t due oJt a,ry otttTtai·uw•zl! Farmers 
21r5il7l l-09 






It is otlierwise 
Wl823l0l 
to your billing 
8507110! 
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LOSS Of USE ENDORSEMENT 1st Edition 
This coverage to the for which this endorsement is listed on the Dedarntions page. 
we will pay your extra expense from :my of the options you have 
trnn•,l':Pn as in the schedule below ,U1d designated il1 the · foe chosen option applies 








93-6279 1ST EDITION 2-07 
SCHEDULE 
COVER.AGE DESCRIPTION 
\X'e will pay you per day while your insured car is in the custody of a g,:u:age for repairs 
from a coUision. '!'he maximum payable is $100. If your insured car is a total 
loss (regardless of we will you $100. 
We will pay you $1:i day while your insured car is in the c..1.tstody of a garnge for repairs 
from a or · loss. The maximum payable is $300. If your 
insured car is a total loss we pay you $300. This option 
does not cover total theft of your insured car. 
K-1, K-2 or K-4 loss occurs more than 50 from 
pay you for the reasonable and extra expense for 
"·"nu, .... , lodging and incurred to return your insured car, 
residence or destination. 'I 'he for car return 
\ve \v'i.H pay you ,vhile your insured car is in the custody of a for repairs 
resulting from a or loss. If your car 1s a total loss 
(regardless of salvage value) we will pay ym: $500. 
We will an amount in excess of the am.ount per under ,,,u.,,i~,.,.i,u 
Supplementary Payments in Part IV of this policy, resulting from total theft 
car. 'I 'he maximum we will for the combined total of parn!::,rraph 1 of Supplementary 
and K4 is per day. 
'l 'he maximum under K-4 is $500. 
\ve wiH pay you per day while your insured car is m the of a g·tl.rage for 
resulting from a CoUision or Comprehensive loss. If your insured car 1s a total loss 
(reg;ardless of value) we will pay you $1000. 
If loss occurs more than SO miles from your residence we ,vill also your car return 
expenses for th.e and necessary extra expense for commercial transportation, 
· and meab incurred to return your insured car, after it is repaired, to your 
maximum for car return expenses is $500. 
\'i'/e will pay you an ~unount in excess of the amount paid per day paragraph 1 of 
Supplementary Payments in 'Part TV of tl:is policy resulting from the total theft of your 
insured car. 'I 'he \VC will pay for the combined total of paragraph 1 of 
Supplementary Payments and K:'i is $50 per day. 
The maximum payable under K-5 is $1,000. 
(Continued Next Page) 
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'l 'he insurance endorsement does not 
before the effective date as 
to any comsion or 
in the Declarations. 
loss 
"I 'his endorsement is subject to the follmving provisions: 
1. to your insured car than a passenger car, car, or 
trailer not owned by you or a member while being temporarily used as a substitute vehicle. 
2. If you are we shall have your 
-..vhatever is necessary to secure such '{ au shall do to 
1,n,u,,u,a 1-Jcuu.-,,,c•u for this insurance is folly earned unless the 
to seek recovery. You shall do 
these 
entire policy is cancelled. (Not 
'l his endorsement is policy. It supersedes and controls ;mytfong to the comrary. It is otherwise 
subject to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6219 ISTEOITION UJ7 J6279l02 
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ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITIONS., I - UABIUTY, 11 
H • UNINSURED MOTORISTS AND PART V • CONDITIONS 
(Your l·I Reader Car Polky) 
1st Editl@II 
It is 
read as follo\vs. 
"our" mean 
is amended to 
·~··"~""' shown in the Declarations or renewal 
.. .,,, .. ~.,..,,,v state law if a resident of the same 
to the date of 
nn1xrn·10..: this 
certain \Vords appear in bold 
It is that the definition of your insut·ed car in the Definitions section of'Vour E-Z Reader Car Policy, 
is amended to read as follo\vs: 
Your insured car means: 
car in the Declarations of 
6. trailer: 
you, while attached to your insured vehide. 
It is further 
vehide m1d ........... "' 
111 
continuous 1T1onths. This 
L 
2. 
for fit~n1ac,en1e11t '".::UJL\;IIC, Substitute .. ..,.,u._ ............ , .... ,uv,u.u 
E-Z Reader Car Policy: 
car that you as a rep,1acement of 
or by a written lease at least six 
whiche,,er is less. 
A re11:uacenM~nt vehide will have the same coverage as the vehicle it 1.1c,m,cx;,. 
Substitute vehicle means a 
used you as a 
,vhile the vehicle described in the 
or destmction. 
passenger car or utility car, not owned by you, but being 
for any vehicle described in the Declarations. '! 'his applies only 
is withdrawn from normal use because of breakdown, 
.n...,,...,,,,....,,,...,., ve_111cJ1e means a passenger car or car of which yoc 




a written lease of at least six 
and 
end of the is less. 
vehide mc,ms a passenger car, car, or a gross vehicle 
of 12,000 '"""""~" ~bs.) or rented by you on a daily or ba,i~ not to 30 
that thi:; car or trailer is not mvned by, famished or available for regular use by 
you or a 
94-l 824 l SHDITION!-09 Wl824IOI 
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B - ts 




2. The fonit for each occm·rence is the maximum we will for all d aims two or 
more persons for an ...... ,u4~-"'" for out of any one accident or occurrence> 
to the per person limit 
3. '! 'he ...,,.,,.,..,,, ..... ,,., ..,, ......... ;:,;"' limit for each acddenl: or occurrence is the maximum we will pay for all 
one accident or occurrence. 
4. under this policy shall be reduced by any amount or 
disability benefit benetit of the United or any 
5. If you or a member have two or more automobile insunmce with -any member:; of the 
Fanners Insurance of that for an accident or occurrence, the 
msurw1ce we any or all of those policies for a non-owned vehicle involved in 
that accident or occurrence :;hall not exceed the limit of coverage you have on any one of those 





d. claim:,; or 
e. or 
one accident or occurrence involving your 
of: 
car 





this not be stacked or combined with the limits 
you or a family member by any member of the Farmers 
limit on the Dedarations or renewal nc'.:ice is stated as a Combined Singl.e J ,imit, then the 
shown is our maximum limit of liability for all bodiJy injury and property damage 
any one occurrence. ·1 "his is the most we will pay of the number 
shown in tbe .L/'""''"''c"J' 
f. vehicles involved in the accident or occurrence. 
1111824102 
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Part II - U>-U>JSURl:':D C Uninsured Motorist Limits of Liability, item 3 
3. 
a. 
pay no more than the maximum of this coverage, as shown in the Declarations of 
for any person or vehicle insured under this Part for any one accident or occurrence regardless 
number of: 
b. vehides insured; 
C. insured pcL.>,.,u;;, 
d. 
e. policies; or 
f in the accident or occunence. 
this policy for this covcrnge may not be or combined with the limits 
n><·tr1,,r1 by any other policy issued to you or a famify member by any of the Farmers T nsurance Group 
Part II - UNINSURED \{OTORTST, Coverage C - Uninsured Motorist 
is added and rnade a part of this 
Limits of Liability, item 4 
4. The lirnits arc not increased by insuring additional vehicles, even though a separate prcrnium for each 
vehicle is shown on the Declarations page. 
P,l!'t V - Conditions, item 10 is added and made a part of this policy: 
IO. are shown for different vehicles ins1.1ncd under policy, payment of any 
to the entire and thus payment of less than the minimum amount due will not 
in force as to fewer than all vehicle:;. shown in the Declaration:;.. 
94-1824 JSH0111DH l-09 Wl824l03 
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2. 
ENDORSEMENT A.MENDING PART Ill .. MEDICAL 
Coverage £ - Medical Expense (overage 
Your EZ Reader (or Policy 
to the 
is amended as ,;,..,,,.,.,t,,,, 
is deleted and IXL/li.R.CU 
reasonable expenses for necessary medical services incurred within three 
acddent because of an person ,vhich was 
of the acddent 
In 
page. 
insured person means: 
member \Vhile. ""'·""'""' or stmck a motor vehide or 
use on roads. 
other person occu1ovi.nt7 your insured car while 
member or another person if has reason to 
of the owner. 
for treatment of the 
~·~·~--=·"- the number or of treatments, in the county in those services arc ,....,,.,.""',,,,., 
Services are limited to medical, dental, x-ray, 
cost of pharmaceµtical:;, 
any necessary medical 
u"'"l"-''"u to senre a medical or 
the medical and ,vithin the United 
2. '[ 'he use of: 
"-"-·""L"-" of a similar llaturc; or 
nt'.t)l'.ct!ures of a nature. 
3. 
Reasonable Expenses means expenses which are usual and for necessary medical services h1 
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used to carry persons for a charge. 
for use as a residence or pu.,uuMcv 
than a passenger car or utlHty car. 
Wl82ll0l 
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than your insured car) which is owned 
member. 
5. the vd11de is 
9. contest or demonstrntion, or 
of what arc reasonable expenses necessary medical services may to 
medical consultant. 
recover, and m what amount shali be made 
to whether an insured person is legally entitled to 
between the insured person and US" If no 
the decision will be made 
person and we do not agree, that the person i:; to recover for mediL,Jl 
that the medical ;,;ervices are a result of a covered or 
medical services, either or we may demand tlmt the 
In that event, an \Viii be selected the insured person and us. lf 
cannot be reached 30 the of a comt having jurisdiction 
es:pense of of the arbitration 
fees for the witnesse:; are not expenses a11d will be 
or cost of the 
on an arbitrator 
the arbitrator. 
Attomey fees and 
them. 
services are as a t·esult of a covered acc11[le:nt. 
and necessary, and (3) the ,unount of any navn1erir as 
m the whe.re the insured person lives. Local court rules 
,1..cuuu.:;:, and evidence will apply. The decision in of the arbitrator be 
\'v'e will pay no more for medical expenses, including funeral expenses, th,111 tbe maximum limits of this 
coverage, as shown in the Declarations of this policy, for a11y one person insured under this Part for any one 
accident the number of: 
a. vehicles described in the ... .,,,,._c,u,te"Ju,,, 
b. vehicles· 




g. vehicles involved in the accident or occurrence that triggers this 
In no event shall the limit 
94-187! 1morno11 9.os 
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The limits of may not be stacked, aggregated, or otherwise combined 
coverage by any other policy issued to you or a family member 
us or any other member of the Farmers Insurance Group of Companies. 
'l'he limits are not increased by additional 
is shown on the Declarations page. 
If there is other automobile medical insurance on any other that to a loss covered 
this we will pay our share. Our share is the proportion that our limit ofliability bears to the total of 
a.II applicable limits. 
i11snra11ce we provide to any insured person for a substimte or non-owned motor vehicle or trniler, 
shall be excess over any other collectible insurance. 
If any insurance other than this policy is issued to ycc by us or :my- other member company of the 
Panners Insurwce Group of the total amount payable among all such policies shall not exceed 
the limits by the policy ,vith the highestlimits ofliability. 
to lll'~rn\t~rrn1ilnlenr 
a person has been paid by us under this policy ,md also recovers from another, the amount 
recovered from the other ,vill be held by that person in trust for us and reimbursed to us to the extent of our 
not by state law. 
This endorsement is part of your policy. Tt supersedes and control,; anything to the contrary. Tt is otherwise 
subject to all terms the policy. 
l'/1821!03 
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Subject to the Loss Payable Provisions or any other loss payable endorsement attached to the policy, payment 
for loss thereunder is payable as interest may appear to the rnuned insured mid the Lienholder or Other 
Interest in d1e ~~·"·"'""··~· 
Tt is that any fi.lr loss or to the vehicle described in this policy shall made on the 
folim:vmg basis: 
(1) At our option, loss or damage shall be paid as interest may appear to the 
shovn1 in the Declarations, or by repair of the damaged vehicle. 
(?\ -, of the or a person acring on his behalf shall not void the coverage 
(3) Change in title or of the vehicle, or error in its description shall not void coverage affi;rded to 
the lienholder. 
The policy does not cover embezzlement or secretion of the vehicle the policyholder or 
anyone in his behalf while in possession l!nder a contract \vith the lien.holder. 
A payment may made to the lienholder which we would not have been to make except for these 
tem1s. In such event, we are entitled to all the rights of the lienholder to the extent of such payment. "I 'he 
lienholder shall do whatever is to secure such rights. No subrogation shall impair the right of the 
lien11older to recover the full amount dain1. 
to cancel this policy at any time as provided by its terms. In case of cancellation or lapse 
we will at the address shown in the Declarations. \v'e ·will the lienbolder advance 
notice of not less than lO days the effective date of such or lapse as respects his interest. 
'""''""""' notice to the loss payee is sufficient to effect cancellation. 
as ,;vith the mortgagee intefest 
deductible applicable to shall not exceed $~50. 
,..,,,,.v,.u,nv to Collision Coverage shall not exceed $250. 
This endorsement is your policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the conrrary. Tt is othenvise 
subject to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6934 1momoK 4-12 J6934IOJ 
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CUSTOMIZED EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
\lle will also pay for 
one loss event. 
considered to be one 
to which this 
to PART IV - DA1\tIAGE 
Customized means ,my or 







same event are 
to your 
mediawd 
or or any exttrior surface, 
"'"'-.cT.:c..,, the cost of repairing or .. ,..,. .. ,.c.u. 
modification which exceeds the cost of 
furniture or 
'""-''-""'"'' enclosures or bathroom 
h. 
1. or 
Additional Definitions Used In This Part 
2. Loss means direct and accidental loss of or 
This is of 
subject to all other terms of 
93-6674 ISHDITION 4·08 
policy. It 
policy. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
loss is 
to your insured car, including its customized 
and controls anything to the . Tt is othenvise 
J667410l 
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This endorsement 
of this 
Household Pet Coverage 
1st Edition 
this Endorsement is listed on the Declarations page 
is ,,..,,,,,,.,,-,,,,-, as follows: 
To Your the is added to Definitions Used in This Part 
4. "Household means a domesticated animal o\vned by you for such as 
a a cat, a a bird or a rodent Household Pet does not include any of horse, cow, pig, 
sheep, goat, chicken, or captive fur-bearing animal, or any ~mimal commonly kept for food or 
Under Part TV '!'o Your Car, the following is added to Supplementary Payments: 
3. covcrng-c for your insured car and your Pets arc 
its covered total theft, we will pay reasonable amounts up to $600 for the 
care, or disposal of any and all such Household Pets because of that covered totdl 
theft loss. '! 'heft of Household Pets "\Vtll be pa.id based upon their actual value to a maximum of 
per covered any and all Household Pets. 
4. If you have and your Household Pets are inside that insured car at the time of a 
we will pay reasonable amounts up to a total of $600 for the 
of all such Pets arising out of their theft, injury 
a coveeed loss. Loss of Household Pets will be based upon its their actual cash 
value to a maximum for any an<l all Household Pets. 





Pets that arc 
To Your Car, the 
is added to Exclusions: 
ucur•J.L,,u,.iu, or e:xpos;1rc to weather or to other 
is added to Limits of Liability: 
F and Covemge G, $600 for any one covered loss, for any and all Household Pets 
as a result of that covered loss. 
'I 'his endorsement is part your Tt supersedes ID1d controb anything to contrary. Tt is othenvi,;e 
to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6663 lSTEDHJDM 5-08 J66B3l0I 
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:,;-umber: 19 515 -03 ·78 
In addition to the information you us when you for we have comidcn:d the consumer 
indicated below in 
agency or 
with your i.nsurance transaction with us, which we obtained from tbc consumer 
indicated below: 
Current Carrier 
LexisNexis Consumer Center 
P.O. Box 105108 




We are writing to inform you that while you may have received a lower rate on 
your insurance based in whole or in part on your history of prior liability 
insurance coverage, we were unable to offer you our lowest rate based on 
that information. This decision included consideration of in coverage, 
amount and duration of prior liability coverage, type of prior carrier or an 
absence of liabi insurance coverage. In this situation, we are 
required to send you this "adverse action notice," in accordance with the 
federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. 
This action was taken, in whole or in part, on the basis of information 
supplied to us by the consumer agency shown above. 
You have the right to obtain a free copy of you loss report 
from the consumer agency shown above. This request 
must be made no later than 60 days after your receive this notice. 
In addition, if you find any inaccurate or incomplete information 
contained in the report you receive, you have the right to dispute the 
matter with the consumer reporting agency. The consumer reporting 
agency did not make the decision regarding your policy and is unable 
to why the decision is made. If you have any 
please contact your agent. 
If you would like more information about how Farmers uses insurance 
scores, please visit our website at www.farmers.com. Select the 
Products link and click either Auto or Home, select the FAQ link and 
click Insurance Risk Indicators. You are also welcome to contact your 
agent. Once again, let us say we appreciate your business. 
25-8430 4-11 
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SAf ETY GLASS H 1) 
BUYBACK • COVERAGE F 1st Editlo11 
This coverage this endorsement is on the Declarations 
For an additional it is that the 1S 
a deductible for a covered loss to 
Our limit for loss is the am.aunt necessary to replace 
'l .his endorsement is Tt 
to other terms 
92-llll lSHDIT!OH 1-05 Hlll!IO! 
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Farmer T nsurance of Idaho Insurance 
75 67 315 
PolicyKumber: 75 19515-03-78 
bU~11~Da~: 01-21-2012 
Kame Insured: JENNIFER EASTMAN 
um,~•LV insurance policy include Motorist coverage and 
coverage, unless a named insured has rejected these coverages 
of the written at the time it is made, the insured 
lJM coverage may pay injury to an ,vho is to collect 
O\vner or operator of a vehicle th<Lt ha:; no insurance, or from a hit-and-nm vehide where 
the owner or is unknown. 
UIM coverage is offered in fom1s and insurers are not to offer more 
than one of UI\{ coverage. '[ 'here are two =><• .... ~.~ frnms of Uii\f coverage - in 
l ,imits" and "Excess" Your insurance "Difference in Limits" 
" 
1S 
'I 'he policy's UIM coverage limits al'e reduced or 
any from or on of any 
UlM covcr,igc lirnits a.re not 1:educed by the amount damages 
owner(s) or operator(s). UIM coverage limits are available to pay 
exceed can be recovered from the or opemtor(s) 
of an underinsured vehide. 
is NOT an insurance AH auto liability insul'ance policies that 
UIM coverage have other terms and conditions that may affect or limit the 
of eithet· coverage. For a more detailed explanation of these coverages> refer to your 
The Idaho of Insurance can also assistance with insurance related 
.. t1-.,P11,r· .. website at www.doi.idaho.gov. 
FSI 69101 
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I have read the above 
that I have the to 
I al.so v<H•c,~··v "'"~' 
coverages. I 
rnv0·,,,m,,... or underinsured motorist coverages. 
insurer I do not w,mt 
or under any renewal or .rqJmce1ne1t1t 
Nmncd insured', Sig:oarun• Date 
ELECTION AGIUEMENT REDUCING UNINSURED/UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE 
of uninsured motorist md underimmred motorist coverages and I have 
these in an amount to my automobile 
to reduce both covcrngcs in of a reduction of the 
and belo\v, I am my insurer that I want 
to be mcluded under my automobile liability or unckr any renewal or L">,''""c' 
identified below: 
I am reduced Uninsured Motorists 
and per occurrence and I to 
as I have indicated above. 
I am reduced Unin:sured ,md Underinrnred Motorists Bodily Coverage limits of 
-----····· per person and occurrence. must be \vritten for cov'eragc limits 
to, or than the .:\,unimum Responsibility """1c,u.c.uu.u 
No.med lmuced's Sign,1turc 
31-8169 8·09 F81&9l02 
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Ibis covcrngc only to for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
it is that UNDER.insured ~fotorist C-1 is added to Part II of 
\'Ve will all swns which an insured person is entjtled to recover as from the owner or 
operator an UNDERinsul'ed motor vehicle because of injury sustained hy the insured person. 
a. Our liability under the U::\IDER.insured Motorist Coverage cannot exceed the limits of the 
U\!DERinsured !vfotorist Coverage stated in this policy, ,md our maximum liability under the 
U:\lDERinsured Motorist is the lesser of: 
to the insured person and for any person or 
injury, and the limit of U:\lDERinsured Motorist 
or 
2. The amount of u4,u,ai:.:.•"' established but not recovered or with 
or for the liable for the 
b. We will pay up to the limits ufliability shown in the schedule below as shov.rn in the Declarations. (Note: 






















c. The limit for "each person" is the ma.xi.mum for bodily injury sustained by any person in ;my one 
occurrence. Any claim for loss of consortium or injury to the relationship arising from this injury shall be 
included in this limit 
If the financial law of place the accident treats the loss of consurtium as a separate 
be fomished. 
d. to the limit for "each person,'' the limit for "each is the maximum combined amount 
by t\vO or more persons in any one occurrence. 
a. Insured person means: 
,.,,..,,.,,,,,_.,, .. ,,, your insured car or your insured 
person for that person is entitled to recover because of bodily to you, a family 
.. ,,cu,,., .... , 01· othe1· occup;u1t of your car or your motorcyde. 
94-2449 JSTEDITION 2-ll (Continued Ne.\t Page) V/2449!01 
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no 
reason to 
"""'""'""'' person if the 
""''-'"'""''"""' of the owner. 
uses a vehicle 
b. Motor vehide means a hmd motor vehicle or a but does not mean a vehicle: 
c. 
1. 
tractor or any 
while not on roads. 
3. for use as a residence or 
ru:1stu:ec1. Motor Vehide - means land motor vehicle when: 
._ ....... ,,,, n11unt<:mmc:e or use is insured or bonded for 
2. its limit for is 1ess th,m d,e amount of the insured 
J\n undednsured motor vehicle does not include a Iand motor veh.ide: 
(a) 
or agency; 
\Vhich are fann tractors and other off road ,.,.,_,,,F,"'--·'-'-
defined as an motor vehicle" in your policy; 
sufficient 
off public roads 
at the time of the 
damages. 
the financial law which applies. 
ivPr,10,p we will pay shall be reduced the full amount of any 
for the accident of the 
our share. Our 
insurance for a your insured car or your insured motorcyde, 
unless the owner of that vehicle no othe1· insurance to this 
4. lf 
Under Part II of 
to this endorsement. 
is issued tu you 
the total amount 
vehicle \Vith the highest 
of 
that to Exdusion::; and Arbitration remain the same and 
'['his endorsement is of your policy. Tt :mpersed.es and control:.; anything to the . T t is othenvise 
to all <>ther terms of the policy. 
94.7449 ISHDITIOII 2-ll W2449102 
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KELLY M KIMBERLING 
PO BOX 1252 
RATHDRUM ID 8385S 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
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listed on the back of this 
\"\'c collect and 
to your account. 
We about you and the members of your 
('you") from the 
Information we receive from you on assets, 
income 
• Toformatiun about your with us, our or such as your coverage, 
Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency or insurance org.mization, such as motor 
vehicle credit information and claims history; and 
information we recei,,e you, ,,,.,,.,,."' P'-'.,'-'"'·'~,,v».,u" 
LC];Af.Ulll),.; your health. 
we 
our nistom.ers are our most valued assets. to us. \'\<'e restrict access 
about ync to those yot:. with our 
\Ve those individuals to whom we permit access to your customer information to 
physical, electronic, and procedural safe6>uat:ds that comply with 
\Ve do not disclose ru1y .. .,u,,,~,.,,,-.. informatron about you, as our customer or f<.>1mer customer, except as 
i,~,·,Y<h.0,1 :in this notice. 
information ,ve collect about you, as described above, to companies that 
behalf or to other financial witJ1 which we have joint marketing 
law. 
sponsors rcstrict the information that can be or 
them ,vith products or If you have a with Farmers or one 
or services provided through an employer, benefit plan or plan sponsor, we will 
to process your ,vith us, mstance, to 
with your ,vritten authorization, and 
to 
25-7660 5-09 .47660601 
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as described under to our affiliates, 
II 
1\on-financial service 
law to share with our 
In ,ve may share with our affiliates consumer 
that \Ve have received 
If it is your decision not to of your infi.i1·mation with our you do not need to 
Form or 
after we receive the 
Our website such as the one information particular to 
to rarmers over the website use. Please pay cai:eful 
Tntemet 
this notice to the named 
information. If there is more than 
receive this any 
of this ri,,),i::e if you have mo.re one 
those listed below. Please read those 
,tddress to which we 
on a the named on 
a copy of this notice. You may receive more than one copy 
fiarmers. You also may from other than 
~'"-~·=·-• to detennine your to those affiliates' 
law. If you would like additional infom,ation about these federal visit 
Fire Insurnnce 
Farmers Insurance 
Farmers :\'cw Century Insurance 
Farmers Services 
fosurance Comp;my, flam1ers 
Farmers fosurnnce C:Ompany of Idaho, 
Insurance Farmers Insurance of Columbm, foe.; 
Farmers Group,, Inc.; Farmers RcinsurJncc Farmer$ Services Insurance 
Texas \·fotual Insutance Underwriters Association, 
mem.bei: PINfu\. & 
"'i he :ib0ve ,s u list of the affiliates on whose behalf this pri1Tacy notice is hcing pmvidtcd. Ic is nol a c:omprc:hensivr· list of all affiliates of the F,mncrs fnsurn,1cc 
Group of Cotnpanir.::&. 
infocmution 11bout tht: &curitics 
wu,w .:suJt:.m,c. For tnfom1at1on the· 
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Trudy Hanson Fouser. ISB No. 2794 
Julianne S. Halli ISB No. 8076 
GJORDINO FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 NurLh 9th Sln:it::t, SuiLi:: 600 
P.O. Box 2837 




jhall@gfidaholu w .com 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Ida.ho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
ANSWERTOCOMPLAINTAND 
DEM.AND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho (hereafter "Farmers" or 
"Defendant"), by and through its attorneys of record, Gjording Fouser, PLLC, in answer to 
Plaintifrs Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") on file herein, admits, 
denies and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEM:AND FOR JURY TRIAL • l 
15017.266 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Defendant denies each and every allegation contained in the Complaint that 
is not specifically admitted or qualified. 
3. In answering Paragraph 1, Defendant objects as these allegations are legal 
and not factual. The language of the statutes and the rules of civil procedure speak for 
themselves. As these allegations are not factual, the allegations do not require a response. 
To the extent these allegations are factual, the allegations are denied and the language and 
terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
4. In answering Paragraph 2, Defendant is without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of this allegation and, therefore, denies the same. 
5. In answering Paragraph 3, Defendant admits it is authorized to do business, 
and iB actually doing business, in the State of Idaho. 
6. In answering Paragraph 4, Defendant admits it issued an automobile policy 
of insurance, Policy Number 195150378, to Jennifer Eastman which was effective January 
27, 2014 to July 27, 2014. In further response, Defendant states that the language and 
terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
7. In answering Paragraph 6, Defendant admits the same. 
from the driver of the colliding vehicle, which was the limit of the driver of the colliding 
vehicle's liability policy of insurance. Defendant also admits Plaintiff received payment of 
$48,846.00 from the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool underinsured motorist 
policy, which carried underinsured. motorist limits of $60,000 per person. In further 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL • 2 
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response, Defendant without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the remaining allegations and, therefore, denies the same. 
9. In answering Paragraphs 7 and 8, Defendant admits that Plaintiff sought 
underinsured motorist benefits under her own policy, Policy Number 195150378. In further 
response. Defendant admits that it informed Plaintiff and her counsel based on the 
language of Ms. Eastman•s policy of insurance, specifically the "Other Insurance" clause in 
the UNDERinsured Motorist section of the polfoy, and Idaho law, no underinsured motorist 
coverage was available for the damages Ms. Eastman sustained as a result of the March 18, 
2014, motor vehicle accident. 
10. In answerine Paraeranh 9. Defendant obiects as these allee-ations are leeal 
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Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Julianne S. Hall. ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North 9th Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 88701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
tfouser@gfidahola w .com 
jhall@gfidaholaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND 
DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL 
Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho (hereafter "Farmers" or 
"Defendant"), by and through its attorneys of record, Gjording Fouser, PLLC, in answer to 
Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") on file herein, admits, 
denies and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL· 1 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Defendant denies each and every allegation contained in the Complaint that 
is not specifically admitted or qualified. 
PARTIES 
3. In answering Paragraph 1, Defendant objects as these allegations are legal 
and not factual. The language of the statutes and the rules of civil procedure speak for 
themselves. As these allegations are not factual, the allegations do not require a response. 
To the extent these allegations are factual, the allegations are denied and the language and 
terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
4. In answering Paragraph 2, Defendant is without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of this allegation and, therefore, denies the same. 
5. In answering Paragraph 3, Defendant admits it is authorized to do business, 
and is actually doing business, in the State of Idaho. 
6. In answering Paragraph 4, Defendant admits it issued an automobile policy 
of insurance, Policy Number 195150378, to Jennifer Eastman which was effective January 
27, 2014 to July 27, 2014. In further response, Defendant states that the language and 
terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
7. In answering Paragraph 5, Defendant admits the same. 
8. In answering Paragraph 6, Defendant admits that Plaintiff received $50,000 
from the driver of the colliding vehicle, which was the limit of the driver of the colliding 
vehicle,s liability policy of insurance. Defendant also admits Plaintiff received payment of 
$48,846.00 from the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool underinsured motorist 
policy, which carried underinsured motorist limits of $60,000 per person. In further 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL· 2 
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response, Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth of the remaining allegations and, therefore, denies the same. 
9. In answering Paragraphs 7 and 8, Defendant admits that Plaintiff sought 
underinsured motorist benefits under her own policy, Policy Number 195150378. In further 
response, Defendant admits that it informed Plaintiff and her counsel based on the 
language of Ms. Eastman's policy of insurance, specifically the "Other Insurancen clause in 
the UNDERinsured Motorist section of the policy, and Idaho law, no underinsured motorist 
coverage was available for the damages Ms. Eastman sustained as a result of the March 18, 
2014, motor vehicle accident. 
10. In answering Paragraph 9, Defendant objects as these allegations are legal 
and not factual. As these allegations are not factual, the allegations do not require a 
response. To the extent these allegations are factual, the allegations are denied and the 
language and terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
11. In answering Paragraph 10, Defendant objects as these allegations are legal 
and not factual. The language of the statutes and the rules of civil procedure speak for 
themselves. As these allegations are not factual, the allegations do not require a response. 
To the extent these allegations are factual, the allegations are denied and the language and 
terms of policy of insurance speaks for itself. 
12. In answering Paragraph 11, Defendant acknowledges that Plaintiff has 
retained Crary, Clark, Domanico & Chuang, P.S., but denies the remainder of these 
allegations. 
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13. Plaintiffs Prayer does not require a response, but insofar as an answer is 
deemed necessary, Defendant denies that Plaintiff is entitled to the requested relief, or to 
any relief whatsoever. 
The policy of insurance issued to Plaintiff does not provide coverage for Plaintiffs 
claim. 
Plaintiff is estopped from recovering upon the basis set forth in their Complaint. 
;RESERVATION 
Defendant reserves the right to amend this Answer to add additional affirmative 
defenses supported by the facts, and a failure to include all such defenses in this Answer 
shall not be deemed a waiver of any right to further amend this Answer. 
REQUEST ~OR ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendant hereby requests that it be awarded its attorney fees and costs incurred 
herein pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12·121 and Rule 54 of The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Defendant demands a trial by a jury of not less than twelve (12) members on all 
issues. 
WHEREFORE, this answering Defendant prays for judgment as follows: 
l. Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, that judgment be entered 
for Defendant and against Plaintiff, and that Plaintiff take nothing thereby; 
2. For costs, including reasonable attorney fees to be set by the Court; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 
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DATED this 29th day of July, 2016. 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
O:fthe Firm 
Julianne S. Hall e Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th ,day of July, 2016, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served on the following by the manner indicated: 
Robert B. Crary 
Aaron A. Crary 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 E. Trent Avenue 
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Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Julianne S. Hall, ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North 9th Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insumnce 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




Case No. CV 16-4603 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corp01·ation, 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARKE. STEVENS 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant. 
t.. : 88. 
County of t](L '5 ScPJ ~) 
MARK E. STEVENS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Special Claims Representative for Farmers Insurance Company of 
Idaho and was the p1·imary assigned claim representative for Jennifer Eastman's 
underinsured motorist claim. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK E. STEVENS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 1 
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2. 
insurance issued to Jennifer Eastman. 
:-rt.. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this {)//.-. day of August, 2016. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thls3Qday of August, 2016, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served on the following by the manner indicated: 
Robert B. Crary 
Aaron Crary 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 E. Trent Avenue 
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KELLY M KIMBERLING 
PO BOX 1252 
RATHDRUM ID 83858 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 
SO·l! 
ENDORSEMENT J627S 
AMENDING PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 1st Edition 
Thir: coverage to the vehide(s) for which this endorsement is listed on the Dedarntions page. 
! tis lS as follows: 
Under Part TV to ''/our Limits of Liability, item 1. (!tern 2. m •\[0, MT, 
C )Kand is deleted and replaced the following: 
l. to or replace the property or with other of like kind and or 
less an for physical dereriornrion and/or depreciation. of like kind 
but is nnt limited to, parts made fm or by rhe vehicle manufacturer. [ t also includes 
other sources such as rebuilt parts, quality recycled (used) parts and parrs supplied by 
equipment manufricturers. 
This endorsement is of your It and control:; anything tn the 
to all other terms of the 
SAFETY GLASS • WAIVER OF DEDUCTIBLE 
PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR - COVERAGE F 




This coverage applies only to the vchidc(s) for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarnrinns page. 
l t is agreed that if a loss to auto gJ.ass is repaired rather than replaced, the applying to 
Co,"erage !-• - Cornprehensive under Part fV - Damage tn Your Car is waived. ff the auto s,tfoty glass i~ 
replaced, the deductible applying to Comprehensive will remain in force. 
is of your It supersedes and controls t(i the . It is orhen.vise 
tn ,ill other terms of the 
enni~l@islfliIDIA9~ F·~lrners Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
AMENDED BUSINESS USE EXCLUSION 
(Your E - Z Reader Car Policy) 1 sf Edition 
This covt:ragc ,1pplics only to rhe fr>r which tfos endorsement is listed on the Dedarntions page. 
lt is that Exclusion 6. Under P\RT - LL\rnLJTY is deleted and repLiced ,vith the fol!O\ving: 
nut of rhe ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle any 
in a business other than the business described tn Exclusion 5. 
This exclusion does nor apply to the m,1intem111cc or use of a: 
a. Private car. 
b. c~u tlMt own, if rnred as a passenger car, or 
c. tndler m a. or h. above. 
this exclusion does 
1. \v11i!e used in 
course of his or her 
This endon,Pment is 
to all other terms of the 
93-6489 l SH!llTIOM S-07 
to any vehicle: 
any person whrn,e primary duties are the ddivery of products or services; or, 
in an emergency occupation on ·;1 part-time, or volunteer basis. 
to, Fire hghting, ;\mbulance, or Police However, 
in the or any 
it. 
of vehicles which arc for the use of an insured person in the 
unless such vehrcle is ,n,->n1·w,_1 in the Declarations. 
l t ft is othenv1se 
J6489l0l 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITION 
OF INSURED PERSON UNDER PART I • LIABILITY 1st Edition 
This covcrngc npplics for this endorsement is on the page. 
1r is that under Parr l - Liability, items 2 nnd .'.\ under "Insured Person does not arc amended 
to reml ,ls fi >llows: 
2. 
\vhen the 
member, fr>r bodily injury or property damage 
of a vehiclf'. by th:tt person as an employee of the United Srnres Covemmenr 
of the Jiedernl Tnrt Claim i\ct 
3. person, including hut not limit<cd to a whn uses a vehicle w1thout ha\'ing sufficient 
re,tson tn belie,T th,it the use is the permission of the owner 
This c;ndorscment is of your . It and controls anything tn the contrary. It is orhen.vise 
to all other terms of the 
nnifea:,tli;~t~.mOOII f'l;;(!'fners Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
SCHEDULE FOR HIGHER 
UNDERINSURED MOTORIST LIMITS 
1st Edition 




rhm the optional limits are added to LJ\l!)[ ,:Rinsured 






Combined Single l .1mit 
This endorsement is of your . ft and controls anything to the contrary. lt is otherwise 
to all other terms of the 
93-6485 l ST EDITION 5-07 
ENDORSEMENT 
AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 




This coverage applies only to the vchidc(s) fr>r which this endorsement is listed on the Dedarntions page. 
[tis that )'Ollf is amended as follo,vs: 
Under JJi\RT IV - D:\l\f:\CP. TOY( )UR CAR, fixdusion number 10 is deleted and replaced with: 
To a van, pick-up nr truck due to increased cost of repair or repbcement of the fr)llowing furnishings 
or 




facilities including enclosures or bathroom facilities. 
roofs. 
specials paint ,md/or of deeds or graphics. 
endorsement is part of yom It supersedes and controls ;i,nything tu the contrary. l t is otherwise 
to all other terms of the policy. 
ennift!flastttilmTN.lli l'i'.Srmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
ENDORSEMENT ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT 
USE EXCLUSION TO PART II 
J6490 
1st Edition 
This cover,ige to the for which this endorsement is listed on the Declaration, page. 
Ir 1s agreed that the following exclusion is added to the l •'.xdusions under Part I I of your policy. 
Uninsured 'vfotorist Umlermsured iv[otorist Coverage if applicable) doe, not apply to 
........ ,.,;;::,.<> arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of any vehicle other than your insured car 
your insured if this is a policy), which 1,; owned by or furnished or available 
fr,r the U:K' by you or a member. 
Thi, endorsement is part nf your 
to ,1!1 other terms of the 
l t supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is other-wise 
93-6490 1smmoN s-o7 
This coverage 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART I - LIABILITY 
(Your E·Z Reader Car Policy) 
to the 
l t is that Your E-Z Reader Car 
for which this endorsement is 




on Declarations page. 
PART I Liability, "Other fnsurnncc" is deleted and replaced \Vith the following: 
l f then' is other applicable Auto J ,iability [ nsurnnce on any other policy rh,it appltes to a loss covered by this 
part, we ,vill only our share. Our share is the proportion th,it our limits of liability hear tn the total of all 
insurance \Ve pnwidc for a vehicle you do not own slull be excess uvcr any other collectible insurance. 
[ f any insurance other than this policy is issued to you by us ot' ,my other member compm1y of the 
hmners lnsurnnce Croup of Companies, rhe total amount payable among all such policies shall nnt exceed 
the l1111its provided the single policy \,:ith the highest limits of liability. 
This endorsement is of your . l t to the contrary. It is orherwise 
to all Mher term, of the 
nnif~d¥Bll51r;,'i100Tllffl ~i6~mers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
AMENDING 
DEDUCTIBLE PROVISIONS UNDER PART V 





only to the for endorsement is on the Declarations 
conrnined in Part V - Section 8. - or Reduction of 
our to ,1dd $ JOO deductible under ( "'"'"'M"" ,1lld 
Section 8, does not limit our 
as a condition to renewaL" 
to add or increase a 
is of your policy. ! t and controls to the comrary. lt is othe1wise 
to all other terms of the 
93-6689 lSHDITIOli 6-08 
Endorsement Amending Part IV - Damage To Your Car 
hduding Coverage for Diminished Value 




This coverage only to the vehicle(s) for \vhich this endorsemenr is listed on the DeclaratiDns page. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR Additional Definitions Used fo This Part Only, 
definition is added: 
Diminution in value means the acmal or perceived loss in market or resale value which results from a 
direcr and accidental loss. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR the following is added: 
To ymu- insured car due to in v,,luc". 
endorsement i:-; of 
to orher terms of 
rolicy. [ t 
policy, 
and controls 
nnif~jjlfi~Wi!Tl<ffl ~in~ers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
to the lt is othenvise 
This coverage to the 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITION 
Of UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE 
for which this endorscrnem is 
l is rlrnr under Part l l - Uninsured the 
1. ·1 ·he words " if shuwn in the 
nor to E-Z Reader 
:2. !tern 3b of "Acklitional Definitions Used ln This Pm-t 
1-Yonr E-Z Reider 
4. The words 
This endnrnement is your 
to ,111 other terms of the 
?4-1823 ISHDITION 9-08 
Your Policy is on a 
Farmers@ Billing Plan 
It 
mcrease or reduction in has will he included a~ 
statement. This srntemcnt may be enclosed or it may be mailed tn you 
I ·c1t"/l/e1:, statf.l!1et1t. 





I st Edition 
page. 
" are deleted 
Lt is otbenvise 
WIB23IOI 
to your 
LOSS OF USE ENDORSEMENT I st Edffion 
to rlw for which rhi~ endorsement is listed on dw I page. 
For an additiomil \\'e will pay your extra expense from any the you h,rve 
;ts described m the schedule lidow and in rhe Dedarntions. The chosen option applies 




93-6?79 m rnmoN 2-01 
OPTION 
COVERAGE DESCRIPTION 
\Ve \Vill pay you per ,vhile your insured car is in the of a garage for 
from a comsion. The maximum payable 1s ff your insured car is a 
of we will pay you 
\Ve ,vill pay you per while your insured car i;; in the cusrodv of ;1 garnge for repairs 
from c1 CoHision or loss. The rrn1ximum ! f your 
car is a total loss of salv;igc value) we will pay you This option 
does not cm er rntal theft of your insured car. 
K-!. K-2 or K-4 occurs more tlrnn So from 
rea;;onable and necessary extra expense for 
rnc;ils mcurred to return your insured car, 
The maximum for car return 
\X/c \vill pay you per while your insmed car is in the of a for repairs 
from a Collision or loss. Tf your insured car 1s a tot,il loss 
of we \Vill pay you $500. 
\Xe \vi!l pay vuu an amount in excess of the anmunt per under p,1ragrnph 1 of 
in Parr l V of this policy, 
car. The m;iximum we \Vill pay for tht> combi1wd 
,md l<A is per 
The maximum parnbk under K-4 i~ $500. 
from rot,il theft of your insured 
torn! of paragraph 1 of Supplementary 
We wi11 pay you $50 per day \Vhile your insured car is in rhe of a g,migc for repairs 
resulting fron1 a Collision or Comprehensive loss. ff your insured car is a total loss 
of Wl' will pay you $ !000. 
ff loss occurs more than 50 miles from your residence \Ve will ,tlso p,iy your car return 
expenses for rhe rem;ornihle ,111d nece:,;:,;ary cxtrn expense for commercial 
ga,< ,ind 1neal, incurred to return your insured car, rifrer it is 
residence or dc,tirnHinn. Tl,e maximum payable fr>r c,ir return expcn;;cs is 
\X'e will pay you an amount in execs;; of the amount per under ! of 
P,,ymrnts in Part l V of this policy resulting from the total theft of your 
insured car. 'J 'he maximum we \vill pay for the combined total of paral-,'T,tph 1 of 
and KS is per day. 
·/'he maximum under K-:i is $1 
This endorsencent is ,ibo 
1. 
2. If you are 
this endorsement does not to any coUision or 
date of this as shown in the l)eclarntions. 
to the 
passenger car, car, or 
rhis we lrnve your 
You sh,ill do nothing tn 
for this insur,mce is earned the 
used as a substitute vehicle. 
seek recovery. You 
these rights. 
enrire is cancelled. 
loss 
do 
This endorsement is of yom and controls to the l t is orhenvise 
tn all terms of the 
93-6279 lSHDITION 2-07 
(' - /\fororisr l,imits item3 
::i. \Ve will pay no more than the maximum limirs of this coverage, as shown in the of this 
for any person or vehicle under Part fr)r any one accident or occurrence regardless 
of the number of 
a. vehicles or '"'"'"·""u., shown in the 
h. vehicles 
c. insured persons; 
d. claims or 
or 
f. vehicles involn,d in the accident or occunence. 
lllC limits by this 
by any other policy 
Part ll - lJ\Jl\JSURrD l\fOTOR!ST, 
is added and made a of 
The limits arc not increased 
vehicle is shown on the 
may not be stacked or cornbined with the limits 
member by any of the l•armcrs lnsurnnce Croup 
C: - Uninsured fv!ororisr J ,1mirs of Liability, item 4 
additional even for ec1ch 
Pmt \' - item 1 ( is added and made 'cl of this policy: 
10. I •'.ven if ,ire shown for different vehicle;; insured under this of mw 
tn the entire , ,md thus payment of less th,t11 the minimum amount due ,vii! not 
in force as to fewer than all ,,ehicles shown in the Declarations. 
94-1824 ISHDHION 1-09 Wl824lG3 

ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITIONS, PART I • LIABILITY, 
PART II • UNINSURED MOTORISTS AND PART V · CONDITIONS 
(Your E·I Reader (ar Policy) 
r r is thiU the initial of the Definitions section of \'our E-7: Re,1der C:ar 
re,id ,ts follows. 
ID011 
1st Edition 
is amended to 
this me,tn the named insured shmvn m the Dech1rntions < ,r renewal 
notice ,md your spouse or state h,w if a resident of tlw same 
with domestic partner fftUSt he registered as required state h1w to th<: dare nf 
a loss. "\X,'e", , ,111d mean the Company m1rnul in rhe Dedarntirms which this 
insurance. ln addition, cernun words appear in bold type. are defined as follows: 
! tis that tht' definition of your insmed car in the Definitions section of Your I<'.-'.( Re,1der Car 
,1mended tn re1d as follmv,: 







a. ·rhat you own, or 
car described in the Dedarntions of th1s policy; 
h. l f not owned you, while at.ached to yom insured vehide. 
l t is fi.irther that rhe following definitions for Replacement vehicle, Substitute vehicle, Additional 
vehide and Rental vehicle arc ;1dded to the Definitinns secrion of Your F-7. Reader Car Policy: 
v»•'-•cu,,,;..,,. vehicle means 
any \'ehicle descnbed in the 
passe11ge1· car or car that you as A replacement of 
either by purchase, or by ,I ,vritten lease of at le,1st six 
if you: 
period; and 
or befrire the end of the is less. 
vehicle will have the s,1mc coverage as the vehicle it ,.,.,,1.,,,.,.,c 
vehicle means a private passenger car or car, not owned vou, but being 
used you as a substitute for :111y vehicle described in the Decl:irntions. This itpplics only 
\'vhik· the \'t'hick described in the Declarations is \Vithdrmvn from 1101111:11 ust' because of breakdmvn, 
repair, (lf 
Additional vehicle me,tn~ a passenger car or utmty car of which yuu acquire possession either 
or a wrinen Je;1sc of at b1sr six continuous months. This definition if \'<JU: 
the' additional vehicle during the and 1. 
2. us within 30 days of its acc.iuisition, or he fore the end of the period, whichever is less. 
Rental vehicle mcilllS a passenger car, utility car, or trailer a gross vehicle 
of 1 Ohs.) or less rented by you 011 H daily or weekly basis not tn exceed .10 
th;1t this car is not owned by, fi.1rnislwd or ;iv,11lahlt' fnr t·egular u:,;e 
vou a 
94-1824 lSTEDITION 1-09 Wl824101 
Part l LT . \HTLTTY, Limits of 1S 
deleted ,md 
'! 'he amounts shmvn in the Dechirntions for 
limits of which ,o the insurance 
are the 
l. The limit for e,1ch person is the maximum we will pay fr,r all resulting 
from sustained by ,my one person m any one accident or occurrence. Tnclmled in the 
limit, hut nnt as ;1 chiim or are all conse<.1uential damages sus,;1ined by other persons, 
of loss nf con:mrtium, sorro,v and emotional 
distress. 
'.2. The limit for each occurrence is tht' maximum ,vc will pay for all d,1ims rwo or 
more persons 
to the per person limit. 
'J 'he ""'·""'"''l'" uarn,a,e 
-t. 
~tatc or 
for arising out of ·,my one or occurreuce, subject 
limit for e,1d1 accident or occurrence 1s tht' rmiximum Wt' will pay for all 
nut of any one accident or occunence. 
under this policy shall be reduced any ,tmount p:1ld or 
benefit ht\v, benefit of the United or any 
law. 
5. ff you or a 1nember have two or more automobile insuranct' \Vt,h ,my members of the 
hmner~ !nsurnnce of th,lt coverage for an accident or occurrence, the 
insurnnce cm·cragc we prnvidc any or all of dm,;e policies for ,t non-owned vehicle involved in 
tli;;t accident or occurrence sh,tll not exceed the limit of coverage you have on any one of tl10se 
6. \X/c will pay no more than 
whicle or person insured 
as defined this 
a. vehicles or '"'-'"·"""" 
b. vehicles 
c. insured persons; 
d. cl;11ms or claimants: 
e. or 
the mr1x1mum a~ shown in the 
for any one accident or occurrence 
f. vehicles involYed 111 the occurrence. 
may not he stacked or combined with the 
, for any one 
un,u,,c;u car 
limits 
you or a member any member of the hinncrs 
7 ! f the coverage limit on rhe Declarations oc rene\vrll nnrice is stated ,ts a Combined 
limit of shown is our maximum li1nit of for ,ill and 
resulting from any 01w occuHence. This ts the most Wt" will pay regardless of the number of: 
a. vehicles or premiums shmvn in the Declarntions; 
b. ,·t'htcles 
c insured persons; 
d. claims 
e. or 
f. vehicle~ involved in the accident or occurrence. 
limit to the minimum limits law for 
r klwC1Tr, this Provision ,vill nnt change rn11· total limit of liability. 
94-1824 llHlllTION l-09 W1824!02 
The limirs of this coverage as or orherwisr combined 
wirh the limit;; of rhis or similar coverage 
us or any other member of the Fanncrs Jnsumnce 
may not be 
any orher 
of 
The limirs ,tre not increased ,i1dditiomtl premnun for each vehicle 
is shown on the Declarations page, 
m1rrnnobi!e medic!! insur,mce on any orher policy thnr 
our shrire, Our share is the proportion th,tt our limit of 
rn a loss C( nrered by 
hem·s to the total of 
m,urnncc" \Ve 
sh,ill he excess over 
tn any insured person for a :mhMitutc or non-owned motor vehicle or trailer, 
other collecrihle insurance, 
!Fany 
I 'armers lnsurnnce 
the limirs provided 
\Xl1en a person l1,1s heen 
recovered from the orher ,:vill he held 
is issued to you us or ,my other membrr of rhe 
amount payable ,unong all such shall nor rxceed 
limits of liability, 
us under this and also recovers from another, the ,1mnunt 
that person in trust for us ;ind re1mlmrsed to us tn the extent of our 
This condirinn not if pmhibi tcd s ta te hw.J, 
This endorsement is of your 11 and controls tn the contrary, lt is orherwicie 
to ,ill other terms of tht' 
94-l82l l SH!l11101i 9-08 

ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART m · MEDICAL 
(overage E · Medical Expense (overage 
Your EZ Reader (or Policy 
n,008 
IDAHO 
I st Edition 
This covernge to tht' for which this endorsement 1s listed on the Dedarntions 
lt is that 1s amended as described bell iv.:: 
l\1rt l I! - i\.fFDTCi\L is deleted ,ind \Vith the 
We \Vil! pay reasonable expenses r<lr necessary medical services incurred wirhin three years from the 
date of the because nf :::.ust,1incd by an insured person ,vhich wa, discovered and 
treated within onc year of the accident. 
In 
i\s used in this insured person mc·,1ns: 
member while nr,<"rnnv1 
2. 
member or another 
of the owner. 
or :,;truck ,l mntnr or 
insured car while the car is being t1sed by you, a family 
reason to belie,·e that the use is with permission 
Medical Services means medical services which arc usual and custom;iry fnr treatment of the 
the number or durntion of treatment::;, in the county in which those ~ervice, arc provided. 
Medical Services are limited to necessary rned1eal, surgical, x-ray, ambulance, hospital, 
nursing and funernl and include the cost of pharmaceuticab, and pro:;thetic 
,iids. \\'e will reimburse you for any necessary rnedicai services already 
tn serve a medic,tl purpose; or 
b. Lc,.ul!,uL.1.:1.1 throughout the medical 1md within the United 
or 
2. The use of 
a. or orlwr related "'1c..c:<.1u,,,,,, of a nature; or 
b. or other rt·la red '" '''-"·""" of a simih1r nature. 
tn serve a medical purpose, 
Reasonable mc<1m cx.pcnscs which ,trc usual and 
the county in ,vhich those services arc \X'e ,vill reimburse 
for necessary medical services in 
you for ,my 1'easonable expenses 
already paid by you. 
This coverag1: does not 
1. Su;;,ained ,vhile """"'"'·"" 
does not apply to 
2. Sust;iined while nr,r,11nv, 
.1. Su~rained \vhile 
to any person: 
your insured car when used to carry persons for ;1 
car pools. 
any vehicle ,vhile locared for use ,is ;i residence or 




4. Sustained ,vhile or \Vhen srruck by any vehicle (other than your insured ,,foci, is owned 
by or r'i.1m1shed or available for the regular use of you or any faiuily member. 
5. Sustained while occupying a nfock orber than the c,1r described in the Declarn,ions while the ,.rehicle is 
used in the business or occupation or" an insured person. 
(1. Due to heart attacks, and nrher medic,1! conditions or illnesses not relared to an accident 
7. ( )ccurring during the C()tlfse (lf emplclyment if \Vl>rkers' C<lmpensation l>enefir~ ;ire 
8. Caused war (dcclawd or undeclared)., civil war, insurrection, revolution, nude,Jr reaction, 
or rndioacrive ur any ccmseciucnc<.· of any of these. 
t). During ,1Ctive paiticipation in any organi:.wd or agreed-upon racing or speed contest or ciernonstration, or 
in pnKticc or for any such conrest 
·1 n. \X1wrc medicil expenses are paid or payable b\' any governmental entity. 
Dctenninatinn of wlrnt arc expenses and/or necessary medical services m,ty be submitted to 
an independent medical consul,anr. Detenni1rntion ,\, to whether an insured person is legally entitled to 
recover, and 111 ,vhat mnount sh,tll lw rnade by agreement between the insured person and ns. If no 
agreement is re~tched, the decision ,vill be made arbitr·,1tion. 
[fan insured person and we do not agree, (1) tfott the person is eniirled to rccoyer for nwdic;1l services, ('2) 
that the medical services are ii n:'sult of a covered or .ts tn rhe nature, fi.·etJUency, or cost of rhe 
medical services, either thar person or we may demand th;it the issue he de.tenrnned by ,1rbirr-,1tion. 
l n rh,,11 event, an arbitrator will be selecred the insured person and us. J f agreement on an arbirrnror 
cannot he reached within 30 days, the judge of a court having jurisdic6on will appuinr the arbitnHor. The 
expense of the ;irhirrntor and all other expenses of the arbitration will he shared Attorney fees and 
fee:i paid for the witnesses are nnt expenses of arbitration ;md will be paid by rhe party incurring them. 
The ;1rh1rrntor shall determine (1) if the medical services art' 
rned1eal services incurred are reasorntble ·,111d necessary, ,md the amount of ,my 
derermined this 
,\rhirrmion will t,1kc> in the 
1n,.,,_,~,_,,""'···" and ev1dence will 
rhi~ insurance. 
where the insured person lives. J ,oe,11 court rules governing 
The decision in writing of the arbitrator will he subject to the tenrn of 
\X-'e \Vill pay no mofl' frir medical expenses, including funer,11 expenses, than the maximum limits of this 
covernge, as shown in the Declarations of this for any one perso11 ins11red under this Pan for any one 
accident regardless of the number of: 
a. \-ehicles described in the 
h. vehicles · 
c. insut'ed ners<uH 
d. claims: 
e. cbimants: 
L policies;< ir 
g. vehicles involved in rhc accident or occmrence th,11 this co,-crnge. 
In no event shall the limit of liability for funeral expenses exceed $'.2,000 each person. 
94-1821 I SHDlllON 9·08 
CUSTOMIZED EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
1st Edition 
This coverage applies to the for which this endorsement is lisred on the DccL1nirions page. 
Under PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR, Coverage F - Comprehensive, and Coverage G -
'-''-""""''-'• the 1~ added: 
\Ve will also pay r<lr repair or replacement of customized up to a total of $1,000 frir any 
one loss event. :\[ultiple items of customized equipment lost or damaged in the s,tme event are 
considered to be unc loss. 
The follO\ving definition is ,1dded to PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR, Additional Definitions 
Used Jn This Part 
Customized mcttns any 
insul'ed car and common tn its use, ,,+llch 
This includes, hut is not limited tn: 
or equipment, which is permanently ·attached tn your 
is nnt the vehicle's factoq' ;rvaih1bi<:' furnishing:,; or eLJUipment. 
;;. anv elecrronic sound reproducing or transmitting equipment, and its component parts, media and 
including hut not limited to D\'D, (iame System m \[Jl'.'i player; 
h. any painted, chrome or finished surface, whether refinished in whole or in part, nf any ,1urrnnohile 
insmcd under thi, Part \Vhere the dairn exceed;; the cost of duplicating the vehicle's factorv ;tpplicd 
surface finish; 
c. wheels, louvers, side pipes, hood scoops or spoilers or any extenor surface, 
or exh,1ust 
the vehicle's 
ur mndificminn thereto, exceeds the cost of repairing or replacing 
avaihihk 
d. any engine, 
rcpamng or 
trnnsrnission or suspcnsmn parts, ur modific,ition thereto, which exceeds the cost of 
the vehicle's factory available cc1uipmcnt; 
c. CPS 
f wall paneling, h1mirure or 
g. or sleeping including endo:-ures or barbronrn facilities: 
h. height-extending or 
L custom paintings or other deeds or graphics. 
Under Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only, 2., loss is deleted and replaced \Vith: 
2. Loss mc,111s direct and accidental loss of or dmnagc to youl' insured car, including irs customized 
equipment. 
This endorsement 1s part of your policy l 1 surcrscdes and controls ,mything tn the contrary. l t is otherwise 
subject to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6674 llfEDITION 4-08 J6674101 

Household Pet Coverage 1st Edition 
This endorsement 
of this 
ro the vchidc(s) fiir which this EndMsement is listed on the Declarations page 
Your 
Under Part l\' l 
( 
Tn 'Your the is added to ,\ciditinnal Definitions Used in This P,1rt 
-l "Household mc,1ns a domestic,ited 'Jninul o,vned by you for pcrson-,il companionship, such as 
a a cat, ,1 reptile, a bird oc a rodent. Household Pet does not include any type nf horse, cow, pig, 
sheep, goat, chicken, turkey, or captin.:: fi.ir-bearing anim,il, or any animal commonly kept for food or 
Under Part I\' Damage To 'four the is added tn Supplementary Payments: 
3. If you h·,we I: - Comprehensive coverage fnr your insured car and your Household Pets arc 
inside th,H insured car its crwered ,oral theft, we ,vill pay reasonable ;1mounrs up to for the 
care, or dispos,il of any :md ,ill :mch Household Pets because of that ccn'ered total 
thefr lo:;;;. Thefr of Household Pets ,vill be paid h;ised upon their acn.wl cish v;tlue to ,l max1mum of 
per ccH'ert:d tot;il theft loss for any and all Household Pets. 
4. ff you have ( (; - Collision and your Household Pets are inside rh;it insured n1r at the time of a 
c; - we will pay re;isonahle amounts up to ,1 total flf for the 
care, ,md disposal of ,111 such Household Pets arising out of their m1ury 
a covered inss. Loss of Household Pets will be paid based upon it, their actm1l cash 
,',due tn a maximum of per covered los,; fiir any ,md all Household Pets. 
Under Part l \' D,unagc 'l 'o '{om Car, the following is ;idded tn I •'.xclusions: 
I 1. To Household Pets that ,lrl' injured or die from heat, dehydration, or expos me to weather or to other 
anim;ils frrnn any cm'ered loss under Coverage F or Coverage c;. 
Under l\1rt l \' ! )amage Tn Your Car, the following i~ added to Limits of Li,,biliry: 
.".\, Under Coverage Ji ,1t1d for ,my one covered loss, rcir any :111d all Household Pets 
mjured or killed as a result of 1fo1t covered loss. 
This endorsement is of your . l t supersedes ,md conrmls anything tn the contrary. It is otherwise 
to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6683 1ST EDITION 5-08 J6683l01 
THIS PAGE LEFT 
INTENTIONALLY BLANK. 
\.umber: 19515-03-78 
Dear \'alucd Customer, 
ln addition to the information you u, when you for we !rnvc considered the consmm·r 
indirntcd hdow in connection with yum inwrnncc transaction with us, which we obtaim:d from the con,umer 
r,,,.,,.,.,.,,," age11cv or i11dirntcd below: 
Current Carrier 
LexisNexis Consumer Center 
P.O. Box 105108 




We are writing to inform you that while you may have received a lower rate on 
your insurance based in whole or in part on your history of prior liability 
insurance coverage, we were unable to offer you our lowest rate based on 
that information. This decision included consideration of lapses in coverage, 
amount and duration of prior liability coverage, type of prior carrier or an 
absence of prior liability insurance coverage. In this situation, we are 
required to send you this "adverse action notice," in accordance with the 
federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. 
This action was taken, in whole or in part, on the basis of information 
supplied to us by the consumer reporting agency shown above. 
You have the right to obtain a free copy of you loss history report 
from the consumer reporting agency shown above. This request 
must be made no later than 60 days after your receive this notice. 
In addition, if you find any inaccurate or incomplete information 
contained in the report you receive, you have the right to dispute the 
matter with the consumer reporting agency. The consumer reporting 
agency did not make the decision regarding your policy and is unable 
to explain why the decision is made. If you have any questions, 
please contact your agent. 
If you would like more information about how Farmers uses insurance 
scores, please visit our website at www.farmers.com. Select the 
Products link and click either Auto or Home, select the FAQ link and 
click Insurance Risk Indicators. You are also welcome to contact your 
agent. Once again, let us say we appreciate your business. 
Jenni~1~s,n~s~r:yfn vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 Poge: 1 
Jenniwslr.ii\sw,in vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
SAFETY GLASS 
DEDUCTIBLE BUYBACK • COVERAGE F 
H 11 1 
1st Edition 
'J'his to the for which this endorsement is iisred on the Dedarnriom; pat,,>e· 
it is that the deductible applying lo F - Comprehensive is 
for ;i covered loss tn 
()ur limit of for loss is the amount necessary to 
This endorsement 1:-; of your It and conrmb anything tn the It is othen.vise 
to all other terms of the policy. 
92-11 ll I SHDITION I -05 HlllllOI 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 

Idaho Uninsured Motorist and 
Underinsured Motorist Disclosure Statement 
[Kl l •arnwr lnsurnncc of Idaho fvfid -( :entury I nsur,mcc Comp,my 
75 67 315 
1':umber· 75 19515-03-78 
D,tte: o 1 - 2 7 - 2 o 12 
1':ame ln;;ured: JENNIFER EASTMAN 
Idaho !mv that every auto 111sur;111ce include Uninsured Motorist 
Underinsured 1\1:otodst coverage, unless a narned insured h,1s 
in lf the insured is not a copy of the written rejection at the time 




may pay for injury tn an insured person \vho 1s legally entitled to collect 
from the owner or operator of a vehicle that has no insurnnce, or from a hir-and-run vehicle' \'Vhere 
owner or operator is unknown. 
UIM coverage may pay Lfamagcs for injury to an insured person who is lcg·ally entitled to co!lect 
damages from the mvner or operator of ;1 vehicle with inadclJuate limits ofliability insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different t<irms different insurers, and insurers are nnt t1J offer more 
than one type of U J •\( coverage. Thert' ;1re two commonly ;rvailabte forms of U I :vf coverage - "Difrerence in 
l "Offset") and "I ·'.xcess" Coverage. 'four insurance policy offer~ "Difference in l .imirs" 
explained below: 
• "Difference in 
elimimited bv the 
underinsured 
.. 
- I polic)"s U fi\-1 coverage limits are reduced or 
amount of any damages recovered by any insured, from or on beha[f of any 
or operntor(s). 
The lJIM coverage limits arc not reduced by the amount of damages 
n.':CO\'ert'd from any undt'rinsured owncr(s) or opernror(s). UIM coverage limits ;1rt' available tn pay 
when rlw insured\; exceed v;Jrnt c,111 be recovered from the or opcrntor(s) 
of an underinsured ,,ehicle. 
This genernl explanation is NOT an insurance agreement. AH auto liability insurance policies that 
include UM and/ Ol' UIM coverage have other terms and conditions that may affect or limit the 
availability of either coverage. For a more detailed explanation of these coverages, refer to your 
policy. The Idaho Department of Insurance can also provide assistance with insmance related 
questions. Call 800-721-3272 m vi.sit the Department's website at www.doi.idaho.gov. 
31-8169 B·09 f8169101 
UNINSURED AND UNOERINSUIUD MOTORIST COVERAGE WAIVER 
l have read the above 
that l have the to 
of uninsured morori:st and undennsured motorist coverages. 
either or both uninsured motorist coverage or underinsured mo.mist coverages. 
the below l am my insurer thnt l do nor ,v;int the 
under my automobile liability policr, or under any renewal or replacement 
I ,1Iso 
the identified helo,v: 
Uninsured [otorist 
Underinsured l\fotorist 
ELECTION AGREEMENT REDUCING UNINSURED/UNDERINSUIUO MOTORIST COVERAGE 
l lrnve re;.,d the ,ihove of uninsured moronst ,md underinsmed mo,orist coverages and l have 
been offered rhe to these coverages in an amount cgual to my automobile liability 
limits, l understand th;,t l have the right tn reduce borh cm·erages in con~iderntton lf a reduction of dw 
the and belu\s:, l am my insurer that I want 
be included under my ;mromohile , or under any renewal or rcr:11acc111 
to reduce rhe idenrified below: 
l ;im reduced Unin;;urcd 1\fororisrs limits of ____ per person 
and per occurrence and l choose to Iniury 
as l h,n·e indirntcd above. 
,im selecting reduced Uninsured and Underimmred Mororisrs Bodily limits of 
...... , ... ,., .. per person and per occurrence. 
tu, cir than the :\Iinimum Hmmcial 
31-8169 8-09 
Coverage C - 1 UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage IDAHO 
1st Edition 
Thi~ cuvcragc: ro the ~ .... ~" "" for ,vhich this endnrsement is listed on rhe Declarnrions page 
For an ,idditmnal 
your 
tt is rh;it U\IDERinsured l\fotorist ( C-1 is added to Part l l of 
all sum:; which an insured person is entitled to recover as from rhe owner ur 
an motor vehicle bec,mse of sustained by the insured person. 
a. ( )ur liability the Motorist Cm·erage cannot the ltmits of the 
U\IDlminsured rv[ororisr 
U\11 )1 ·'.Rinsured l\foronst C 
and our maximum liability under the 
l. TI1e difference between the ,tmount m ........ ,.i::c to the insured person and for any person or 
,sho may be leg.illy fodlle for the and the limit of U\IDI ~Rinsured ['vlororist 
or 
'.2. The' amount of uu,u,ca~·~" established but not recovered by :my ·.w·r,_,,_,,..,,,, or judgment with 
liable for the 
h. \\/c will pay up to the limits of 
l\ot all of these limits m,1y be 











c Tlw limit for "e:ich is the maximum 
occurrence. d,1im for loss of consortium ur 








person m any one 
this injury shall be 
law of the of the accident trca~. the loss of consortium as ·a ,,.,,.,.,.,,r 
limits will he furnished. 
d. Subject tn the limit for "each person," the limit for "e,1ch occurrence" is the mr1ximnm comhineccl amnunt 
rr1r sustained by t\vn or more persons 111 any ont occurrence. 
In This Part Only 
person means: 
You or 
other person while your insured C,lr or youl.' insured 
J. pcn;()n for th,it person is entitled to rn:rn-cr because of bodily to you, a 
1nember, or other occupant of your iusm·ed car or your insured 1notorcyde. 
94-2449 ISHDlflON 2-11 V/2449101 
But, no be considered an person if the 
reason to believe ,hat the use is wirh permission of the owner 
uses a vehicle without 
b. Motor vehide means a land motor vehicle or ;i trailer lmt does not mean a vehicle: 
I. OpcrMed 011 mils or crawler-tre.-1cls. 
sufficient 
2. \'(11ich is ,1 form trncror or ,my eyu1p111cnr designed or modified for use principaily off public roads 
C. 
\Vhile not on m,1ds. 
3. r neared for use as ;i residence or premises. 
Motor Vehide means a land motor vehide when: 
l. the o\v11ership, m,unrenance m use is insured or bonded for injmy liability at the rime of the 
and 
2. its limit for bodily liability is less thm1 the amount of the insured person's 
An underinsured rnotor vehicle does not include A !and motor vehide: 
insured under the liability covernge of this policy; 
furrnshed or ,1vaibhk for the regular use of you or any family u1<cun,oc, 
owned ,my unit ur agency; 
(d) \Vhich are fam1 trnctnrs and other off rmtd designed vehicle, and equipment; 
defined a, an "uninsured motor vehicle" in your policy; 
which is f insured within the of ,my financial responsibility law which applies . 
. The amnum of U'JDl ·'.Rinsured f\'!orori,t we will pay sh,1ll he reduced the foll ·,1mount of ,my 
avaibhle to any party held li,ibk for the accident regardless of the 
acnial recoven· from the !i;ihle 
2. l f any other collecrihle insurance applies to a loss covered by thi, part, we will pay only our shart> .. Our 
slrnre is the proportion that our limits ofliability be,ir tn tlw total of ;ill applicable limits. 
3. We will not prondc insurance for ii vehicle other than your insured car or yom insured motorcycle, 
unless the owner of that vehicle has no other in:mninct> applicable tn this part. 
4. [ f ,my applic-1blc insurance other drnn this policy is issued to you by u~ ur any orher 1nember company of 
the F,irmers l nsurnnce nroup of Comp,mics~ the torn! ;1mount payable ,Huong all such policies sh,1ll not 
exceed the limits for the single ,'ehide with the highest limits oflialiiliry. 
Under l\1rt Ii of the policy the rrovisions that apply tn l•'.xdus1ons and Arbitrntion remain the s;une and 
apply to this endorsement. 
This endorsement is ()f your ! t supersedes and controls anything tn the contrary. [ t is othenvise 
subject to all other terms of rhe policy. 
94-2449 1SHDITION 2-11 
The tfate ,md ~tared on the notice for nf coverage ur cancellation of a nf the 
cm'crngc, shall be the effective date of the The notice shall he pan of the l r is an endorsement 
(3) J 'ermination or refund. ff so, we \Vill send it to you, Our or 
If you the re fund will be 111. short rnre 
on ;i pro rnt,1 basis. 
and procedure. 
If we cancel or reduce cover,1ge, the re fond will he 
be a11r other coverage of this to the loss so 
F benefits. J n no event shall a coverage limit he reduced helmv any amount 
ff \Ve semi you an offer to renew any or all of in your policy, we \Vill send you ,i Renewal Premium 
Kntice. You may pay tlw either in full or in t\vn insrnllments. 
1f ,ve will add a service when thf policy is rene·wed. 
The on or before th<' 
after the renewal d,ne. 
renewal dare. The 
Policy fees ,vhid1 you pay are nnt pan of the premium, but are fully earned when covemge i~ effi.;crive. They an° not 
,is noted 111 a. ,md h. bur may he applied ;1s ;i credit to policy foes required for other 
us. 
,1. ff \Vt' rnncel this or at the end of the first policy period, we shc1ll refund all policy ft·es. 
h. ff mu cmcel this the end of first it doe,; not agree with the 
the agent, we shall refund ,1ll tees. 
This on the Declarations a duly ;n1th01v:ed 
named on thl:' Declarations 
The Company named on the Dech1rnrions has caused this policy to he signed tlw officers ,limvn below, 
FARi\fr::RS fNSUR:-\\JCF CO/\'IP '\KY OP fDAHO 
\[JD-CJ ,,\!TUR Y ( :c )ivfPA \!\' 
J'iMl¥i?er1E!a~Ho/lari'll,s M§rmers Insurance Company Docket No. 441389 GG? f~~Sa c,o60l0f 
.16-1060 ISI EDl{ION (Ol !!.88 Jennirer t::as man vs t-armers Insurance Company Docket No. J£aa9 G-02 FAR31 129 of 378 (106010G 
(2) \Xe may or Gl11Cel or reduce all nr ,my portion of any coverage 
notice to you, your 
Decl,1rntions or 
any lienholder shown in the policy at the address shown in the 
(a) Not less than 1() pnor to tht' effectin: dare of such cancellation, or change of renewal 
date: 
(i) For of premiwn, or 
l f the lrns been in force less tbrn (1( l days 
to the effectin' date of for all other cases. 
l f \Ve caned or reduce ,di or ,my portion of any coverage, the notice \Ye send you \Yill describe th;H pmrion 
we ·Arc or 
(3) ( )ur to cancel is limited if this policy Jus been in force for (10 days, or is ,1 rene,val. We can caned 
or nrmrenew this if it h,1~ been in effect more than 60 davs only if ,my of tlw following apply: 
(a) You t~iil to pay rhe premium when due. 
(d) 
The insurnnce ,vas ohr,1ined materi,il misrepresentation. 
insured person 111,1de a fohw or frnudulent claim or knowingly aided another person in making well 
a cLum. 
You foil to disdosr 
,U1y autornohilr 
the 
your motor vehicle accidents ,ind moving violations, or losses covered under 
d,image or coverngc for tlw preccdmg 36 months if c;11led for in 
in rhe application anv infom1ation necessary for accept,uicc or pwper rating. 
(t) '{ou viCJlarc any terms and conditions of this policy. 
'(ou, any resident of your household, or ,my person who reµ,ulady and frequently operate$ yom' insured 
car: 
(i) has had hi;; or her dnvcr's l iccnsc suspended m revoked within the 3(1 momhs to the notice of 
C!lKellation or nonrenewal of coverage. 
is or becomes subject to epilepsy or heart attacks, and does not produce a physician's certificate 
th,1t he or she can operate a mnrnr vehicle ~afely 
an accident or convictiC>n record, physical or iri.ental condition which arc such that his or her 
of an automobile 1night endanger the public safi:ty. 
or frdeited bail, during the 3<i momhs preceding the notice of 
cancellation or nonrenewal of coverage fi Jr: 
(aa) in deMh or homicide ,1rising out of the operntion of a motor 
\'eh1cle. 
assmdt nut of the nperntion of a motor vehicle. 
(ac) operating a motor vehicle vvhile intoxic1red or under the influence of drugs. 
the scene of an accident without stoppmg to report it. 
making false statements in an ,Lpplirntion for a driver's license. 
(at) theft or unh\vhil taking of a rm >tor vehicle. 
(ag) any felony. 
(v) has been convicted of, or r<lrfeit,~d h;iil for, three or mme violations wirhtn the 36 months 
immediardy preceding the notice of cancdl;ition nr nonrenewal, of ,my ordinance or regubtron 
limiting the of mntnr vehicles, or any of the provisions of the motor velucle law, of any state 
Violations may he repetitions of the same offense~ or different offenses. 
(vi) has, ,vhile this policy is in force, engaged in a r,rearranged speed contest ,vhile operating or ridmg in 
your insured car. 
(vii) has, ,vi,hin 36 monrhs prior tn the notice of cr1ncella.ion or nonrenewal been addicted to the use of 
narcotics or other drugs. 
(,·iii) uses alcoholic beverages tn excess. 
JJiM!Wir ~k~tW\tn{~s F'~fmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44i89 G02 FAR32 130 of 378 (50601 OD 
Y ma insured car is: 




,, l . . f. I . , usct tn carrying passengers or 11re or 
used in the business of of flamm;ibles or 
etnerocncy 
D " 
Parr above does not litnit 
as a condition to renewal. 
\\Jc will not c1ncel or nonrenew if: 
Liw and h,1:; not been 
(a) \'ou agree in exclude a person other than you 
has failed to qw,lif\, within 
the risk 
I· of this 
ofymu car. 
''r'ou also agree tn exclude coverage to yourself for ~my 
which may arise out of the 
which may be imputed by b,v to you, 
a moror vehicle by such excluded person. 
t\otice of or nonrene,va! for of must be or delivered to vou with the reason 
for cancdbrion or nonrenewal. If c;mcella,ion or nonrcne\V,il i~ for any orher we will send rou rlw 
reason for such cancelbtion or nonrene,val with the notice < we ,vill send you a stmcrncnt or' your to 
tht' re,rsc >11. 
/\ written must be mailed or delivered to us nnt less th,m HJ tn the effective date of c;mcelh1tion. 
\Ve ,vill furnish you wi,h a statement the reason or for the no rice of cancebtion. 
notict' of nonrene,val to you, we will send you either tlw re·,ison for nonrene\val or a st,ircrnent 
of your tn the reason for such nonrene\v,1L !\ written must be made not less than l :i 
to the eftectiw, date of non renewal. 
We \Vtll im1il tn ym1 at the address shmvn in the or deliver to you, notice of nonremwal not less th,111 .i!l 
before the end nf the if we decide not to renew ur continue this policy. 
·1 'his provision shall not in any of the c1ses: 
1. You foil to pay the premtum when due 
2. \X'c show a tn renew. 
T f your we still may cancel ;lt our if rcir existed before the effective 
date of the renewal. 
b. ·rcnnim1rinn 
This will terminate at the end of the period if you or your representative do not accept our 
offer to renew ir. Your failure tn pay the re<.pin::.d renewi1l premium as we require means that you have declined our 
offer. · 
ff mher insurance 1s ohtamed on your insured car, any similar insurance afforded under this 
cease on the effective· date of the other insurance. 
c. ( )rher Provisions 
(1) lf different 
bec,wse of Hw 
for c;mcellmion and nonrenew·.il or termination of 
\VC will wirh those lC<fUlLClUL.JH 
for that car will 
become 
(2) Proof of m,1ili11g shall be sufficient proof nf nol'ice. \X:'e may deliver ,1 notice inste,1d of mailing ir. 
The effoctivc thite ;ind hour stated on the notice for cancellation of rlw cnrire 
the policy 
J~MAA¥er1e!JMNiiarlflts mmers Insurance Company Docket No. 4,f689 
shall become the end of 
7. Due ,md confined ro wc;ir ,1nd te,1r, medrnnirnl 
tires. Bu, covcrngc does if the loss rewlts 
remits from the total theft your insm-ed car. 
8. To a vehicle nnt mvned you when used in m1to business 
10. To a nm, 
b. 
C. 
d. or other decah, or 
fi1rnit1ire or liars. 
enclosures or b,uhrnoin 
ti >r loss sh;i!J nor exceed the lowest of 
·1. The ;,ctual c1sh value of the stolen or 
or or rn,1d tn 
,\lso cmc:rngc does apply if the loss 
which your insured car has 
or 
2. The amount necessary tn 
depreciation. 
or or parts with other of like kmd and quality, less 
for a trailer nnt owned you or a 
\'(:t' may pay the loss in money ur """'!',,'-'-' or stolen property. \Xie may, at any tinw before loss 
is paid or the pmperry is any stolen pmperrr either to you or to the address shown in 
the \Vith \\-'c may keep or of tlw at the or 
appraised v,1lue. 
and 
expenses. The selecr rn1 
umpire tn deudc any differences. I •'.ach ,tppraiscr state tlw ;1ct11;tl c;1sh v;ilue and the r1mmmt of loss . 
.:\n a,v,ml in any two apprmscrs \vill determine the ,imrnmt payable, which :;h,111 he binding subject tn rhe 
tcrn1:; of this insurance. 
This coverage shall nnt 
car. 
or indirectly benefit any c;1rner or o,her bailee for hire fo11lle for loss to your insured 
ff there is orher sunilar insurance on any orher 
our share. ( )ur i;:; the pmpnrriun tbH our limit of 
co\'crage does not ,lpp!y to any substitute or non-owned car if there is similar oivcragc on it. 
msurnncc we for ,I vehicle you do not own iiba!l be excess c 1vcr any other collr'.crih!e insurnnce. 
IF any insurance other than this is issued to you by us or any other member cornpany of the Farmers 
rhe total amount mnong all such policies sh;1Jl not exceed rlw limits provided 
1. 
Thi~ 
\'vhich occur within 
between their pons. 
limit~ of 
...... ..,,. .. ._, .... ._,, occurrences, ;md losses 
irs territories or 
Jtih'¥1ffer ~glWtl:in(Vs ~Mmers Insurance Company Docket No. 4l.i889 
the policy :,;hnwn in the Declarations 
or while the car is shipped 
G 02 llf§~18 c10&01oc 
agreements you ;ind us ,n rhis instmmce. \Jo other 
or w,1iver may be rn,1de in this endorsement or new dedarntions or new policy issued by u,. 
for each term of thi:, is detennined information in om pnssessmn at the of that 
in this irmation which would affect the rating of your will allo\V us i( 1m1ke mi 
or refund on a pm rnta basis. ff a is Hcccs~ary \Vt' will makt' rhe as 
of the d'ftccti,·e date of the 
\\!hen ,ve broaden 
bnll1dened 
to you, or 
shown 111 the Dechlrntions at le,1sr 30 days before the eftrctivr date of the new 
Policy terms which conflict \Vi,h Li,vs of ldahn are amended tn conf()rm to such laws. 
3. 
the 
\X\· may not lw sued unless tlwre rs foll with ail the terms of this . \Ve may nnt he sued under tlw 
C uniil the of person we insure to pay is dett'n11ined either by judgment 
thM person at rhe ,1crn,1l trial or by written of that person, the claimant ,md us. !\o one sh,111 have any 
to make us a cierennine the we msure. 
4. 
consent. But. if rhe mimed in the 
the policy will co1·cr: 
h. nf the dece~tsed person while within the scope of duties of,! lcg,il .~,,·~"~-
C. of your insmed car until a is appointed. 
s. 
J ll we are entitled tn ;ill the of recovery of the person to whom 
and deliver to us anv to that fCCO\'Cry, 
·,md do afrer loss tc i 
\\'./hen ,l person has 
recovered from tht' other sh;1ll 
payment. 
us under this policy ·,md ahm recovers from another, tlw ,imnunt 
that person in trust for us and rennlmr,cd to us tn the extent of our 
This condition dc,es not state L,w. 
under the Unin~ured i\lntorist C 
insur,mcf carrier. l n such a our tn recover "''""''"" is limited to 
m:mrer or receiver. \l(ie will excrcist' those orhenvi,t' 
have if he or she h,id made thf 
or 
\x/irh respect to ·,my accident or occurrence tn ,vhich this and any orher m1to policy issued to you by any rnemhcr 
company of the I •armers lnsurnncc Croup of ,1pplies, the tnt,1! limit of liabiliry under All the policies shall 
not exceed the highest limit of liability under ,my one policy 
1. Ehmlnmitrv 




a. nnnrene\\'al ur reduction of covcrngc: 
because of the or insolvency of ,my insured 
You may cancel this llS 111 when at a future datf the c;mcellarion is tn ht' 
J~ferle!:.!Wfl9llarlll>s li'M-mers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 GO? f b~8 c106010r 
Medical sel'vices means necessary surgical, dental, x-rny, ambulance, hospital, professional nursing and 
funeral services, and includes the cost of pharmaceuticals, orthopedic ,md prosthetic de,-ices, eyeglasses ;ind hearing 
aids. 
Medical services does not include the cost nf any of the following: 
1. I lot spas, water 
2. I '.xerc1se cqrnprnent, or vibrating 
.1. Membership in health clubs, 
4. /\Iedical reports unless us. 
This coverage does not apply for mJmy to any person: 
1. Su,;t,11ned \Vhile your insured car when used to carry persons for a charge. This exclusion does not 
apply to shared-expense cir pools. 
2. Susrnined \vhi1e ,my vehiclr \Vhile Incited for use ~ts '<I residence or premises. 
3. Sust,uned while ,i motori7ed vehicle wirh less tlYm four wheels. 
4. Susrnined while or, \Vhen stmck by, any ,,ehtcle (other ,han your insured ca:r) \vhich is owned by or 
furnished or available for the regular use of you or any family member. 
5. Sustained while a vehicle other th,m the car described in the Declaration,; while thr ,;,ehicle is being 
"""'''"' of ,m insured person. 
6. ( )ccurring the course of employment if \Vorkers' or workmen's compensation benefits are required. 
7. C,iused by war or civil W'dt', insurrection, rebell1on, re-volution, nuclear reaction, r-,,di,1tion or 
radioactive conrnmination, or any consequence of any of rbese. 
8. Dunng acrrve participation in · or agreed-upon racing or speed contest or demonstration, or 111 
practice or preparation for any 
Regardless of the number of nch1clcs insured persons, claims or or n·h1cles involved m the 
\Ve will pay no more for medical expenses, including funeral expenses, ihan the limit of liability shmv11 for 
this cm-crngc in the Declarations fnr e,ich person injured in ,my one accident In no event shall ,hf limit of liability 
for funeral expense~ exceed person. 
T f there is o,her applicable automobile medical insurnm:e on ,my other policy that ,tpplics to a loss covered by this 
part, we will only our share. C )ur share i,; ,he proportion that our limit of liability hears tn tlw tot;tl of all 
applicable 
.'\ny insurnnce \Ve provide tn insured person t(ir a substitute or non-owned mntnr n,hicle or trniler shall he 
excess m·cr ,my other collfctible 
lf any insurance' other than is issued to you by us or ·,my otlwr member company of the h1nner~ 
I nsurnnce Group of Companies, the tnt,1! amount among all such policies ~hall not exceed the limits provided 
by the policy with the highest limits of 
\Ve will pay fr,r loss to your insured car caused by any ·,1ccidental mean~ except coUision, less any applicable 
deductibles, Any deductible ,1mount will ,1pply separately to each loss. 
Loss caused falling objects, fire, thefr or larceny, explosion, earthquake, windstorm, hail, ,vater, flood, 
malicious mischief m vandalirn1, rim or civil commotion, colliding with a bird or animal, or breakage of g;Ia:;s i$ not 
deemed loss caused bv collision. l f of glass results from a collision, you may elect to ha,·e it treated a, loss 
caused by coHisi.on. 
J~1¥er1e!'JM/9llarl'Us ~M-mers Insurance Company 
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We will p,iy for loss to your insured car caused by comsion less ,my applic;1b!c deductibles 
deductible shall tn each loss. 
\X/c will pay for re;1sonable and necessary 
car. The hibor must he :H the 
,tnd hthor co:m, incurred bt:'.Gtuse of dis,1blemenr of your insmed 
d1sablcment. 
In 
;\s used in this 
1. Collision nw,ins colhsion of your insured car with ·,mother 
2. Loss me,m~ direct ,111d acndent·,ll loss of or to your insured car, including irs ec1uipment. 
'.1. You!' insured car shall also include any other passenger car, car, or trailer not owned 
or furnished or ,ivaihibk for the use of you or a member. But no vehicle slrnll he considered a, 
ymn insured car unles:; there is re,ison to !whew that the use i~ \Vith rermi:-;sion of the mvner, ,tnd 
unless it is used member. 
! . J f you b1Ve coverage, we will Cll.pcnscs incurred you hecmise of the torn] 
theft of your insured car. \Ve will pay up to 5 per but no more than This cmTragc -1-8 hours 
,1frer the thefr h;is been to us ;ind tn the · and emb \Vhen the c,:r i;; retumed to us(· or \Vhen \Ve offer 
settlement for tile loss. 
2. \X\· or in your iosmed car and belonging to 
you or a 
a. Collision of your insured car while covered this 
b. falling or theft of the entire insured cac and loss occurs to 
you.- insured car from the saml' c1usc while ccwered for this policy. 
This coverage does nnt to loss: 
to for a This exclusion does nor apply to 
nucle,1r reaction, rndh1tinn rn: 
( ir any con;;cc1ucncc of ,my of these. 
:L Caused by theft tn equipment desig-ned for rhe reproduction of sound, or any radio reccl\"ing Of nidio rccciYtng and 
trnnsmitting t:(pipment. !"his applies tn such ,ls a tape tape recorder, ciri1.ens band r,idio and 
mobile radar television or scanning monitor recein~r. It ah;o to any 
electronic de,·ice as ,vdl a:-: accessories 
This does not is of the d,i;;h or 
console of your insured car motor vehicle m,mufocturer for the inshtlh1tion of ,1 rmlio or 
sound reproducing device. 
-I-. Caused hr theft to reels, cassettes, carrndg;es, 
of sound. 
ca;;es or o,her de,·ices for use with e<..1uipment 
canopy or a family member ·and rn ir described in the 
coverage does to a camper or utility ttaiJe1· of which you acguirc 
during the if you ask us to insure ir w1th111 30 after you it. 
6. To mvnings, cabam1s m eqLtipmcnt designed tn providl' mklitinmtl living facilitie:;. 
J&!'i1lifer if!M§(Wi'lm!Q>s P::M-mers Insurance Company Docket No. "4889 1~M~s cso6010A 
In 
.:\s used in this 
1. Insured person means: 
a. You or a member. 
b. orher person while your insured car. 
person for ............ 1.:.'-'"' that person is entitled to rccon,r because of to you, a 
or ano1her m::cupant of insured car. 
But, no shall be an insured person if the person uses a vehicle without sufficient reason to 
belie\·e that the use is with of the owner. 
2. Motor vehicle me,m~ ,1 land motor vehicle or a trniler but does not mean ,1 
a. Upcrnrcd on mils or c1·,1wler-treads. 
h. \'\11ich is a farm tractor, or any designed or modified for use principally off public roads while 
c. 
mads. 
use as a residence or 
3. Uninsured motor vehicle means ,t motor vehide wh1ch is: 
a. liability bond or policy at the timt> of the accident. 
b. bond or at the time of the accident which in 
amounts tl'rnn the limits of J\fotorist shown in the Dedarnt:nns. 
c. i\ hit-and-run vehicle ,vhose or owner has not been identified ,md which strikes: 
1ne1nber. 
;\ you ur ,l arc 
Your insured car. 
d. Insured a bond ( ,it dw time of the accident but the denie~ 
coverage or is or becnmes insolvent. 
4. Uninsured motor howen,r, does nnt mean a vehicle: 
a. Owned or fumi:-:hed or av,1ilable for the use of you or any 
by any financial h. Owned or a self-insured ,ts ,-nn,,.,n,n1-,,, .• , law, mntnr carrier ht\\\ or 
similar lmv. 
c. ( hr.:ned by a u11it or agency. 
tn the benefit of any insurer or sel f-msurer under any workers' or 
This coverage sh,11! nor 
·1 ·his coverage does nnt 
to the benefit nf the United 
to punitive or 
to :ms mined 
any vehicle mvned you or a 
that ,,ehicle. 
a person: 
member for which msurnnce 1s not afforded under this 
of th,1t person m;1kt>s a settlement without our ,vrirten cnnscllt. 
3. \\/hile your insured car when used ro carry persons or prnperty for ,1 chJtgc. This exclusion does not 
" ,,..,·-··"~ cir pools. 
4. [ f t!w injured person w,1;; a vehidt> you do nnt own which is insured for ihts coverage under anorher 
policy. 
sh< l\Vn in the l tn the 
I. The limit for "c,1ch is the maximum for injury sustained any person in ally one occurrence. 
d,1im for loss of consortium or to the rdmionship arising from this injury sh,tll he included in this limit. 
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law of the of the accident treats the loss of con,ortium as a separate 
firn1nci,il limits ,vill he fi.1mished. 
2. Subject to the limit fnr "e;ich , the limit for "c,ich occurrence" 1s the maximum combined ;1mount for 
Kvo or more persons in ,my one occurrence. 
:l. Subject to the ];1,v or' the state of the occurrence, we will pay no more than these 1rn1ximums regardless of the 
number of vehicles · insured persons, clain1ants, policies, or vehicles involved in the occurrence. 
or 
under this covernge 
been exh,wsted 
afrer the limits of liability under any applicahle bodily bonds 
nf or settlements. 
2. 'l'he mrnmnt of Uninsured \[otorist Coverage we will pay under Additional Definitions :lh sh,ill he reduced by the 
mwiunt of any other cuvcr,igc ,1VaiL1ble to any party held to be liable for the accident 
3. I {xcept as provided in paragraph 2 above, if any other cnllectible insurance applies to a loss e<wered by this part, 
we ,vill pay only our share. Uur share is the proportion that our limits of liability hear to the torn! of all applicable 
limits. 
4. \X'c will nnt provide insurance for a ,,eJiide orher th,111 your insured car, unless the owner of that ,,ehicle h;is no 
orher insurance tn this 
S. ff ,my 
limmers 
limits 
insurance ( Jtlier 
lnsurnnce Group of 
than this policy is issued to you us nr any other member company of the 
the tot,1l amount p,1y,1blc among all such policies shall not exceed the 
the limits of liability. 
l f au insured person and we do nor ,tgrcl' thm the person is legally entitled ro recover 
or >r of all uninsured motor or as to the amount of under this 
,ve may demand that the issue he determmed 
f n that event, an arbirrntor will be selected the insured person and us. l f agreement on an arbitrator cannot be 
reached wirhin 1) days, the judge of a cnurt hanng jurisdiction will appomt the :trhirrator. The expense of rhe 
arbirratm ,md all orher expenses of arbitration will he sh;ired equally. Attorney's fees and fees p·,ud for the witnesses 
;ire not expenses of arbirrarion ,llld \\.'tll he paid b1· the party incurring them. 
The arbirrnror shall determine the existence of the operator of an uninsured motol' that the insured 
person 1,; entitled to recover damages fr()m the owner or operator of an uninsured motol' ,1nd 
the amount of payment under this ;is determined by this policy or any other applicable 
Arbitration will take place in the county where the insured person lives. J ncal cnurt rules gnveming procedures and 
evidence ,vill apply. The decision in of the arbitrator will he binding subject tn the terms of this insurance. 
Fonrnil demand for arbitr,ttion sh;dl he filed in ;i court of competent jurisdiction. The cnurt sh;tll he loctted 111 the 
county ,tnd state of residence of the party making ,he demand. Dtcm,md may also be made by sending ,! certified 
letter tu the party ag,1ins t whom mbitrntinn is sought, with a renim receipt a~ evidence. 
\Ve will pay reasonable expenses incurred within three years from the datc> of accident for necc:;sarv medical 
services and funeral expenses because of bodily injury sust,1ined by an insured person. 
In 
i\s used in this part, insured person or insured persons means: 
1. You or any family member \vhile occupying, or through !icing struck by, a mntnr vehicle or trniler, designed fm 
use on public roads. 
other person while your insured car while the car is used you, a member or 
another person if rlrnt person h,1s sufficient rc,ison f(l hdie\'C' tkH the use is with permission of the owm'f. 
Jeh~~r ~~\Wanl~ F!~mers Insurance Company Docket No. 4.41859 G-02 
b. Dn to rele,1se atr;ichrnents 111 anv such suit fi.>r au amount not tn excess of the limit 
of of this 
c. Ur to l for the cost of h,iil bonds hecriuse of accident or trnffic lriw ,,iolt1tin11 arising out of u,l' of 
yom· insured car. 
\Xe arc not obligated to apply for or fornisb any of the above bonds. 
4. ;\ctual loss of wages or up to a day, hut not orher income, ,vhen we ask you to a trend a trial or hearing. 
5. Expenses you incur for immediate rnedic;1l and surgical treatment for others necessary at the time of the accident 
resulting in o n·ered tlm; part. 
<i. ( )rher reasonable expenses incurred at our request. 
tn: This coverage does nnt 





for a This exclusion doe:-; not aprly to shared-expense car pools. 
or at the direcrion of an insured person, or 
from any occunence camed by an intenriomtl ;1ct of an insured person \Vhere the result, ,ire 
frJreseeable. 
wirh tn ,vh1ch any person 1s an insured under nuclear encrµ,y 
cTen tF tlw l1111its of that msurnnce are cxhm1s,ed. 
of an insured person arising in the course of employment. This exclusion does nnt 
to a domestic unless workers' or workmen's compcns,Hion benefits arc required. 
for a11y person while employed or orherwise engaged in the business or 
selling, repairing, servicing, or parking of vehicles designed for use m,1inly on 
road or 
ro the O\vncrship, mainternmce or use of youl' insured car by you, any 
or any or employee of you or any family member. This exclusion also does nnt apply tn 
,my orher person who docs not have other insurance av;iihible tn him ,virh limits e<.1ual to at le-,1st those of ,he lcbho 
I ;immci,tl J ,aw. l n such event, the insurance afforded th;it person will he limited tn the requirements of 
the Idaho Financial Responsibility J ,mv. 
(i. mlt of the ownership, mainten,mce or use of any vehicle by ·,my person 
in a business other drnn the busines~ described in r•:xclusion 5. Thi, exclusion does 
not tn the maintenance or use of a: 
a. Private passenger car. 
h. car that own, if rnted as a 
c. trailer ust•d wirb a vehicle 
7. Damage ro pror,erry owned ()t' transported 
passenger car, or 
in a. (lr h, 
an insured person. 
8. Damage to property rented to, or in the charge of, an insured person except a res1dence or private garage nnt 
mvned by that person. 
9. or damage arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use oF any mororized vehicle 
,vith le;;s than four ,vlieel "· 
10. or arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of any vehicle nrher than 
your insured car, \vhich i~ mvned or fumi~hed or ,tvaibble r<>r reguL!r use y(Ju or A family member. 
J 1. a. for to an insured person other than or a mexnher. 
b. Liability tn any person m orga1117,ation because of bodily to you. 
1 '.2. Liability assumed under any contract or agreement except liability of orhers you assume in ,1 written contract 
relating the use of an auto you do nor own. 
'13. Liability arising frorn the sponsoring or r,1king part in any organized or agreed-upon racing or speed contest or 
demonsrrntion tn which your insured car has acrive participation, or in practice or preparation for any such 
contest. 
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14. or ansing out of any person of a vehicle 
with the trnnsfor of 
2. 
111 \vhich you h;ive trnnsfr'.rred full interest but the transfer doe~ nnt 
,my occurrence. 
in this limit. 
l f tlw fimnci;il 
financial 
hiw. 
tn the following: 
limit for "e,1ch person" is the maximum fiir 
daitn for lnss of consortium or to the 
injmy sustamed by one person in 
from this slrnll be 
of the accident treats tlw loss of consortium as ,1 separate claim, 
the bodily liability limit tiir "each occurrence" 
is the maximum cmnlllned amounr for sus,mned by twn or more person$ in any occurrence. 
3. ·1 'he prnpetty limit for "each occunence" is the maximum for all to all property in 
any one occurrence. 
4. \Xie· ,vill pay no more than by this policy regardless of the number of vehicle, 
insured person, or ,,ehicle;; involved in the occurrence. 
5. us tn an im,m·ed person shall be redt1L:ed any amount under anv ,vorkers' or 
wnrkinen'~ or any sin1ih1r mcdic;1l or law. 
;\n insured person may hccoiTH' ~ubjcct to the financial rcspunsihility law, compulsory insurnnce law or :;imih1r lmv 
nf another state ur in ( :,macfa. Thi:; cm happen of the ownership, or Lbc of your insured car 
when you trn\'el outside of \Xie will this policy to pro\'idc anv broader coverage rec1uircd by those 
to the extent th,tt orher l" msurnnce l\'o person may collect more t!rnn once for the same 
elements of loss. 
as pro( >funder any financrnl 
hiw. 
it will comply with tht' law tn the extent of 
l f there is other :\uto ] ,iability [nsut",tnn' on any other policy that applies tn a loss cm·t'red by this part, we 
will pay only our share. Our sh,ire is the proprntion that our limits of liability hear tn the tot,11 of all applicable limits. 
We will provide insuranct' for an insured person, than you or ;i member, up to the limits of rhe Idaho 
Financial Responsibility l .aw 
msurance we for a vehicle-' you do not own shaJl he exce,, over any orher collectible insur,tnct'. 
ff any msurnnce other than this i,; i,;sut'd to you by us or any orher member company of the hmncrs 
the roral amount pay,1blc among all such shall not excted the limit~ 
!unit~ of 
We will pay ,ill ,;ums which ,m insured person is from rlw owner or 
of ,111 1.minsured motor vehicle liecm1se of su;.;rnined T!w bodily 
be caused by acddent ,md arise out of the maintenance < )f use of the motor vehicle. 
Determination as to whether an insured person is entitled to recover or rhe amount of uuu•<•.:!''" 
slrn!l be madt bet\veen rhe insmed person ;tnd us. If no agreement is reached, the decision witl be 
made bv ,trbitrn,ion. 
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\Xie aµ;rcc with vou, in return fr>r your to insure you to all the terms of this policy. \X:'e will 
insun., you for the coverages and the limits of shown in the Declr1rntions of this 
this ,111d mean the "rnmwd insured" shown in the and spouse if c1 
resident of the same household. "\\ie" "us" t111d "our" mean the Company mimed in the Declarations which provides 
this insurnnce. [n addition, certain words appear in hold type. They an' defined ·,is follo,vs: 
on, 
Car me,ms ,t four wheel 
ro the smnc 
the insured person. 
from an 
motnr vdm:le of rhe passenger or station wagon 
licensed for use upon l t includes any motor home with no more than six wheels mid not 
used for business 
loss of its use, 
me,111S the District of Columbia and any stMc, territory or or any of 
car means ;i land motor vehicle having at least four \vheels actually licensed for use upon public higlwvays, 
with a r·,1ted load of not more than of the pickup, or v,111 type. This does not mean ,l 
used in ,HW or other than or limvever, it does a acquired 
vehicle of the same if irs usage is the sr1rnc ,is the car described in dw Declarations. 
to be tmvcd 
nstnen car me·,ms: 
1. The vehicle described in the Dedarnrions of this 
you replace ir. You must ,1dvise us within 30 
term emb more tlrnn 30 ,tfter the 
2. mlditioml passenger car m 
Jlm,,ided tlrnt: 
a passenger car and include:-. ,t form wagon or farm 
car. ! t does not include ,1 trailer used as an office, 
nvnMI<"' p~\Ssenger car or utility car wirh which 
of ,UP, passenge1· car or utility c,n. l F your 
vou c,111 ,!dv1se us anvtime hdcirt' the end of rh,tt term 
cir of which you ;1c,..i{1irc ownership during the period. 
,L You us wirhm .10 and 
b. :\s of the date of all passenget and 
company of the I •armers lnsurnnct' (iroup of Companies. 
sh,1ll include the written leasmg of a 
six rnonrhs. 
trailer: 
,L That you own, or 
h. \Xl1ile atrm:lwd to your insured car. 
passenger or 
cars you own arc insured \virh a member 
car for ,1 co11ti1mous period of at least 
4. passenger car, car or traile1· not owned you or a member ,vhile being 
temporarily used ,1, a substitute for any orlwr vehicle in thi!- definition because of irs withdr;l\val from 
normal use diw tn loss or desrruction. 
l 11 event of ,111 acct1J.e1:u, 
circumstmces of the 
56·50/i!l lSliDl!ION (D) 9c.1lB 
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to us promptly. The notice must the and 
the names and addresses of injured ,md witnf'.sses. 
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i\ person any covernge of this must also: 
l. ,vith us and assist us in any matter concerning a ch1im or suit. 
anv papers recein~d to any cl;iim or suit. 
.1. Submit to examinations at our expense docror:,; we :,;elect as often as we may 
4. 1\uthorize us to obrain ,ind other records. 
5. Pmvidt> any written of loss we require. 
(i. within 24 hours and us ,vithin 30 if a hiHmd-run motorist is involved and an unirn,med 
mororist claim is to be filed. 
7. If coverage: 
a. steps after loss 
re;isonahk expenses incurred in 
the vehicle ,ind 1,s equipment from further loss. \Ve ,vill pay 
Ii. the of the vehicle to the 
e, .'-\!lmv us tn and appraise the its repair or disposal. 
8. Submit tn examinatmn 
for which :my insured person is liable because of bodily tn any person ,md 
arising out of rlw mvncrship, maimen;met' or use of a passenger car, ;i utility car, or a 
\Xe ,vill defend any claim or suit 
We \Vill nnt defend any suit or make 
In 
Insured person ,ts used in this 
J, Yi>u or any 
'.2.Am 
meniber, 
your insmed car. 
\X-c may serrle ,vlwn ,ve consider it 
·,t frer ,ve have the limit of 
3. other person or organization with respect only to lcg,1! fo1bility for acts m omissions of: 
,L person covered under this part while using your insm·ed car. 
for the cm,erage. 
b. 'i'ou or any member covered under thi, pan ,vhik using any passenger car, c,u ur 
trailer orher than yom· insured cm· if not owned or hired thar person or 
Insured person does not mean: 
I. The United Stares of ,\meric,1 many of its 
2. for or from the of ,I vehicle that person ,IS an 
nf rbe United Srnres Covcrnment when the provisions of the Tnrt Claims Act 
.'.J. Any person who uses a vehicle without having sufficiem reason tn believe that the use is wi,h permission of 
the owner. 
Yom· insured car a~ used in this shall ,1lsn include any orher trailer 
not mvned or furmshed or availabk for the regular use of you or a 
considered as your insured car unless then- is sufficient reason tn believe that the u~e is with of the 
mvner, and unless it is used you or ,l men1ber. 
!11 ·,1dditton to our limit of , we \Vil] pay these benefits as respects an insured person: 
:\]] coi>tS we incur in rhe settlement of ,my cbnn or ddense of a11y :mit 
') Interest afrer entry or" on any amnunt that does not exceed our limit of liability. 
3. a. Premiums on on any suit we defend. 
J~rtAA¥er1~,l~lir\laril\}s mmers Insurance Company Docket No. 4-4889 G02 f '1'~~8 (S0b0104 
Dedarations 
Your Personal Coverage Page is attached. 
Definitions 




fi:xdustons - \'\:11at we do not Cover ·------- 5 
J ,imits of I · 6 
Out CJ 
Financial Responsibility Law 
( )ther lnsur:mce 
C - Unirnmred tvlororist ( 
"" .... , ..... - U\JDrJ{insured '\lororist 
Additional Definitions --------------------· 













.'\dd i ri( mal De firn tii ms·---------------------------- 8 






PART IV. DAMAGE ro YOUR (AR 











Appraisal ----- --·-------- l ! 
No Benefit to B,1i!ee ______________ _ 11 
()ther lnsurnm:e 




4. Transfer of Your I ntcrc~t . 
5. Our tn llccovcr 
6. Two or More Cars Insured 
l l 







8. Termination or Reduction ·-------· l 2 
9. No of Benefits __________________ 15 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS . 15 
:\NY i\DD!TlON,\l. PROVISIONS ,\FFl-'.Cl!N(~ YOUR POLICY ;\RI( :\TT:\CI 11:J) .\S "I .NDORSl·'.\ll•'.:\TS." 
This policy is a contract het\veen you policyholder) and us 
lT CO!',.;T\1NS CU\T\!N P:XCLl:SJOl\'S. 
READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY. 
56-5060 lSl EDliiilN Wl US 
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FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
Supplemental Declarations Page 
r<amed Insured: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
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UNDERWRITTEN BY: 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
Summary 
Household Drivers 
Nome I Roted 
M11rif11I 
St11t11s 




RAV4 4D 4WD 
Usage: Usage: Usage: 
Non-Business 
ZIP Code: ZIP Code: ZIP Code: 
83854 




Additional Coverages/Messages: Additional Coverages/ Messages: Additional Coverages/Messages: Additional Coverages/Messages: 
DED. REDUCED TO $100 
FOR GLASS LOSS 
COVERAGE FOR J6279 
IS KS 
COVERAGE FOR J6485 
IS Ull 
New Business/Add Date: New Business/ Add Dote: New Business/Add Dote: New Business/Add Date: 
01·27·2012 
Joom~nfl:WlfllJti:l!l·-¥1> Farmers Insurance Company 
( msurnnce for ,hose coverages indicated limit, or other 
for \vhich a for rhe coverage is :;hnwn. 
llodity 
Propcny 
Bmlily Coverage Shown By Premium 
l.luins11rcd/l l11duinmrcd ·- Bene/its fo1 




'-:o-1":mlt S<'<' Endorsement or coverage D 
if applic~ble. 
Compreheusive ( ;,.,r Damage 
Colli,ion Collision l. 
l owiug 
Otlwr 
_!\ pn'mimn mnrnmt shown rc>flc>cts the 
for l'owi1lg nnd Road Service 
pLc'lrnu111 a111on11t ,bowu rtcile'cls l!w 
for one or mur<c misc1cll:m<'o1is 
COV('rngcs added by eudorsernenl to !lw 
l f ,i refund is due under this and rhe insured cannot bt located, we may deduct ,l kmdling charge. 
Subjecr ro the J ,os:; Payable Pnwisions or any othtr loss payable endorsement att,1ehed ro the policy, payment for los, 
thereunder is payable .is interest may appear to the named insured and rhc J ,ienholder ur Other Interest on rhe reverse 
side. 
to 
1 t is 
basis: 
that ,my payment for loss or to rhe vehicle described in rbis policy shall be made on the following 
(1) ,At our option, loss or shall be paid ,ls interest may appear to the and the lienholder shmvn 
in rlw Declarations, or repair of the damaged vehicle. 
(')\ 
H act or of the policyholder or a person acting on Ins hehtlf shall not ,·oid the coverage afforded to the 
lienh( >kier. 
(:,) Change in tit!t or nf the or error in irs description shall not void coverage afforded to the 
l ienh( >kier. 
The does not cm·cr embezzlement or secretion or" the vehicle by the policyholder or ,uiyunc ;:icring 
in his beh;ilf whilt 111 under a contract \Vith the lien holder. 
,:\ payment may be to the lienho!der which we \li/Ould not have been oblig,Hed to make for these terms. 
l n such event, we arc entirled to a!I the rights of the lienholder to the extent of such payment. The !ienho!der shall do 
\vhatever is necessary to secure such rights. No subrogation shall impair the right of the !ienho!der tn recm·er the full 
amount of its claim. 
\\'e reserve the right to cancel this ,It ,my time 'A~ provided by its terms. l n case of c;mcellation or lapse we will 
norit)· the lienho!der at the address shown in the Ueclarntinns. \'\'e will give the lienholder adv,rnce notice of not less 
than W from the effective date of such c,1ncclh1tion or lapse as respects his interest. notice to the loss 
payee is sufficient tn effect cancelbtion. 
'I 'he a, any loss ,virh the mortgagee interest only: 
Any deductible applicable to Comprehensive Coverage sh,,ll not exceed $2:iO. 
(2) i\ny deductiblt tn Colbion Coverage ~h-all not exceed $250. 
Thi~ Ded,1rnti0ns page when signed us, become~ of the policy. l t supersedes and cnntrols anrthing to the 
contrary. l tis subject tn all the other terms ofthe policy. 
J~'Ri~r e1~ ~ioFarmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 1~~~'\~8 cs119114 
and 
BY: 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY DECLARATIONS 
NEW BUSINESS 
The Eftective datt" is from TIME APPLIED FOR. * * * * Th(' may be renewed fm ,m ,;dt!itimwl policy tem1, as specified in 
lit<' renew,tl offer, e:.cli time the offers lo renew by a bill for lh<' re11uired renewal premium, and tit<:> instir<:>d p,1ys said premium 
in advance of the ·nw is issued in relimtce upo11 tlte slaleme111s i11 lhe Decbr.<tions 
lnsured's name 1111d address: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 
Issuing office: 
23175 NW Bennett St. 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
Description of vehicles 
Make 




Liability Each Person Each Occurrence 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 
Property Damage $ 100,000 
Medicol/No-Fouh $ 10,000 
Vehicle 1 $ 500 DEDUCTIBLE 
Comprehensive 
Deductible 





Premium Per Vehide 
Total Fees for this Transaction $ 15.00 Fees Per Vehicle 
UNINSURED MOTORIST Each Person Each Occurrence 
Bodily lniury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 
UNDERINSURED MOTORIST Each Person Each Occurrence 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 










12: 00 NOON Standard Time 
Account number: D541556514 
Agent KELLY M KIMBERLING 
Agentno: 75 67 315 Agentphone: (208) 687-5525 











m ?.'i3 l'iO 
$ 15.00 
The charge for this coverage applies on o per policy basis. 
$ 13.20 
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MESSAGES / RATING INFORMATION 
11flE ANO DESCRIPTION 
SAFETY GLASS DEDUCTIBLE BUYBACK· COVERAGE F 
END AMENDING PART III · MEDICAL COVERAGE E 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF UM VEHICLE 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS, PART l · LIABILITY 
COVERAGE C - l UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART IV· DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
LOSS OF USE ENDORSEMENT 
SAFETY GLASS· WAIVER OF DEDUCTIBLE PART IV 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART l · LIABILITY 
SCHEDULE FOR HIGHER UNDERINSURED MOTORISTS LIMITS 
AMENDED BUSINESS USE EXCLUSION 
END ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT USE EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF INSURED PERSON 
CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
HOUSEHOLD PET COVERAGE 
AMENDING DEDUCTIBLE PROVISIONS UNDER PART V 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS; PART IV· DAMAGE 
SEE IT ALL ONLINE. GO TO FARMERS.COM OR CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT AND 
'GO PAPERLESS' WITH ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY TO YOUR E·MAIL ADDRESS. 




















PLEASE CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT FOR A FREE FARMERS FRIENDLY REVIEW TO ENSURE THAT 
YOUR FAMILY IS PROPERLY PROTECTED AND THAT YOU ARE RECEIVING ALL OF THE 
DISCOUNTS/CREDITS, COVERAGES AND PACKAGE POLICIES AVAILABLE. 
LIENHOLDER OR OTHER INTEREST: 
POLICY ACTl\lff'f Dn not pay - I nvni ce c nt s c para r cl y 
270.40 Pncmimn 
15 • 00 !<'t'CS 
Total 
or Crf'dits 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
51,5719 ISHD1110N 6·1D 
ANY 'TOflll" 8Ali\NU OR CREDIT 
Of $11. 0 0 OR lESS Will SE 
Al'PUED TO YOUR NEXT BILLING. 
BALANCES OVER U 1. 0 0 
ARE DUE UPON REC!IPl 
Docket No. 44889 
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You trust us with an · and 
This norice from tht' member companies of the J-iarn1crs l nsurnncc Croup of ( listed on tlw bm:k of this 
notice'1 descrihes our information ;ihout om customers ;ind fom1er customers that obtain 
or household state 
\Ve collect ,md rn;1i11t,1i11 inform,1rion about you to 
to service your account. 
\Ve collect cermin infi irm;;rion 
from the 
you \Vith the covernge, or service vou and 
,;bout you and rhe members of your household 
II !nfonnation \Vt' or other forn1s, such ,!S socd number, assets, 
income and 






from ,! con;;urncr 
informt1rion and cLrnm 
care or 
circ to you and insurnnce 
our customers ,ire our most valued assets. 
agency or msurnncc 
,md 
such as mmm 
informarinn we receive from you, mfdic;il nnitesf;1,rn 
L~CCHVc<m•K your he,ilth, 
is to us. \X'e restrict access 
information about you ro those 
;md setTices. \X'c nx1uirc those individuals 
protect it and it confidential. \X'c main,a1n 
such a~ our employees and agents, who provide you with our 
to whom we permit access tn your customer information tn 
electronic, and procedural s,ifeµ;uards th,1t comply ,vith 
applicable st;1nd;irds rn gLrnrd your in formation 
\Ve do not disclose any 
described in ,his notice. 
information about rou, as our customer or former customer, except as 
\I(\, may disclose the 
perform marketing services on 
personal infonnation we collect about you, as described abnve, to companies rhat 
our behalf or to orlwr firninci,11 institutions wirh which wt' have joint marketing 
,111d to o,her thml all ,IS law. 
/\.!any employers, benefit plans or pLm sponsors restrict the infonrn1tion th·,1t c;m he :,;h;ired ;1lmut their employees or 
nwmhers tlrnt provide them wirh nr services. If you h,we ;i relationship wid1 I •;inners m one 
of it:- as r1 re$ult of products or services through an employer, benefit pLm or plan sponsor, \\IC will 
abide restrictions imposed by that'"·"·-... -... 
hei1lth 111formation 
for coverage, tn process dairn:,; or tn 
Liw. 
tn process your trnnsacrion w1th us, for to 
fraud~ with your \vritren authonzat1on, ,tnd 
'I 'he I •armers family encompasses v,mous affiliates tb1t offer a ,'aricty of financial products and :,;etTtees in addition tn 
111,ur,mce inform,1tion eruhles our arlili,1tes tn nffer you a more complete range of products and services. 
FAR52 
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We may disdo~e 
include: 
Ill such ,1:-; insurance 
,ts described under 
and 
to our which 
investment underwriters 
!\on-financial service such m, companies, attomevs-111-fact ;md 
\'Ce arc perrnitred law ro slrnre with our ,1ffil1r1tes our trnn;:;action ,llld experience infrmmuion with you. 
111 \1:e may share \Vi,h our affiliates consumer information, such as information from credtt reports 
rh,tt we have received from you and from third such as consumer 
rcporring 
ff it 1~ your dec1sion not to and tn all ow of your information wiH1 om you do not need to 
l•amwrs 
)ut Form or tn us in ,my way. 
subrnitted a request to opt-out on each of your policies, no further action is l'equfred. 
,hat we not share consumer report infornrnrion wirh our affiliates, except as othenvi,e permitted by law, 
an C )ut h mn toll l have all of your policy numbers 
form will be mailed to your ,mention. Please th·c1t ,,ll of your 
,tdd the numlwrs on the fnrrn and mail to the return address 
primed on the finm. \Ve \Vill \Virhm a reawnahle time after \Ve receive the fom1. 
in rlw future, Yvhich may include nonpublic 
;1hout you \Vith nom1ffili;1ted third parties. Before we do that, we \Vill provide you w1,h 'it revised printcv 
norice and you rhe opportunity to opt-out of that type of in formation sharing. 
Om webs1te such as the one located at 
\Vdisite use. Please pay careful attemion tn 
r ntcrnet. 
contain miditioml information particular tn 
if you trnnsmit information to i',mncrs orer the 
\Ve are prnvidmg this notice tn the named policyholder residing at the address tn which we send your policy 
information. l f there is more than one policyholder on a policy, only the named policyholder on thar policy will 
receive thi, though any policyholder mav rel1uest a copy or' this notice. You may recei,·e morl' th-an nnl' copy 
of this notice if you hm·c more than one with h1rrners. You ,tlso may receive notices frnrn affiliates, other than 
those listed below. Ple,1se re,id those notices ctrdi.1llv to determine your rights with tn those ,i ffiliares' 
prncricb. 
This notice is required federnl law. ff you ,vm1Jd like additional information about these fcdcr;1] please visit 
our website at farmers.com. 
I immer, f n,unmce Fire lnsurnnce J,:xdrnnge. Tmck h1,ma11ce i-·'.xchange, \·lid-Century lnsnrnnce Company. I ·~nnen, 
lnsmance Kansa, 11anners fnsurnnce Compnny nf !1a1111ers lnrnnrncc Compnny of Idaho. 
J-i,1rmers lnsurnncc of lnsurnncc Company of \Vashington. Farmers lmunmcc of Columbm. lnc.; 
F,mnn, '<cw Century lnsur:mcc Fannc1·s (3·roup. Inc.; J-i:1rmcr, Reinsurance hwncrs Services lmurnncr 
:\ge11cy. ]•armers Service, l•';1rn1ers 'l'cx:is County 'vlutual lnmrnnce Companv. l'\11111ers I ,ncJerwritcr, Association. 
I 'arme1·s Value i\dckd. lnc.; Jiam1er, Financial Solutions. J J ,( m<"mht>r f,JNRi\ & Sll'C'·+; l •f -'S Holding, LLC; I •arrncrs 
Se1Tices, LLC; /I •L: S Services, LLC: Leschi Life .'\ssurnnce Company, Ii! C Holding Companv, ! •IC Lcm;ing Co., [nc.; 
Fire Undenvriters Illinois I •·,trmers Insurance Company, l\.iid-( I n;;ur'rtnce Company of Texas, 
Pre1naric Service Corpornrinn (California), Prem,itic Service Cnrporarion (Ncv;1da), Tf:'i.,lS hmner, [nsurnncc 
hmnccs t\cw \X7orld Lifo lnsurnncc C Truck Undenvriters Association, Ci,·ic Property and 
fi,x;ict ,ind ( and t\cighborhood ;ind Casualtj· Company. 
''l he ,ihnv( is :J list (if th( ,irr!lwtrs Ol! whnsl hch,1)( t-!u~ pri\·:icy not!n i:; !w111g pn.w1<1i·d It !5 llOl ;l G>llljHChi !!Sl\"t list cir· ,1ll ,1fr(li:1trs nr" rh( hrnn ... 'T:;; ln~ur,111c~c 
<....~rt1up ot· Companii.::s, 
- 1 )'on 111:1y cihbHn 1rn in 1nr0rmnrion }thnut the S-·c11nt1cs inv<·stor P1nh cnon (:o.rpornt·ion (Sf]>(:) tnc!udmg th( SIP(, hff1ch11rc hy con1~1c11ng Sf P(, lll (202) ,)7l-8Vl! 1 
J~~fr~;:i.;~:~~~;~:~~?1~~~;~g~;'c~;p~,~~ I· I Nl(b'~~~~t~~-( J:rn~it I 111:,y c;1JJ the Fl Nl< . .\. llrnk< I ( :ht ,·k hnd,nr ;ii (80iJ) '.!fs1'~Pf11t"' riH 
25-7660 509 A7660602 
Important policyholder message 
!v!otorist to 
Disclosure Stmement vvherein you 
eirher or both Uninsured .,,fotorist and or Underinsured fv{otorists 
an l ~lection tn reduce ivfotorists Coverage, 
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LP-40 1-99 
YOUR E-Z-READER CAR POLICY 
IDAHO 
Farmers Insurance Group of Companiee' 
4680 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 9001 O 
Dear Customer, 
The member Companies and Exchanges of the Farmers Insurance Group of 
Companies take this opportunity to say "Thank You" for your recent business. 
Your needs for insurance protection are very important to us. We are committed to 
providing you with the best customer service at the lowest cost possible. 
If you haven't already done so, please take a moment to review your policy to 
assure you understand the coverages. This is a very important document that 
you'll want to keep in a safe place. 
If you have any questions regarding your policy or if you would like information 
about other coverages, feel free to contact us. 
Again, thank you for choosing us for your insurance protection. We look forward to 
serving you. 
Sincerely, 
KELLY M KIMBERLING 
{208) 687- 5525 
http://www.farmersinsurance.com 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
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FA Riv 
CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE - STATE Of IDAHO 
Named insured Polley number: 19 5150 3 7 8 
I !Ell EASniAI\ 
[i I 
POST r l D 838771903 
rARMERS INSURAI\CE COMPANY or J 
in compliance with Section 49-1231. Idaho 
insurance in an amount not less th11n that 
vehide(s). 
2005 TUY OT A RAV+ 4D ,.j.l'(!D 
Effeclive date: o 1- 27 - 2 o 12 
Expiration date: 01 - 21 - 2 o 12 
NAIC number: 21601 
IDAHO , an authorized Idaho Insurer. 
cc rti fies that it !ms iss ucd a 
Section 49-117, Idaho the described motor 
Register elf Owner: 
D20\1550070756 JENNIFER EASTMAN 
1\gentrn1me: Kt.I.LY M f-;HHlERLII\G Phone no: (208) 687-5525 
OFFICEISSUINGTHISCARD: 23175 NW Bennett St. llillsboro. OR 97124 ( I 
25-6420 10-10 Keep this <ertlffc11te in your vehicle at all times. Read reverse side c11refully. l<HP WITH VEHICU A642021 l 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
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1. and check for 
to do in case 
Call an <>rr,tm,1<1,,r,,. 
2. Wam other drivern to prevent further Set flares. with flashlight at 
3. the times a dri1 er or bystnnder will do this for you. 
4. Gather the facts. Be sure to get the name, of witnesses. as well as other information. 
(i.e. driver\ licrn,c number. insunmcc infonnntion and description of the other vehicle) 
5. Be careful what you say. Don't admit responsibility. TnvestigHtion may show you were not responsible. 
6. to proper authorities. ! :ach state h.is its own requirements fnr such reports. Know the law fnr 
your stntc and complv. 
7. CONTACT HELPPOINT® IMMEDIATELY! FOR 24-HOUR CLAIMS SERVICE, CALL 
US TOLL FREE AT 1-800-HELPPOINT (1-800-435-7764) FOR ASSISTANCE. PARA 
ESPANOL LLAME AL 1-877-RECLAMO (1-877-732-5266). 
AM20212 
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Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Julianne S. Hall, ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North 9th Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, by and through its 
undersigned counsel of record, Gjording Fouser, PLLC, and hereby submits the following 
memorandum in support of its motion for summary judgment. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This declaratory judgment action arises from an underinsured motorist claim 
asserted by Ms. Eastman after a motor vehicle accident on March 18, 2014. The issue in 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, 
Page 1 
15017.266 
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this case is whether the insurance policy provides underinsured motorist coverage 
for the accident, or whether Ms. Eastman is limited in her ,recovery of underinsured 
motorist benefits to the policy issued to the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool. 
II. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
At all times relevant, Jennifer Eastman was the named insured on a policy issued by 
Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, an E-Z Reader Car Policy - Idaho, 1st Edition for her 
2005 Toyota RAV 4. See Affidavit of Mark Stevens, Exhibit l, and Plaintiff's Complaint, 1 
4. Ms. Eastman had purchased underinsured motorist coverage for her insured vehicle. 
See Affidavit of' Stevens, Exhibit 1, and Plaintif'f's Complaint, ,r 4. 
On March 18, 2014, Ms. Eastman was a passenger in a 2009 Chevrolet Van, owned 
by Spokane Transit Authority, which was rear-ended on Interstate 90. See Plaintiff's 
Complaint, 1 5. She was participating in an organized government ride share or ride pool 
program. The Van was insured with the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool. 
See Plaintiff's Complaint, ,I 6. 
Ms. Eastman recovered her damages from the tortfeasor. See Plaintiffs Complaint, 
, 6. She received the limits of tortfeasor's liability policy. See Plaintiff's Complaint, , 6. 
Additionally, the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool maintained $60,000 in 
underinsured motorist coverage. See Plaintiff's Complaint, ,I 6. Due to multiple claimants, 
Ms. Eastman received approximately $47,000 in underinsured motorist benefits from the 
Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool policy. See Plaintiff's Complaint, 1 6. 
Thereafter, Ms. Eastman sought additional underinsured motorist benefits under 
her own policy with Farmers. See Plaintiff's Complaint, ,r 7. 
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HI. RELEVANT POLICY PROVISIONS 
Ms. Eastman's Farmers' policy, Endorsement ID 021A, provides as follows: 
Coverage C-1 UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover 
as damages from the owner or operator of an UNDERinsured motor 
vehicle because of bodily injury sustained by the insured person. 
Limits of Liability 
a. Our liability under the UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage cannot 
exceed the limits of the UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage stated in this 
policy, and our maximum liability under the UNDERinsured Motorist 
Coverage is the lesser 
1. difference between the amount paid in damages to the 
insured person by and for any person or organization who may be 
legally liable the bodily injury, and the limit of UNDERinsured 
Motorist Coverage; or 
2. The amount of damages established but not recovered by any 
agreement, settlement, or judgment with or for the person or 
organization legally liable for the bodily injury. 
Other Insurance 
3. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has no 
other insurance applicable to this part. 
See Affidavit of Stevens, Exhibit A. 
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IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 56 of Idaho Rules Civil Procedure sets out the standard for bringing a 
motion for summary judgment. Summary judgment is proper when there is no genuine 
issue of material and the only remaining questions are questions of law. Cherry u. 
Coregis Ins. Co., 146 Idaho 882, 884, 204 P.3d 522, 524 (2009). The moving party bears the 
burden of proving the absence of material facts. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 
P.3d 862, 865 (2007) (citing Hei u. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003)). Once the 
moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the burden shifts 
to the nonmoving party to show the existence of a genuine issue of material fact. "The non-
moving party must come forward with evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise that 
contradicts the evidence submitted by the nonmoving party and that establishes the 
existence of a material issue of disputed fact." Id. (citing Zehm v. Assoc. Logging 
Contractors, Inc., 1 Idaho 349, 350, 775 1191, 1192 (1988)). 
V. ARGUMENT 
1. Under Idaho law, Farmers' policy (i.e., UIM Endorsement ID021A and 
paragraph 3, the "Other Insurance" clause of the UIM Endorsement 
ID021A) is unambiguous and enforceable. 
As discussed above, paragraph 3 the "Other Insurance" clause in the UIM 
Endorsement in the Farmers' policy states: We will not provide insurance for a vehicle 
other than your insured car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle 
has no other insurance applicable to this part. Here, Ms. Eastman was injured in a vehicle 
other than her "insured car," the Toyota Rav 4. Additionally, the owner of the Van had 
underinsured motorist coverage which has paid Ms. Eastman for her injuries. Under the 
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terms of policy, no motorist coverage for Ms. Eastman 
for this accident. 
In 2003, Idaho Supreme addressed these facts and the "Other Insurance" 
clause in the Farmers underinsured motorist policy. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co., 138 Idaho 
65 P.3d 187 (2003). 1 occurring 443, 
1997, the challenged this non-owned, but insured UIM clause in a Farmers' policy. 
Purdy, 138 at 446, 65 P.3d at 187. 
As background, prior to the 1997 accident in Purdy, the Purdys had purchased an 
underinsured motorist policy from Farmers Insurance with underinsured of 
$100,000. Id. at 445. Beth was severely injured while riding as a passenger in a car 
owned and operated by mother. Id. mother's car was rear-ended by a truck. Id. 
policy settled with the Purdys for $17,500. Id. Her mother 
maintained an underinsured motorist policy with Farmers Alliance and had underinsured 
motorist limits of $25,000. Id. rm"'"""' Alliance paid the Purdys underinsured motorist 
benefits of $25,000 under her mother's policy. Id. 
this case, the Purdys then submitted a proof of loss to Farmers Insurance in 
an attempt to obtain additional underinsured motorist benefits under their own policy. Id. 
In Purdy, denied the Purdys' claim for underinsured motorist benefits based on 
the above-referenced "Other Insurance" clause because Ms. Purdy was injured in a vehicle 
which was not her "insured car" and the owner of the car (her mother) had an underinsured 
1 Of note, in the Purdys' Farmers policy, this clause was found in paragraph 4, but otherwise was 
identically worded to the subject policy. 
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filed a lawsuit against Farmers alleging breach 
of contract bad faith. litigation, Farmers filed a motion for 
summary judgment on the Purdys' claim for bad faith. Id. On summary judgment, 
Farmers argued there was no bad faith cause of action because there was no coverage 
under the policy. Id. 
In opposing Farmers' summary judgment, the Purdys argued that the policy 
contained several ambiguities. Under Idaho law, a policy provision is ambiguous if it is 
reasonably subject to differing interpretations. Moss v. Mid-Am. Fire and Marine Ins. Co., 
103 Idaho 298, 647 P.2d 754 (1982). Additionally, when deciding whether or not a 
particular provision is ambiguous, the court must consider the provision within the context 
in which it occurs in the policy. North Pac. Ins. Co. v. Mai, 130 Idaho 251, 939 P.2d 570 
(1997). 
In that case, the Purdys argued that the phrase, "We will not provide insurance for a 
vehicle other than your insured car" was redundant when read with conjunction with the 
similarly worded underinsured motorist exclusion which provided "this coverage does not 
apply to bodily injury sustained by a person if the person was occupying a vehicle you do 
not own which is insured for this coverage under another policy." Purdy, 138 Idaho at 447, 
65 P.3d at 188. The Purdys argued this redundancy made policy ambiguous. Id. 
On appeal, the noted that while redundancy may be considered when 
interpreting an ambiguous provision in an insurance policy, redundancy does not by itself 
make policy provisions ambiguous. 
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Ultimately, in Pu,rdy, Idaho Supreme Court concluded that language the 
Farmers' policy was unambiguous. Id. at 448. The Court also affirmed the District Court's 
that was no coverage 
injuries because she was injured 
the Purdys' Farmers policy for Ms. Purdy's 
a vehicle that was not her insured vehicle and the 
owner had an underinsured motorist policy. Id. 
Similarly, 
conclude 
this case, based on Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co., this Court should 
Insurance" clause Farmers' policy is unambiguous and 
enforceable. Moreover, Court should grant Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
and conclude that there no underinsured motorist coverage under the Policy for Ms. 
Eastman was not injured in an vehicle and the owner of that vehicle 
maintained underinsured motorist coverage. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho respectfully 
requests the Court grant its motion for summary judgment and find that coverage is 
excluded under the terms of the Policy. 
DATED this :1D_day of August, 2016 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Trudy son Fouser - the 
Julianne S. Hall -Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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I HEREBY 
Robert Crary 
Aaron A. Crary 
CRARY, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 E. Trent Avenue 
Spokane, VvA 99206 
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Julianne S. Hall, ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North 9th Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, by and through its 
undersigned counsel of record, Gjording Fouser, PLLC, and hereby moves this Court for a 
summary judgment. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, and is supported 
by memorandum and affidavit of Mark Stevens filed contemporaneously herewith. 
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DATED this 30 day of August, 2016 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
By_~.........,-i.,;,.,..a..,,...,. .... 
Trudy anson Fouser - the Firm 
Julianne S. Hall - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi3::D._day of August, 2016, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served on the following by the manner indicated: 
Robert B. Crary 
Aaron A. Crary 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 E. Trent Avenue 




Facsimile - 509/924-7771 
Email 
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No. 
Julianne S. Hall, ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North 9th Streetr Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT OF 
UNDISPUTED FACTS IN SUPPORT 
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOK 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, by and through its 
undersigned couneel of record, Cjording Fouser, PLLC, and hereby submits this Statement 
of Undisputed Facts in support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment as required 
by this Court's Pre-Trial Order. 
1. At all times relevant, Jennifer Eastman was the named insured on a policy 
issued by Farmers In..qurance f'.ompany of Idaho, an E-Z Reader Car Policy - Idaho, 1°t 
DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 1 
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Edition her 2005 Toyota RAV 4. See Affidavit of Mark Stevens, Exhibit 1, and Plaintiff's 
Complaint, 4!1 4. Ms. Eastman had purchased underinsured motorist coverage for her 
insured vehicle. See Affidavit of Stevens, Exhibit l, and Plaintiff's Complaint,, 4. 
2. On March 18, 2014, Ms. Eastman was a passenger in a 2009 Chevrolet Van, 
owned by Spokane Transit Authority, which was rear-ended on Interstate 90. See 
Plaintiff's Complaint, '1f 5. She was participating in an organized government ride share or 
ride pool program. The Van was insured with the Washington State Transit Insurance Van 
Pool. See Plaintiff's Complaint,·, 6. 
3. Ms. Eastman recovered her damages from the tortfeasor. See Plaintiff's 
Complaint, ,i 6. She received the limits of tortfeasor's liability policy. See Plaintiff's 
Complaint, 1 6. Additionally, the Washington Stab:! Transit Insurance Van Pool 
maintained $60,000 in underinsured motorist coverage. See Plaintiff's Complaint, ,r 6. 
Due to multiple claimants, Ms. Eastman received approximately $47,000 in underinsured 
motorist benefits from the Washington State Transit Insurance Van Pool policy. See 
Plaintiff's Complaint, ,r 6. 
4. Thereafter, Ms. Eastman sought additional underinaured motorist benefits 
under her own policy with Farmers. See Plaintiff's Complaint, ,r 7. 
DATED this f:lday of Septemb~r, 2016 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Trudy Hanson Fouser - Of the Firm 
Julianne S. Hall - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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copy of foregoing was served on the following by the manner indicated: 
Robert Crary 
Aaron A. Crary 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 Trent Avenue 
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(ISB#5693) 
AARON A. CRARY (ISB#8517) 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO, 
& CHUANG P.S. 
9417 E. Trent A venue 
Spokane, 99206 
Tele: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF FIRST JUDICIAL DISTR1CT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JENNIFER EASTMAN, a single woman, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 
an Idaho corporation,, 
Defendants. 
Case No. lb .. t.[l,0'5 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
CROSS MOTION FOR SUMMARY 




This is a declaratory judgment action initiated by Jennifer Eastman, the Plaintiff, 
asking the court to find she is entitled to underinsured motorist coverage (UIM) under her 
policy of insurance with Farmers Insurance Company. Defendant, Farmers, asserts that 
the Plaintiff is not entitled to coverage since she was injured while traveling in another 
vehicle (Van) that carried its own UIM policy. Plaintiff asserts that since the at-fault 
vehicle and the Van had inadequate insurance to cover her injuries, Plaintiff can look to 
remaining UIM coverage with Farmers to pay her uncompensated damages. 
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1. Jennifer Eastman is a 35-year-old registered nurse employed by Providence 
Sacred Heart Medical Center in Spokane, Washington. She is a single mother of one and 
resides in Post Falls, Idaho. On March 18, 2014, Jennifer was a passenger in a Spokane 
transit Authority bus traveling from Spokane to Post Falls. Spokane Transit Authority 
provides van pool bus services (Van) from the Idaho border to downtown Spokane. 
While being transported from Spokane to Post Falls the bus she was trave~ing in was 
violently struck from behind by a vehicle driven by Sydney Salzman. Ms. Eastman and 3 
other individuals, who were riding in the van, were also injured. 
2. Ms. Eastman claims that the injury caused venous thrombosis that required 
surgery. As a result of the injury and subsequent surgery she lost considerable amounts of 
income and incurred medical expenses in excess of $209,237.60. In addition, Ms. 
Eastman suffers residual complications from the injury. 
3. Ms. Salzman was insured with Progressive Insurance Company with policy 
limits of $50,000.00 per person/$100,000.00 per accident. On June 12, 2015, Ms. 
Salzman's insurance company settled with Jennifer Eastman for policy limits of 
$50,000.00. See Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit A. 
4. The Spokane Transit Authority bus that Ms. Eastman was a passenger in 
provides UIM coverage in the amount of $60,000.00, total for each bodily injury 
occurrence for passengers who are injured in their vehicles. After exhausting Ms. 
Salzman's insurance limits the 4 injured claimants made claims against the $60,000.00 
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UIM coverage. The parties and their attorneys mutually agreed to settle the claims for the 
policy limits of $60,000.00.00 with $48,846.00 going to Ms. Eastman. See Affidavit of 
Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit B. Clearly Ms. Eastman suffered the greatest injury. 
5. In an email dated January 22, 2016 this office informed the Farmers 
insurance adjuster, Mark Stevens of Plaintiffs intent to settle the STA UlM portion of 
the insurance coverage and providing Farmers with the option to purchase that interest. 
See Affidavit of Aaron Crary, Exhibit C. On February 10, 2016, a letter was received 
from Farmers Insurance denying coverage under Ms. Eastman's UIM coverage. See 
Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit D. 
6. On April 15, 2016, a settlement demand/proof of loss was provided to 
Farmers Insurance demanding policy limits minus credit for amounts recovered from 
other available coverage. See Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit E. 
7. During the time period relevant to this matter, January 27, 2014, through 
July 27, 2014, Farmers had issued a policy of insurance to Plaintiff. Under the policy, 
Plaintiff had $500,000.00 in underinsured motorist coverage (UIM). See Affidavit of 
Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit F. 
8. On March 18, 2014, Plaintiff was traveling in a Van transpiration bus in 
Washington State when vehicle was struck by another vehicle, injuring the Plaintiff. 
Farmer's bases its UIM coverage denial on the policy language relating to "other 
insurance": 
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COVERAGE C-1 UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage (FORM W2449102) 
Other Insurance 
3. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car or insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has no 
other insurance applicable to this part. 
See Exhibit Fat Page 63. 
III. ARGUMENT 
The Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code Title 10, chapter 12, bestows the 
authority to declare rights, status, or other legal relations. A declaratory judgment may be 
rendered in a case where an actual or justiciable controversy exists. Harris v. Cassia 
County, 106 Idaho 513,516,681 P.2d 988,991 (1984). Here, an actual controversy exists 
between Plaintiff and Famers regarding UIM coverage. 
It is appropriate for the Court to determine this declaratory judgment on summary 
judgment. As I.R.C.P. 56(c) states: 
The judgment sought shall be rendered if the pleadings, depositions or other 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in 
character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is 
genuine issues as to the amount of damages. 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). Summary judgment in this declaratory action is appropriate as there are 
no disputed facts as to Farmers' refusal to pay UIM coverage. The issue presented is 
purely legal. The Court should find that Plaintiff is entitled to UIM coverage because ( l) 
public policy supports covering Plaintiff for the offset damages, and (2) the language in 
Plaintiff's insurance agreement supports UIM coverage. 
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A. The Public Policy Behind Requiring UIM Coverage Supports Plaintiff's UIM 
Coverage Claim 
Farmers' denial of UIM based upon the "Other Insurance" provision m the 
insurance policy violates Idaho public policy. In 2008, the Idaho Legislature amended 
I.C. § 41-2502 to require insurance companies to offer UIM coverage. The UIM 
requirement created public policy to protect Idahoans from being undercompensated for 
their injuries: 
The Legislature clearly enacted the UIM amendments to protect the citizens of this 
State from being undercompensated for their injuries ... " 
Hill v. American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 150 Idaho 619, 627 (2011). By 
requiring UIM coverage, the Idaho Legislature acted to protect citizens from 
underinsured drivers: 
The Legislature accordingly intends to protect Idaho's citizens from 
driver's carrying policies above the statutorily required policy levels but 
who have insurance insufficient to compensate their tort victims. 
Id. at 624. The Court in Hill elaborated that the Legislature mandated UIM 
coverage for two reasons: (1 ), to protect Idahoans with catastrophic injuries who 
would find themselves without coverage; and (2), to avoid the anomaly that 
injured Idaho motorists be in a position to collect more if the at fault driver had no 
insurance than if the driver was underinsured. Jd. at 626. 
Prior to 2008, Idaho statutes did not contain a UIM mandate. The absence 
of any UIM mandate prohibited insured's from making public policy arguments 
for UIM coverage: 
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was no clear public policy regarding UIM coverage 
statutes do not regulate underinsured motorist 
Hill, 150 Idaho at 623 ( citing Andrae v. Idaho Counties Risk Mgmt. Prgm. 
Underwriters, 145 Idaho 33, 36 (2007)). 
We have rejected public policy challenges related to UIM policies only 
because 'our statutes do not require an automobile insurer to include 
underinsured vehicle coverage in its policies or even to off this coverage to 
its insureds. 
Id (citing Farmers Ins. Co. v. Buffa, 119 Idaho 345, 347, 806 P.2d 438, 440 
(1991) (emphasis added). 
The 2008 UIM mandate creates public policy related to UIM coverage and 
changes prior Idaho case law. After 2008, the Hill case was the first to apply 
public policy considerations to UIM coverage. Hill involved an insured's claim for 
UIM when the insured had settled with the tortfeasor for below policy limits for 
bodily injury. The question was whether an "exhaustion" clause in the insurance 
contract requiring the insured to deplete the tortfeasor's bodily insurance limit 
before making a claim against the UIM violated public policy. In ruling that it 
violated public policy, the Court focused on the 2008 UIM mandate as public 
policy that UIM exhaustion clauses thwart "the Legislature's goal of protecting 
motorists from underinsured drivers." Id. at 626. The Court noted that requiring 
insureds to secure full recovery would cause unnecessary litigation costs, expense, 
and delay if an insured was required to secure full recovery prior to making a UIM 
claim. Id. Furthermore, the Court noted that Idaho courts would have to suffer 
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through unnecessary litigation so that claimants could preserve their benefits. Id. 
The Court agreed with other jurisdictions finding exhaustion clauses against public 
policy, citing the importance placed on UIM coverage public policy: 
[T]he insured's ability to recover UIM benefits should be 'scrupulously 
guarded' because 'UIM coverage is intended to provide excess coverage to 
compensate an insured against losses for which there would otherwise be 
no coverage." 
Id ( emphasis added) ( citing Horace Mann Ins. Co. v. Adkins, 599 S.E.2d 720, 725-
26 (2004). 
Now that public policy attaches to UIM coverage, prior Idaho cases dealing 
with UIM must be re-visited. For instance, Purdy v. Farmer's Insurance 
Company, 65 P .3d 184 (2002), would not be good case law. In Purdy, the Court 
denied UIM coverage under facts and language similar to our case, finding that the 
language the policy was not ambiguous. But Purdy only dealt contract 
interpretation arguments: public policy arguments were not argued or addressed. 
With the 2008 UIM mandate, the law changed, invalidating Purdy's holding. 
Other jurisdictions have found that "other insurance" provisions related to 
UIM denials violate public policy. See Kline v. Famers Insurance Exchange, 277 
Neb. 874 (2009); (Exclusion denying UIM coverage when a person is injured 
while occupying vehicle they do not own but is inured for UIM coverage under 
another's policy was void and against public policy); Estate of Sinn by Sinn v. 
Mid-Century Ins. Co., 288 Il1.All.3d 193 (1997) ("Other insurance" provision that 
states that the insurer would not provide UIM benefits for vehicle other than the 
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owned car unless the other owner lacked UIM coverage was against public 
policy.); Veach v. Farmers Ins. Co., 460 N.W.2d 845 (Iowa 1990) (UIM policy 
exclusion is void against public policy because it excludes from coverage any 
vehicle not owned by the named insured which has UIM coverage under a 
different policy.) Finding UIM coverage in this case is consistent with these other 
jurisdictions. 
In our case, UIM coverage is now mandated and the public policy 
considerations identified in Hill support a finding of UIM coverage here. Plaintiff 
received a total of $98,846.00 in compensation from the tortfeasor and the Van's 
UIM coverage. Plaintiff claims damages well above this total amount recovered. 
As Hill identified, UIM is meant to protect Idaho citizen's from drivers with 
insufficient insurance coverage. To deny Plaintiff a UIM claim would leave her in 
a position where she suffered a catastrophic injury "without redress." This flies 
directly in the face of the UIM public policy considerations. 
Another concern mentioned in Hill is the contradictory situation that 
Plaintiff would be in a better position if the Van carried no coverage at all than if it 
carried its minimum $60,000. Farmers argues that since the Van had (the bare 
minimum) UIM coverage, Plaintiff cannot seek the benefit of her remaining 
$500,000 UIM policy. Under this interpretation, if the Van had no insurance, 
Plaintiff would be able to pursue the entire $500,000. This is not proper. Placing a 
Plaintiff in a position to recover more if a driver was uninsured than underinsured 
is an anomaly of prior case law: an anomaly that the UIM mandate is meant to 
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rectify. Here, Plaintiff should benefit the same from insurance coverage she 
purchased whether the Van carried UIM or not 
The bottom line is, Plaintiff paid for UIM coverage of $500,000 under her 
policy. Plaintiff asserts damages well above the total recoverable insurance of 
$98,846.00. Plaintiffs right to recover UIM benefits must be "scrupulously 
guarded ... to provide excess coverage to compensate [plaintiff] against losses for 
which there would otherwise be no coverage." Plaintiff deserves to be 
compensated coverage she paid for. Denial of UIM coverage in this instance 
violates public policy. 
B. Under The 
Coverage. 
Of The Insurance Agreement, Plaintiff Is Entitled To UIM 
2008 Language Defining UIM 
The general rule is that because insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, 
typically not subject to negotiation between the parties, any ambiguity that exists 
in the contract "must be construed most strongly against the insurer." Mutual of 
Enumclaw Co. v. Roberts, 128 Idaho 232, 235, (1996). The question of 
whether a policy is ambiguous is a question of law over which this Court exercises 
free review. Baker v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, Inc., 130 Idaho 415, 
416-417 (Ct. App. 1997). "To determine whether a policy is ambiguous, the Court 
must ask whether the policy 'is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation."' 
Mutual of Enumclaw v. Box, 127 Idaho 851,853 (1995). 
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In 2008 the Legislature required a standard disclosure form that informs 
policy holders about their UIM coverage. This standard language specifically 
describes UIM as providing "difference in limits" or "offset" coverage to insureds 
when there is insufficient insurance coverage from other owners or operators: 
IDAHO UNINSURED MOTORIST & UNDERINSURED MOTORIST 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (FORM 8169101) 
UIM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legally entitled to collect damages from the owner or operator of a 
vehicle with inadequate limits of liability insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different form by different insurers, and 
insurers are not required to offer more than one type of UIM coverage. 
There are two commonly available forms of UIM coverage - "Difference 
in limits" (or "Offset") Coverage and "Excess" Coverage. Your insurance 
policy offers "Difference in Limits" which is briefly explained below: 
"Difference in Limits" (or "Offset") Coverage - The policy's UIM 
coverage limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages 
recovered by any insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured(s) 
owner or operator(s). 
Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit Fat Page 60. (emphasis added). 
The language of the Disclosure plainly states that the insured' s recovery 
from its own UIM is merely "offset" by the amount she recovers from "any 
underinsured." The Disclosure identifies an "offset" irrespective of who is 
underinsured, whether it be an owner or operator. The remaining UIM isn't 
terminated, but the insured is able to recover the "difference in [the] limits." The 
Disclosure's plain language defines UIM coverage to be offset by the amount 
Plaintiff recovered from other owners/operators. 
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Farmers' position that Plaintiff loses her entire UIM benefit contrary to 
the language in the 2008 insurance policy. Farmer's denial is based solely on the 
old "other insurance" language in the policy, which reads: 
Othe:r Insu:rance 
3. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has 
no other insurance applicable to this part. 
Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit F at Page 63. Farmers denied Plaintiff's 
UIM claim on the basis of this "other insurance" provision, arguing that the 
Supreme Court in 2002 Purdy decision found this provision was not 
ambiguous. \\i'hile is an accurate description of Purdy 's holding, the insurance 
policy in that case is different from the modified 2008 insurance policy. The 2008 
Disclosure modified UIM coverage and previous policy provisions explaining that 
UIM would be "offset" by "any damages" recovered from "any underinsured 
owner or operator." 
The plain language "offset" applies in Plaintiff's case. Plaintiff received 
$50,000.00 from the at-fault party, and $48,846.00 from the underinsured operator 
she was riding in. As the Disclosure explains, Plaintiff's UIM claim must be offset 
by any damages she recovers from "any underinsured owner or operator." Plaintiff 
recovered $98,846.00. Consistent with the terms of the insurance agreement and 
the Disclosure, Plaintiff is entitled to pursue the remaining difference in limits of 
$401,154.00 from her own policy. 
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Out of State Coverage 
Under the plain language of the policy, when the insured is injured in 
another state, the policy provides protection equal to that of the host state: 
Out of State Coverage 
An insured person may become subject to the financial responsibility law, 
compulsory insurance law or similar law of another state or in Canada. This 
can happen because of ownership, maintenance or use of your insured car 
when you travel outside of Idaho. We will interpret this policy to provide 
any broader coverage required by those laws, except to the extent that 
other liability insurance applies. No person may collect more than once 
for the same element of loss. 
See Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit F at Page 6 (emphasis added). Plaintiff was 
traveling in Washington State when she was injured. Under this policy language, Plaintiff 
receives coverage equal to that mandated by Washington State. Under Washington law 
Plaintiff is entitled to the highest limit between competing UIM coverage policies: ("The 
policy may provide that if an injured person has other similar insurance available to him 
or her under other policies, the total limits of liability of all coverages shall not exceed 
the higher of the applicable limits of the respective coverages") RCW 48.22.030(6). 
Plaintiffs UIM limit is $500,000.00 under her Farmers' policy. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based on the 2008 UIM mandate, and the included policy, this Court should grant 
Plaintiff summary judgment, declaring she is entitled to claim her remaining UIM 
benefits. Furthermore, this Court should also find that the Disclosure and plain language 
of the policy, or the ambiguous language read in her favor, permit Plaintiff to make a 
claim against her UIM. 
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DATED thisJl- day of September, 2016. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;L ~ day 
correct copy of the above and foregoing <fufument 
2016, I served a true and 
the following person(s) as follows: 
Ms. Trudy Fouser 
Ms. Julianne S. Hall 
121 N. 9th Street, Suite 600 
Boise, ID 83701 
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(ISB#5693) 
AARON A. CRARY (ISB#8517) 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO, & CHUANG P.S. 
9417 E. Trent A venue 
Spokane, VvA 99206 
Tele: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JENNIFER EASTMAN, a single woman, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 



















COMES NOVv Plaintiff, Jennifer Eastman, by and through her attorneys of 
record, AARON A. CRARY and ROBERT B. CRARY, of CRARY, CLARK 
DOMANICO AND CHUANG, P.S. and hereby moves this court for a summary 
judgment. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, and is 
supported by memorandum and Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary. Oral Argument 
requested. 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
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DATED this X/.day of September, 2016. 
La x.Jt'Ln ... DOMANJCQ & CHUANG, P,S, 
Attorneys for Jennifer Eastman 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the of September, 2016, I served a 
true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following 
person(s) as follows: 
Ms. Trudy Fouser 
Ms. Julianne S. Hall 
121 N. 9th Street, Suite 600 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 336-9177 
Email: ="=--:: .. ,:c .. -:::.:~-=-;.;;:;;:;,=•,.-==-=="''"·'·""-'..,,,"·""'··''·"""'' 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
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